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ABSTRACT
Molecular devices that function as rotors and measurement devices are the main 
topic of this dissertation. Each study contains a device based on an N-phenylimide 
framework, which has restricted rotation about the N-C (imide-phenyl) single bond due to 
a steric clash from the imide carbonyl and the phenyl rings ortho substituent. In general, 
two ground states are observed by 1H NMR, which are separated by a single transition state 
(TS). Incorporation of non-covalent interactions into the TS led to measurable changes in 
the rate for rotation. While the molecules in this dissertation revealed details that could not 
have been predicted, the most important advances were the new methods and strategies 
that were developed to study and interrogate NCIs. The studies highlighted in this 
dissertation include three kinetic studies of TS stabilized molecular rotors, a series of 
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CHAPTER 1 UTILIZING EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS AND COMPUTATIONAL 




The first chapter of this dissertation introduces the application of empirical 
parameters and computational calculations to study non-covalent interactions. Non-
covalent interactions are present throughout our world and are important for the utility of 
everyday items from materials to drugs. By combining empirical parameters and 
computational calculations, non-covalent interactions can be predicted and understood 
with a high degree of precision and accuracy. Empirical parameters are experimentally 
measured values collected for a series of structures or subunits, which can be utilized to 
explain non-covalent interactions and predict properties through extrapolation. 
Computational calculations utilize molecular mechanics (empirical parameters), quantum 
mechanics (ab initio), or a combination of the two (semi-empirical) to reproduce 
experimental measurements. Calculations can also decompose interaction energies into 
physically meaningful components like electrostatics, exchange, induction, dispersion, and 
charge-transfer.  
1.2 NON-COVALENT INTERACTIONS 
Non-covalent interactions (NCIs) impact our everyday life by governing many 
aspects of the world we live in from the water that we drink to the air that we breathe. NCIs 
are widely studied because of the important role they play in many physical phenomena. 
Comprehensive reviews of NCIs can be found in recently published books and articles.1–7 
Herein, several key questions relating to NCIs will be addressed because they provide the 
background and framework for the research presented in this dissertation. The questions 
are: Why should NCIs be studied? How are NCIs analyzed? How close are we to 
constructing a universal model that accurately explains all interactions and their energies? 
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One reason why NCIs should be studied is to construct a model that can predict 
interaction energies and trends with high accuracy. If we could predict NCI strengths 
accurately, then we would be able to rationally construct better materials and 
pharmaceuticals. In addition, properties of materials could be predicted eliminating the 
need for resource intensive optimization processes. Determination of better designed drugs 
for a binding site on a protein could be made with higher confidence. Another reason is the 
development of new and improved catalysts.8 Many catalysts utilize NCIs such as 
hydrogen bonding, cation-pi, and aromatic stacking to stabilize TSs, and control reaction 
selectivity.9 However, the measurement of NCIs in a TS is much more challenging than in 
stable structures and complexes.10 
NCIs can be broken down into 5 different fundamental interactions (Figure 1.1): 
electrostatic interactions involving the attraction or repulsion between charges or 
multipoles (e.g. charge-charge, charge-multipole, multipole-multipole), exchange 
repulsion involving repulsion due to the Pauli exclusion principle from electron cloud 
overlap, charge-transfer involving stabilization due to the direct transfer of electron 
density from one orbital to another (e.g. a lone pair donating into an antibonding orbital), 
induction interactions involving the attraction from charges or multipoles on one 
molecule/group inducing polarization onto a separate molecule/group (e.g. charge-induced 
multipole, multipole-induced multipole), dispersion interactions involving the attraction 
of spontaneously induced multipoles (e.g. induced multipole-induced multipole).2,11 NCIs 
are normally governed by one or two of the fundamental interactions while the other 
fundamental interactions have a negligible impact on the total interaction energy. However, 
fundamental interactions are often interdependent and difficult to experimentally isolate. 
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Figure 1.1 Physical properties of material are governed by NCIs, and NCIs are governed 
by fundamental interactions 
 
NCIs can be clustered into groups that act similarly based on which fundamental 
interaction is providing the greatest contribution to the overall interaction energy. For NCIs 
where charge-transfer is dominant, the stabilization of the interactions increases when the 
electron donor and acceptor have similarly matched orbital energies or are closer in space.12 
For NCIs that are governed by electrostatic interactions, the stabilization depends on the 
environment (solvent and adjacent atoms) and the difference in charge between the groups 
(which can approach ionic bonding).13 There are also NCIs where the interactions are 
destabilizing and are governed by exchange repulsion (steric hindrance). In these cases, the 
energy depends on the size and overlap of the interacting groups.  
Empirical and computational parameters have been used to identify similar trends 
and the governing fundamental interactions. Currently, most predictive models of NCI 
energies are limited in scope or require too much computing power. There are many studies 
that attempt to predict specific interactions like hydrogen bonds via empirical models, 
however, environmental effects (e.g. solvent and adjacent atoms) complicate the predictive 
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accuracy and are useful only in similar situations such as intermolecular vs. intramolecular. 
Some of the most accurate energy predictions come from ab intio calculations, but their 
errors can often be greater than the overall NCI interaction energy.14 
1.3 EMPIRICAL AND CALCULATED PARAMETERS 
Empirical and computational parameters have been used to identify trends and the 
governing fundamental interactions. Empirical parameters are experimentally measured 
values or derived from measured values. Examples include interaction strengths, 
equilibrium ratios, barrier heights, reaction rates, atom radii, bond distances, bond angles, 
or any other experimental observable. Computational parameters are calculated properties 
from the molecules or subunits being studied. Examples include atomic or surface charges, 
surface areas, volume, distances, bond angles, or any other calculated property. The 
utilization of empirical and calculated parameters extends from catalyst design to drug 
development. Predictive models can be designed by combining useful parameters into 
linear free energy relationships (LFER) which have been used to estimate quantitate values 
for new or theoretical molecules. From a LFER, the importance for each parameter can be 
determined, which can assist in identifying the governing fundamental interaction. A major 
limitation of LFER models is the system dependence as a LFER model for one system or 
interaction is will not necessarily be applicable to a different system. 
There are many empirical and computational parameters in the literature. An 
exhausting list of these parameters would be impractical for the purposes of this chapter. 
Instead a list of selected structural parameters found generally useful and utilized in this 
dissertation can be found in Appendix A. These parameters are split into three different 
types: steric hindrance, electrostatics, and polarizability. 
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Figure 1.2 Common empirical parameters 
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Empirical parameters which correlate well to steric hindrance can be found in 
Figure 1.2. These parameters are best applied to similar processes. For example, a bond 
rotation process should correlate better to a bond rotation parameter, rather than to a 
nucleophilic addition to a carbonyl parameter. Parameters A-C in Figure 1.1 are all 
rotational barriers, which have their barrier energy dependent on the size of the R-group.15–
21 Large R-groups (I, i-Pr, and CF3) have larger barriers while small R-groups (F and OH) 
have small barriers. Parameter A in Figure 1.2 also has a significant contribution from 
electrostatics due to the partial negative charge on the imide carbonyl. Taft and Charton 
parameters are based on the rate of nucleophilic addition to an ester carbonyl.22–27 These 
parameters were measured under both acidic and basic conditions, which alter the barrier 
for certain substituents. Sterimol parameters are based on Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) 
molecular models,28 which are space filling models based on atomic radii.29 There are 
different Sterimol parameters for each principle axis of a substituent. For example, the B1 
value is the minimum distance perpendicular to the primary axis, B5 is the maximum 
distance perpendicular to the primary axis, and L is distance parallel to primary axis. 
Finally, A-values represent the conformation energy difference for an R-group in the axial 
vs. equatorial position on a cyclohexane.30–33 
1.4 COMPUTATIONAL CALCULATIONS 
Computational chemistry can be helpful in modeling and predicting physical 
properties. This section describes computational methods used in the dissertation. While 
there is a significant learning curve to effectively utilize computational chemistry, I firmly 
believe learning these techniques are worth the time and effort. Calculations can be used 
to quickly make predictions for experimental measurements. 
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A common aphorism in statistics from George E. P. Box is “All models are wrong, 
but some are useful.” This advise should be kept in mind while performing computational 
calculations. All computational results should be evaluated by statistical analysis to assess 
their accuracy. The accuracy of all methods should be questioned, unless previously 
established by benchmarking. For example, the commonly used B3LYP functional has a 
root mean square deviation of ±5.96 kcal/mol for calculating reaction barrier heights, but 
the wB97M-V functional is more accurate with a root mean square deviation of ±1.68 
kcal/mol.14 However, the fact that the wB97M-V is more accurate than B3LYP in 
predicting barrier heights does not mean wB97M-V will be accurate in predicting the pKa 
of acidic protons. A new benchmark needs to be created in order quantify the accuracy of 
the functional for each specific task or system. 
1.4.1 TECHNIQUES 
Computational chemistry spans a broad range of techniques which are applicable 
in specific and general applications. The techniques discussed in this section will be limited 
to the ones utilized for the research in this dissertation. This section will include discussions 
of: (1) conformer distribution, (2) energy profile, (3) GS & TS geometry optimization, (4) 
density and electrostatic potential maps, and (5) perturbation theory. In general, these 
calculations should be performed in this order to ensure the accuracy of the GS & TS 
geometries.  
1.4.1.1 CONFORMER DISTRIBUTION 
A conformer distribution search should be the first calculation performed on a 
molecule or complex and will give an array of local ground states (minima) which 
hopefully includes the global ground state. The conformer distribution is calculated by 
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altering degrees of freedom in either a systematic or random (Monte-Carlo) search. 
Degrees of freedom are automatically identified in Spartan, but the torsions can also be 
manually selected. Low cost techniques such as molecular mechanics should be used for 
conformer distributions unless a small number of conformers are expected to exist. 
1.4.1.2 ENERGY PROFILE 
The energy profile calculation optimizes the molecular structure while 
systematically altering 1 or 2 degrees of freedom over a predetermined number of steps. If 
the conformer distribution does not select a conformer you expect to be present or if a 
transition state structure is needed, an energy profile calculation can be used. For example, 
the molecule biphenyl can have an energy profile calculated based on conformers 
generated from the rotation about the C-C single bond connecting the two aromatic rings. 
In this calculation, only 10 – 30 individual structures are optimized and calculated. 
Therefore, a low-level DFT method and basis set can be used, such as B3LYP/6-31G**. 
1.4.1.3 GROUND AND TRANSITION STATE GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION 
Geometry and transition state geometry optimization are then performed on 
selected ground and transition state structures identified from the conformer distribution 
and energy profile searches. The geometries are calculated using self-consistent field 
theory at a higher level of theory than the conformational search calculations. The 
optimized GS can be verified by zero imaginary frequencies in the IR spectrum, and the 
TS can be verified by the presence of a single imaginary frequency. 
1.4.1.4 DENSITY AND ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL MAP 
Once a geometry (GS, TS or otherwise) is calculated using DFT, a density and/or 
electrostatic potential (ESP) map can be calculated. A density map can be calculated by 
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estimating the probability of locating an electron around the molecule with a specific 
density (the density map size can be altered by altering the density of electrons). This 
density map can be utilized for its surface area, solvent accessible surface area, and volume 
parameters. Alternatively, an ESP map can be calculated which uses the same electron 
probability to create the density map but also rotates a negative point charge around the 
density map to calculate the attractive/repulsive electrostatic interactions. Density and ESP 
maps can be useful in predicting dispersive and electrostatic interactions of a molecule. 
ESP maps have also been used to identify electron deficient regions on a molecule where 
charge-transfer can occur. 
1.4.1.5 PERTURBATION THEORY 
When computing interaction energies, the energy of two molecules infinitely 
separated and in contact can be computed and subtracted from each other. Alternatively, a 
perturbative expression for the interaction can be used instead. The terms in the 
perturbative expression are physically meaningful and can be used to describe the 
interaction energy. Two commonly used perturbation theory calculations are symmetry 
adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) and natural bond orbital (NBO). A more in depth 
description of the theory and applications of SAPT34,35 and NBO36 analysis can be found 
in recent review articles. SAPT decomposes the total interaction energy of intermolecular 
complexes into fundamental electrostatics, exchange, induction, dispersion, and charge-
transfer (using SAPT/cDFT) interactions. NBO can be used for inter- or intramolecular 
interactions and can be used to calculate charge-transfer interactions. SAPT calculations 
are highly dependent on the by basis set size, therefore larger basis sets are suggested. 
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1.4.2 METHODS 
While performing calculations, the method should gradually increase in accuracy 
from molecular mechanics with a conformer distribution to coupled-cluster singles, 
doubles, and triples with SAPT and NBO calculations. The methods discussed in this 
section are listed in order of increasing accuracy: molecular mechanics, semi-empirical, 
Hartree-Fock, density functional theory, and correlated wavefunction. The two most 
commonly used methods are molecular mechanics and density functional theory. For 
example, a general approximation of geometry and energy can be made with molecular 
mechanics, and then density functional theory can improve those approximations. 
1.4.2.1 MOLECULAR MECHANICS 
Molecular mechanics (MM) are force fields optimized using experimental and 
calculated data. Their use should be limited to systems closely related to those that were 
used to develop and optimize the force field. Some commonly used molecular mechanic 
methods include AMBER, MMFF, and MMX. MM force fields are currently being 
optimized for drug discovery and substrate binding to proteins.37 
1.4.2.2 SEMI-EMPIRICAL 
Semi-empirical (SE) methods are essentially a combination of ab initio and 
empirical parameters. By adding empirical corrections and coefficients to the HF method 
a more useful method can be created. Some SE methods can reproduce interaction energies 
similar to more costly methods.38 In general, SE methods are used for specific cases in 
order to cut down computational cost for repeated calculations. Utilizing MM methods for 
geometry optimization and later re-optimizing using DFT methods leads to accurate 
geometries with reasonable computational cost. 
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1.4.2.3 HARTREE-FOCK 
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method (also known as self-consistent field (SCF) theory) 
has added significant value to the computational chemistry field. HF is the first ab initio 
method which attempts to approximate the Schrodinger equation.39 HF is guided by a Slater 
determinant which is a simple model but is inaccurate if more than one electron is pressent 
in the system.40 Density functional theory and correlated wavefunctions were able to 
improve upon HF theory and create significantly more accurate approximations of the 
Schrodinger equation. HF calculations can take an order of magnitude longer than density 
functional theory and are usually less accurate. 
1.4.2.4 DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
Density functional theory (DFT) is an ab initio method that approximates the 
Schrodinger equation using SCF theory to optimize geometries and orbitals. DFT is usually 
faster and more accurate than HF. DFT has an accuracy advantage over HF due to the 
added electron correlation and a reduction is CPU time by cutting out long-range electron 
exchange. Due to the versatility of functionals like B3LYP, DFT has been the generally 
accepted method for most types of calculations. In general, the accuracy of DFT 
calculations is ± 1 kcal/mol. Therefore, DFT has difficulty with weak interactions that are 
usually on the order of 1 kcal/mol or less. 
1.4.2.5 CORRELATED WAVEFUNCTION 
Correlated wavefunction (CW) methods are the most accurate computational 
methods. CW methods improve upon HF theory by including an estimate of electron-
electron correlation. Common CW methods include MP2, MP3, MP4, CCSD, CCSD(T), 
CISD, and CISDT. In general, coupled-cluster (CC) methods are assumed to be more 
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accurate than configurational interaction (CI) methods, but full CI is assumed to be more 
accurate than full CC.  
Hartree-fock, density functional theory, and correlation wavefunction methods 
need to be coupled with a basis set. A basis set is a series of functions that calculate the 
orbitals for each atom. The choice of type and number of basis sets can be daunting, but 
with assessment of some key features, the selection process can be made much easier. 
There are many different types of basis sets that were developed by different groups (Pople, 
Ahlrich, Jorge, Sapporo, Roos, Dunning, Peterson, and Jenson).41 In general, these basis 
sets are classified by the number of functions that calculate the valence orbitals, referred to 
as SZ (single zeta), DZ (double zeta), TZ (triple zeta), … NZ (n-zeta) which have 1, 2, 3, 
… n-functions for the valence orbitals respectively. For example, a single zeta basis set has 
only a single s-function for hydrogen and helium (1s), but second-row elements have 2 s-
functions (1s & 2s) and 1 set of p-functions (2pz, 2py, and 2px). While a double zeta basis 
set has 2 s-functions for hydrogen and helium (1s and 1s’), but second-row elements have 
4 s-functions (1s, 1s’, 2s and 2s’) and 2 sets of p-functions (2p and 2p’). Theoretically, 
more functions should lead to more accurate energies and geometries. However, there are 
cases that deviate from these expectations. For example, the triple zeta Pople basis set (6-
311++G(2d,p)) has been shown to be superior to a quadruple zeta dunning basis set (aug-
cc-pVQZ).42 An organized table of the types of orbitals such as single, double, triple, 
quadruple, and pentuple zeta basis sets can be found here.41 The most important 
requirement when deciding which basis set to use is whether the elements can be used, 
which can be determined in the basis set exchange.43 
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The balance between accuracy and computational cost should be considered when 
performing a calculation (Figure 1.3). If a conformer distribution needs to be performed, 
then MM should be used due to its low cost. Once the conformer distribution is completed, 
a select group of lowest energy conformers can be optimized using a higher level of theory, 
like  DFT (B3LYP/6-31G*).44 If a perturbative calculation is performed, then a CW method 





Figure 1.3 Suggested general combination of level of theory and computational methods 
 
1.5 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
The goal of this section is to tie together the preceding three sections by explaining 
how to apply empirical parameters and computational methods to study NCIs (Figure 1.4). 
One goal of our studies is to construct a predictive model, which can accurately predict the 
NCI energy of new molecules. The predictive model can then be analyzed, and a conclusion 
can be made based on which parameters are most important in the model. 
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The formation of TS NCIs in the bond rotation process of molecular rotors will be 
used as an example of how experimental and computational measurements can be used to 
solve problems. Similar molecular rotors will also be studied in Chapters 2 – 4; therefore, 
this section serves the additional purpose of providing a general introduction to molecular 
rotors. These molecular rotors have two GSs (syn- and anti-) separated by a single TS, 
where the R-group on the phenyl rotor comes in close contact to the imide carbonyl oxygen 
(Figure 1.5). The steric interactions between the R-group and the imide carbonyl oxygen 
governs the magnitude of the repulsive interaction in the TS. Thus, the intramolecular TS 
interaction between the R-group and the carbonyl oxygen determines the height of the 
rotational barrier. The magnitude of the stabilizing non-covalent interactions effects in the 
TS are assessed based on the difference in the barriers between a control rotor which only 
forms steric TS interactions versus a rotor which forms both steric and stabilizing non-
covalent TS interactions. The rotational barriers for the N-phenylimide molecular rotor 
range from 10.9 kcal/mol where the R-group is a hydroxyl group to 25.6 kcal/mol where 
the R-group is a trifluoromethyl group. 
The workflow for the study of the bond rotation process and the stabilizing TS 
interactions is shown in Figure 1.6. Calculation of the rotational barriers before synthesis 
and experimental measurements helps assess their potential utility in testing hypotheses 
and trends. Once a key rotor is identified based on its calculated barrier, synthesis and 
experimental measurements can be performed. After a series of experimental barriers are 
collected, two types of analysis can be applied. First, the experimentally measured barriers 
are correlated with individual empirical parameters to identify the major components of 
the TS interaction. Second, a benchmark analysis should be conducted using multiple 
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methods to assess the accuracy of the calculated rotational barrier energies, GS geometries, 
and TS geometries. If a good linear correlation (R2 > 0.8) is found for an empirical 
parameter, and a high level of accuracy (root mean square deviation < 1.5 kcal/mol) is 
observed in the computational benchmark analysis, then the TS structures can be analyzed 
to assess whether TS NCIs are formed, and perturbative calculations conducted to estimate 
the contributing interactions. The choice of perturbative calculation to be performed 
depends on which empirical parameters were well correlated with the experimental values. 
For example, if a steric, electrostatic, dispersion, or induction empirical parameter was 
found to correlate to the experimental values then a perturbative calculation which outputs 
exchange or electrostatics should be used like SAPT, SAPT/cDFT, or ALMO. However, 
if charge-transfer is thought to be the governing interaction then, a perturbative calculation 
like NBO or SAPT/cDFT should be used. 
The application of this workflow will be demonstrated in Chapters 2-4 of this 
dissertation. Utilizing this workflow, four different types of R-groups will be identified, 
allowing for an empirical approximation of the stabilization from the TS interactions. With 
adequate DFT benchmarking the calculated geometries and energies can be utilized for the 
independent interactions. Perturbative calculations can be conducted on the optimized 
geometries to quantify the fundamental interactions. Future studies should follow the 
workflow described in this section to conduct quantitative analysis of the TS stabilization. 
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Figure 1.5 Molecular rotor bond rotation reaction coordinate diagram for rotors with and 




Figure 1.6 General workflow used in this dissertation. The process starts out 
experimentally (green), and later utilizes computation (red) for analysis. 
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CHAPTER 2 TRANSITION STATE STABILIZATION BY n→π* INTERACTIONS 
MEASURED USING MOLECULAR ROTORS 
 
 
Reprinted with permission from Vik, E. C.; Li, P.; Pellechia, P. J.; Shimizu, K. D. 
Transition-State Stabilization by n→π* Interactions Measured Using Molecular Rotors. J. 




A series of 16 molecular rotors were synthesized to investigate the ability of n→π* 
interactions to stabilize transition states (TSs) of bond rotation. Steric contributions to the 
rotational barrier were isolated using control rotors, which could not form n→π* 
interactions. Rotors with strong acceptor π* orbitals, such as ketones and aldehydes, had 
greatly increased rates of rotation. The TS stabilization of up to ∼10 kcal/mol was 
consistent with the formation of a strong n→π* stabilization between the imide carbonyl 
oxygens and the ortho R group in the planar TS. Computational studies effectively modeled 
the TS stabilization and geometry, and NBO analysis confirmed the role of n→π* 
interactions in stabilizing the TS. 
2.2 MAIN TEXT 
The n→π* interactions12,45–47 have been cited as playing a role in determining 
protein structures,6,12,48,49 molecular50,51 and polymer conformations,52 and fluorescent 
properties.53,54 However, studies of n→π* interactions have primarily focused on 
thermodynamic measurements in the context of proteins and peptides.12,50,51,55–60 Despite 
their potential in catalysis, few researchers have examined their kinetic effects in reaction 
selectivity61–63 or enzymatic processes.64 Thus, in this study, we systematically examined 
the ability of n→π* interactions to increase the rate of rotation using rotor 1(R) (Scheme 
1). Intramolecular n→π* interactions in the planar transition state (TS) between the ortho 
R groups of the N-phenyl ring and the imide carbonyl oxygens dramatically lowered the 
barrier to rotation by up to ∼10 kcal/mol. These results suggest that n→ π* interactions 




Scheme 2.1 (A) Conformational syn−anti equilibrium of molecular rotor 1(R) arising from 
rotation of the N-phenyl ring, and its planar TS, and (B) Conformational Sa−Ra equilibrium 
of biphenyl rotor 2(R) used to measure Mazzanti’s steric parameter B-value of the R 
groups, and its planar TS 
 
Studies of non-covalent interactions have been primarily measured in stable 
molecules and complexes.3,13,66,67 Few studies have quantified the effects of non-covalent 
interactions in unstable TSs and/or intermediates,7,68,69 despite the frequently cited role of 
these forces in catalysis and selectivity.11,70 The challenge lies in the isolation and 
measurement of noncovalent interactions within these high-energy and crowded 
structures.10,71 We were particularly interested in whether the strength and stability trend 
of n→π* interactions in the TS were similar to those previously observed in ground-state 
(GS) systems. N-Phenylimide molecular rotors provide a simple model system to address 
these questions, as they have been successfully applied to measure the kinetic effects of 
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noncovalent interactions such as intermolecular72 and intramolecular hydrogen bonding73–
76 and metal coordination.77 
Rotor 1(R) adopts distinct syn- and anti-conformers, which slowly interconvert via 
rotation around the Caryl−Nimide single bond (Scheme 1A). The ortho R groups are held near 
the imide carbonyl oxygens in the planar TS, usually within the vdW radii. R groups that 
have an acceptor π* orbital on an sp2 or sp1 carbon, such as ketones (COCH3, COPh), nitrile 
(CN), alkenes (C(CH2)CH3, Ph), and alkynes (CCH), have the potential to form stabilizing 
intramolecular n→π* interactions with the lone-pair on the imide oxygen. On the other 
hand, rotors with ortho R groups that do not have an acceptor π* orbital, such as CH3, 
CH2CH3, CH(CH3)2, OCH3, SCH3, Cl, Br, I, and CF3, cannot form n→π* interactions and 
serve as controls for isolating the steric component in the TS interactions (vide infra). The 
rotational barriers were measured using 1H NMR exchange spectroscopy (EXSY).78 All 
rotors were studied in the slow exchange regime (−60 to 130 °C) where the syn- and anti-
conformers gave distinct sets of peaks.79 Eyring plots provided the enthalpy and entropy of 
the rotational barriers, and the free energies (ΔG⧧ exp) of rotation were recalculated for 25 
°C. The ΔG⧧ exp values ranged widely from 12.9 (R = COPh) to 24.0 kcal/mol (R = CF3). 
The ability of n→π* interactions to stabilize the TS was initially assessed by 
comparing the rotational barriers (ΔG⧧ exp) of rotors 1(R) with similarly sized R groups. 
This set of rotors had in their R group an sp2 carbon as the first atom carrying an acceptor 
π* orbital: 1(COCH3), 1(COPh), 1(CHO), 1(C(CH2)CH3), and 1(Ph). The steric sizes of 
these R groups are very similar as the atom type and hybridization of the first atom is the 
primary determinant for the steric term of the rotational barrier (vide infra).16,21 Yet, the 
barriers varied widely from 12.9 to 21.5 kcal/mol, suggesting the presence of additional 
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important interactions in the TS. The variations correlated with the ability of the R groups 
to form n→π* interactions.51,58 For example, rotors 1(COPh), 1(COCH3), and 1(CHO) 
contain polar carbonyl groups that are strong acceptors and had the lowest barriers (12.9, 
13.9, and 15.2 kcal/mol). The through-bond (mesomeric) effects of these groups are 
relatively small and thus cannot explain the large reductions in rotational barriers.80 By 
comparison, rotors 1(C(CH2)CH3), and 1(Ph) with nonpolar sp
2 carbons had high rotational 
barriers (19.5 and 21.5 kcal/mol) presumably due to weaker n→π* interactions. Similar 
trends were observed for rotors 1(CN) and 1(CCH) with sp1 carbons as the first atom. 
Again, the rotor 1(CN) with the stronger acceptor ortho-cyano group had a lower barrier 
(15.4 kcal/ mol) than the rotor 1(CCH) with the weaker acceptor alkynyl group (18.8 
kcal/mol). 
Quantification of the TS n→π* stabilizations required separating the steric and 
n→π* components of the rotational barriers.58 The steric component is the major 
determinant of the rotational barrier, which is evident by the observed barriers tracking the 
steric trend of the R groups. The steric component of the barriers in rotors 1(R) was 
assessed using Mazzanti’s steric B-value parameter.16–20 B-values are well-suited to this 
study because they are measured from the rotational barriers of biphenyl rotors 2(R) with 
varying ortho-R groups (Scheme 1B). The B-values for the C(CH2)CH3)and COPh groups 
were calculated (B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) from the rotational barriers of 2(C(CH2)CH3) and 
2(COPh). The R groups in rotor 2(R) cannot form n→π* interactions due to the absence of 
lone-pair donors on the hydrogens on the opposing phenyl ring.  
The rotors were divided into two groups based on whether their R groups contained 
acceptor orbitals. The first group of rotors had R groups without acceptor π* orbitals (R = 
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CH3, CH2CH3, CH(CH3)2, OCH3, SCH3, Cl, Br, I, CF3) and thus cannot form n→π* 
interactions. Hence, their barriers are primarily due to steric interactions as evidenced by 
the correlation (R2 = 0.87) of ΔG⧧ exp with the B-values of the R groups (Figure 2.1, black 
circles). The stabilizing n(O)→σ*(S) interaction in the TS of 1(SCH3) was likely negated by 
the unfavorable steric strains associated with aligning the thioether group (see section 2.4.7. 
of this dissertation) This steric trendline also provided an estimate of the steric component 
in the rotational barriers for the rotors that formed n→π* interactions. 
Rotors with acceptor orbitals that could form n→π* interactions (R = COPh, 
COCH3, CHO, CN, C(CH2)CH3, CCH, Ph) generally deviated from the steric trendline 
(Figure 2.1, blue circles). Most n→π* rotors had barriers noticeably below the steric 
trendline, suggesting that the additional TS interactions were stabilizing. Thus, a measure 
of the n→π* interaction is provided by the deviation of the barrier from the steric trendline 
on the y-axis. The magnitude of the n→π* stabilizations varied widely from -0.3 kcal/mol 
for 1(Ph) to −9.7 kcal/mol for 1(COPh). The R groups with strong acceptor abilities (COPh, 
COCH3, and CHO), due to the presence of electronegative oxygens, had the strongest 
n→π* stabilizations of -8.4 to -9.7 kcal/mol. The R group with moderate acceptor ability 
(CN) was moderately stabilizing (-5.2 kcal/mol). Finally, R groups with weak acceptor 
abilities (C(CH2)CH3), Ph, and CCH) due to the lack of electronegative atoms yielded the 
least stabilizing n→π* stabilizations of −0.3 to −2.7 kcal/mol. Interestingly, the acceptor 
abilities of these ortho-R groups appeared to follow the NBO atomic charges of their first 
atoms (Figure 2.53).81 
Computational modeling was conducted to establish the role of n→π* interactions 
in stabilizing the TS of 1(R). DFT calculations of rotors 1(R) and 2(R) with the 16 R groups 
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(B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) were able to reproduce the experimental barriers (ΔG⧧ exp) with an 
accuracy of ± 1.2 kcal/mol (Figure 2.50). The calculated TS and GS geometries were thus 
deemed accurate and adopted for further analysis on TS n→π* stabilization.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Correlation plot of the experimentally measured rotational barriers for rotor 1(R) 
versus the steric B-values of the R groups. The steric trendline is drawn through the rotors 
that have ortho R groups without a π* orbital (black circles) and thus lack n→π* 
interactions. The blue circles correspond to the rotors that can form n→π* interactions 
 
Pyramidalization or bending of the acceptor atoms of the R groups provided the 
structural evidence for the formation of TS n→π* interactions.12,51,82 The n→π* 
orbital−orbital interaction is known to alter the geometry of the acceptor atom.51 Trigonal 
planar sp2 acceptor atoms become pyramidalized and linear sp1 acceptor atoms become 
bent when forming n→π* interactions. The geometry change is quantified by the parameter 
Θ (Figure 2.3), which measures the angle of deviation from planarity or linearity. R groups 
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with good acceptors displayed significant TS pyramidalization or bending. For example, 
the sp2 acceptor carbons of the ketone (1(COCH3) and 1(COPh)) and aldehyde (1(CHO)) 
rotors displayed the highest degree of pyramidalization (Θ = 13.0°, 11.3°, and 11.0° 
respectively). These Θ values are significantly larger than the n→π* interactions in protein 
and peptide crystal structures (∼2°−7°) and are consistent with the observed stronger TS 
n→π* interactions.83 Similarly, the sp1-hybridized cyano group of 1(CN) displayed 
significant bending (Θ = 15.4°) in the TS. Interestingly, this is also one of the few examples 
of an n→π* interaction involving an sp1-hybridized acceptor. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Overlap of n and π* orbitals in the calculated TS (B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) of 
1(COCH3) in the three dimensional orbital rendering and the ChemDraw presentation of 
TS highlighting the intramolecular n→π* interaction (blue arrow). 
 
The orbital−orbital interaction energies were estimated via a natural bond order 
(NBO) analysis of the TS geometries of rotors 1(R). NBO calculations can estimate the 
stabilization from the mixing of two non-bonding orbitals. NBO calculations (ωB97M-
V/6-311G*) were performed on the calculated TS geometries of rotors 1(R) (Tables 2.3 - 
2.32).36,84 The orbital-orbital interaction energies (ENBO) between the imide oxygen (n) and 
the R group acceptor carbon (π*) showed an excellent linear correlation (R2 = 0.94) with 
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the measured TS stabilizations (ΔΔG⧧ exp) (Figure 2.4.B). The strong correlation and 
similar magnitudes suggest that most of the TS stabilization can be attributed to the 
orbital−orbital n→π* interaction. Note that the NBO analysis systematically overestimated 
the strength of n→π* interaction as the slope of the correlation plot is 0.55, presumably 
due to discounting the effects of solvent on experimental models. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Definitions of the parameter Θ measuring the pyramidalization of sp2 and 
bending of sp1 acceptor carbons in n→π* interactions and the distance parameter d 
measuring the O···C distance. 
 
Finally, the origins of the strong TS stabilizing n→π* effects (5.3−9.7 kcal/mol) 
were investigated especially in comparison with the much weaker GS n→π* interactions 
in peptides and proteins (∼0.3−0.7 kcal/mol).12 The discrepancy cannot be attributed to the 
donor and acceptor properties of the interacting groups in rotors 1(R), as they are very 
similar to those of the amide oxygen and amide carbon of peptide and protein 
systems.57,64,85 A portion of the difference can be attributed to the choice of the control 
rotors that selectively removed the repulsive component of the compactly positioned atoms 
in the TS interactions. However, the attractive component of the interactions appeared to 
be significantly enhanced by the compact nature of the TS. The O···C distances (d, Figure 
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2.3) in the TSs of 1(COCH3), 1(COPh), and 1(CHO) were all significantly shorter (2.35, 
2.37, and 2.37 Å) than the sum of the vdW radii (3.22 Å). By comparison, proline-
containing α-helices have some of the shortest n→π* O···C distances which are only 
slightly shorter than the vdW radii (2.89 ± 0.10 Å).48 Confirmation of the short, strong 
n→π* interactions in 1(R) was provided by an analysis of the measured TS stabilization 
energies (ΔΔG⧧ exp) versus the calculated TS O···C distances (Figure 2.4).12 For R groups 
that can form n→π* interactions, a strong linear correlation (R2 = 0.91) was observed with 
shorter atom distances corresponding to stronger interactions.51,86 The trend-line had a 
steep slope showing that the magnitude of the TS stabilization increased rapidly as the 
O···C distance decreased. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 (A) Correlation plot of the measured TS stabilization (ΔΔG⧧exp) and the 
calculated natural bond order (NBO) energies for the TS n→π* interaction in 1(R). (B) 
Correlation plot of the measured TS stabilization (ΔΔG⧧exp) and the calculated donor-to-




Molecular rotor 1 was successfully employed to measure the kinetic and TS 
stabilizing effects of n→π* interactions. Rotors that form an intramolecular n→π* 
interaction in the TS between the imide oxygen and the ortho R group had significantly 
lower rotational barriers. The n→π* interactions stabilized the TS of rotors 1(R) by up to 
9.7 kcal/mol, significantly exceeding the stabilizations (∼0.3−0.7 kcal/mol) imparted by 
the similar n→π* interactions in peptides and proteins. The steric component of the 
rotational barriers was measured using the steric parameter B-value, allowing the isolation 
of the attractive component, and thus the stabilizing effect, of the n→π* interactions. The 
presence of n→π* interactions was confirmed by the pyramidalization or bending of the 
acceptor carbon and the strong correlation between the experimentally quantified TS 
stabilizations and the calculated NBO energies. The large TS stabilizing effects of n→π* 
interactions were found to be closely associated with the short donor-to-acceptor (O···C) 
distance in the compact TS. The results of this work provide support for the potential 
applications of n→π* interactions in reaction kinetics and chemical catalysis. 
2.4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
2.4.1 GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION 
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts 
are reported in ppm (δ) referenced to solvent residue. All spectra given for characterization 
purposes were taken at room temperature. All chemicals and solvents were purchased from 
commercial suppliers and used as received. Flash chromatography was performed using 
silica gel from Sorbent Technologies (60 Å, 200 – 400 mesh). 
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2.4.2 SYNTHESIS 
Rotors 1(R) were all prepared via a thermal condensation between an ortho-
substituted aniline and a bicyclic anhydride (Figure 2.2).87 Rotors 1(OCH3), 1(Cl), 1(Br), 
1(I), 1(CH3), 1(CH2CH3) and 1(CH(CH3)2) have been reported previously, and their 
synthesis and characterization are not detailed here. The rest of the rotors are newly 
reported compounds and fully characterized. 
 
 




Figure 2.5 Synthesis of rotor 1(SCH3) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-(2-(methylthio)phenyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione. 1(SCH3): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 2-(methylthio)aniline (93 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added 
to a 20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C 
in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room 
temperature, the crude material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 1(SCH3) as a white powder (156 mg, 90%). 
1H NMR 
(400 MHz, chloroform-dchloroform-d) δ 7.43-7.31 (m, 2H syn and anti), 7.23 (ddd, J = 
7.8, 7.2, 1.8 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 7.01 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.2 Hz, 1H syn), 6.92 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.2 
Hz, anti), 6.40 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 2H syn), 6.33-6.31 (m, 2H anti), 3.52-3.47 (m, 4H syn and 
anti), 2.43 (s, 1H syn and anti), 1.81 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 1.64 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 
1H syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 176.55, 176.24, 137.65, 137.37, 
135.41, 134.69, 130.47, 130.16, 130.04, 129.89, 129.13, 128.62, 127.56, 126.93, 126.02, 
125.77, 52.50, 52.39, 47.08, 45.97, 45.38, 45.32, 15.98, 15.82. HRMS (EI) m/z calculated 
for [C16H15NO2S]




Figure 2.6 Synthesis of rotor 1(Ph) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-([1,1'-biphenyl]-2-yl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione 1(Ph): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and [1,1'-biphenyl]-2-amine (113 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to a 20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 
120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room 
temperature, the crude material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 1(Ph) as a white powder (183 mg, 95%). 1H NMR (400 
MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.51-7.02 (m, 9H syn and anti), 6.30 (t, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H anti), 5.31 
(t, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H syn), 3.42-3.16 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.75 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H anti), 1.60 
(d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H syn), 1.52 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H anti), 1.47 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H syn). 13C 
NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 177.01, 176.78, 141.94, 141.10, 138.87, 138.55, 134.64, 
134.40, 131.33, 130.74, 130.34, 129.96, 129.62, 129.38, 129.13, 128.69, 128.66, 128.47, 
128.46, 128.31, 128.24, 127.78, 127.68, 127.63, 52.51, 52.29, 46.67, 45.65, 45.22, 44.72. 
HRMS (EI) m/z calculated for [C21H17NO2]





Figure 2.7 Synthesis of rotor 1(CF3) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-(2-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione 1(CF3): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 2-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (108 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to a 20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 
120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room 
temperature, the crude material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 1(CF3) as a white powder (161 mg, 86%). 
1H NMR (400 
MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.78 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 7.67-7.55 (m, 2H syn and 
anti), 7.13 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H syn), 7.04 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H anti), 6.35 (s, 2H anti), 6.28 (s, 
2H syn), 3.53-3.48 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.83 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 1.65 (d, J = 
8.9 Hz, 1H syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 176.61, 176.46, 134.82, 
134.75, 133.29, 133.14, 131.25, 130.67, 130.48, 130.46, 129.92, 129.85, 129.29, 129.14, 
128.98, 128.83, 128.67, 128.36, 127.48, 127.43, 127.39, 127.34, 127.30, 127.25, 126.92, 
124.20, 123.86, 121.48, 121.14, 53.03, 52.42, 47.06, 46.08, 45.27, 45.24. HRMS (EI) m/z 
calculated for [C16H12F3NO2]




Figure 2.8 Synthesis of rotor 1(CHO) 
 
2-((3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-1,3-dioxo-1,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-2H-4,7-methanoisoindol-
2-yl)benzaldehyde 1(CHO): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 
0.61 mmol) and 2-aminobenzaldehyde (81 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-dram vial 
with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath 
for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude 
material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 
1(CHO) as a white powder (117 mg, 72%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 9.80-9.74 
(m, 1H syn and anti), 7.92-7.84 (m, 1H syn and anti), 7.60 (dd, J = 7.6, 1.0 Hz, syn and 
anti), 7.53-7.50 (m, 1H syn and anti), 7.10-7.01 (m, 1H syn and anti), 6.24 (s, 2H syn and 
anti), 3.47-3.45 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.75-1.73 (m, 1H syn and anti), 1.58 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 
syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 189.41, 188.42, 176.83, 135.50, 
134.76, 134.64, 132.94, 131.99, 131.72, 129.71, 129.37, 53.04, 52.51, 46.94, 46.22, 45.39. 
HRMS (EI) m/z calculated for [C16H13NO3]





Figure 2.9 Synthesis of rotor 1(COCH3) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-(2-acetylphenyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione 1(COCH3): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 1-(2-aminophenyl)ethan-1-one (91 mg, 0.67 mmol) 
were added to a 20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated 
to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room 
temperature, the crude material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 1(COCH3) as a white powder (144 mg, 84%). 
1H NMR 
(400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.82-7.80 (m, 1H), 7.57 (td, J = 7.7, 1.4 Hz), 7.51-7.47 (m 1H), 
7.08 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 6.29 (s, 2H), 3.50-3.47 (m, 4H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 1.79 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 
1H), 1.62 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 198.54, 176.90, 
135.19, 134.67, 132.54, 129.65, 129.45, 129.09, 52.51, 46.25, 45.28, 28.50. HRMS (EI) 
m/z calculated for [C17H15NO3]




Figure 2.10 Synthesis of rotor 1(COPh) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-(2-benzoylphenyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione 1(COPh): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and (2-aminophenyl)(phenyl)methanone (132 mg, 0.67 
mmol) were added to a 20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped 
and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial 
cool to room temperature, the crude material was purified by column chromatography 
(ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 1(COPh) as a white powder (180 mg, 86%). 1H 
NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.77-7.75 (m, 2H), 7.63-7.57 (m, 3H), 7.51-7.44 (m, 
3H), 7.18 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.21 (br, 2H), 3.40 (s, 2H), 3.14 (br, 2H), 1.72 (d, J = 8.8 
Hz, 1H), 1.52 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 194.74, 176.47, 
137.07, 135.80, 134.57, 133.01, 131.77, 130.54, 129.93, 128.47, 128.31, 52.34, 45.89, 
45.26. HRMS (EI) m/z calculated for [C22H17NO3]





Figure 2.11 Synthesis of rotor 1(C(CH2)CH3) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-(2-(prop-1-en-2-yl)phenyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione 1(C(CH2)CH3): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 2-(prop-1-en-2-yl)aniline (157 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to a 20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 
120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room 
temperature, the crude material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 1(C(CH2)CH3) as a white powder (157 mg, 92%). 
1H 
NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.32-7.17 (m, 3H syn and anti), 6.91-6.82 (m, 1H syn 
and anti), 6.22 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H anti), 6.08 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H syn), 5.00-4.98 (m, 1H syn 
and anti), 4.68-4.65 (m, 1H syn and anti), 3.42-3.30 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.93-1.89 (m, 
3H syn and anti), 1.72-1.69 (m, 1H syn and anti), 1.53-1.51 (m, 1H syn and anti). 13C NMR 
(100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 177.15, 176.93, 143.17, 142.36, 142.14, 141.35, 135.01, 
134.59, 129.45, 129.16, 129.11, 128.99, 128.73, 128.61, 128.35, 127.92, 127.79, 116.17, 
114.86, 52.83, 52.32, 46.83, 45.80, 45.29, 45.07, 24.47, 23.62. HRMS (EI) m/z calculated 
for [C18H17NO2]




Figure 2.12 Synthesis of rotor 1(CCH) 
 
(3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-2-(2-ethynylphenyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-4,7-
methanoisoindole-1,3(2H)-dione 1(CCH): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic 
anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 2-ethynylaniline (78 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 
20-dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a 
silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, 
the crude material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:5, 
v/v) to give 1(CCH) as a white powder (133 mg, 83%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-
d) δ 7.64-7.62 (m, 1H syn and anti), 7.47-7.36 (m, 2H syn and anti), 7.10 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.1 
Hz, syn), 7.01 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.1 Hz, anti), 6.32-6.31 (m, 2H syn and anti), 3.53-3.49 (m, 4H 
syn and anti), 3.22 (s, 1H syn), 3.19 (s, 1H anti), 1.84-1.80 (m, 1H syn and anti), 1.66-1.63 
(m, 1H syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 176.43, 176.19, 135.32, 
134.77, 134.69, 134.17, 133.97, 133.77, 129.92, 129.88, 129.37, 129.22, 128.97, 128.43, 
121.57, 121.38.82.96, 82.62, 80.47, 79.38, 52.71, 52.56, 46.95, 46.16, 45.49, 45.39. HRMS 
(EI) m/z calculated for [C17H13NO2]





Figure 2.13 Synthesis of rotor 1(CN) 
 
2-((3aR,4S,7R,7aS)-1,3-dioxo-1,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-2H-4,7-methanoisoindol-
2-yl)benzonitrile 1(CN): cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 
0.61 mmol) and 2-aminobenzonitrile (79 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-dram vial 
with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath 
for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude 
material was purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:5, v/v) to give 
1(CN) as a white powder (130 mg, 81%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.77 (dd, J 
= 7.8, 1.3 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 7.68 (td, J = 7.8, 1.5 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 7.51 (t, J = 7.7 
Hz, 1H syn and anti), 7.26-7.17 (m, 1H syn and anti), 6.44-6.31 (m, 2H syn and anti), 3.57-
3.54 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.83 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H syn and anti), 1.66-1.64 (m, 1H syn and 
anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 175.67, 135.26, 134.80, 134.35, 134.04, 
133.61, 129.33, 128.89, 116.03, 115.72, 112.44, 112.04, 52.48, 46.72, 46.18, 45.50. HRMS 
(EI) m/z calculated for [C16H12N2O2]
+ (M+): calculated 264.0899; observed 264.0898.  
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2.4.3 1H AND 13C NMR SPECTRA 
 
Figure 2.14 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(SCH3) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.15 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(SCH3) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.16 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(Ph) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.17 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(Ph) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.18 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(CF3) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.19 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(CF3) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.20 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(CHO) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.21 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(CHO) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.22 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(COCH3) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.23 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(COCH3) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.24 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(COPh) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.25 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(COPh) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.26 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(C(CH2)CH3) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.27 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(C(CH2)CH3) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.28 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(CCH) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.29 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(CCH) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 2.30 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(CN) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
 
Figure 2.31 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(CN) (100 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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2.4.4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ROTATIONAL BARRIERS 
The rotational barriers of 1(R) (Table 2.1) were determined via exchange 
spectroscopy (EXSY) NMR experiments. EXSY NMR is observable by running nuclear 
Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) NMR experiments. In the spectra obtained from 
the NOESY experiments, out-of-phase signals off the diagonal of the 2D spectra originate 
from the nuclear Overhauser effect, while in-phase signals off the diagonal originate from 
exchange dynamics.78 Integration of the signals were performed using Topspin software, 
and rate constants were obtained using the EXSYCalc software. 
The rotational barrier for each rotor were extrapolated to the room temperature for 
consistency. The TS enthalpy (ΔH‡) and TS entropy (ΔS‡) were obtained from the Eyring 
plots (Figure 2.32) following Equation 2.1. The rotation barriers were determined by 

















............................................................... Equation 2.1 
∆𝐺‡ = ∆𝐻‡ − 𝑇∆𝑆‡ .......................................................................................... Equation 2.2 
 
Due to the wide temperature range needed for rotational barrier determination two 
solvents (dichloromethane and tetrachloroethane) with similar chemical properties but 
different melting/boiling temperatures were chosen. Dichloromethane-d2 (melting point = 
-95 °C, boiling point = 40 °C) is an appropriate choice for the rotors that requires a 
temperature range below 25 °C. Meanwhile, tetrachloroethane-d2 (melting point = -45 °C, 
boiling point = 145 °C) was an appropriate choice for the rotors that requires a temperature 
range above 25 °C. 
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Figure 2.32 Eyring plot for 1(CHO) 
 
The syn- and anti-conformers were identified at the temperatures in which the 
NOESY experiments were operable. The doublet of doublet (dd) signals for the ortho-
hydrogen of N-phenyl ring are clearly indicative of the presence of the syn- and anti-
conformer (Figure 2.33). The upfield-shifted dd peak corresponds to the anti-conformer in 
every case consisting with previous reports of the same molecular model.88 No further 
decoalescence of the 1H signals was observed at temperatures lower than -60 °C for either 
rotors in this study. The NOESY experiments were carried out on either the ethene protons 
or the ortho-hydrogen on the N-phenyl ring depending on which had better decoalescence 




Figure 2.33 1H NMR of 1(CHO) at various temperatures (-35, -30, -25, -20, -15, 0, and 25 




Table 2.1 Experimental rotational barriers for 1(R) via EXSY NMR 
 
Rotor 
rotational barrier (kcal/mol) 
syn → anti anti→syn 
average 
ΔG‡a 
name R ΔG‡a ΔH‡ TΔS‡a ΔG‡a ΔH‡ TΔS‡a  
1(COCH3) 
 
13.61 10.67 -2.93 14.20 13.36 -0.84 13.90 
1(COPh) 
 
12.46 19.05 6.59 13.28 11.27 -2.01 12.87 
1(CHO) 
 
14.95 13.26 -1.69 15.35 12.77 -2.59 15.15 
1(C(CH2)CH3) 
 
19.13 17.77 -1.36 19.94 18.39 -1.55 19.54 
1(Ph) 
 
21.25 22.84 1.57 21.70 23.18 1.47 21.48 
1(CCH) 
 
18.58 16.05 -2.42 18.97 16.41 -2.45 18.78 
1(CN) 
 
15.43 12.47 -2.96 15.45 12.73 -2.72 15.44 
1(OCH3) 
 
20.26 20.22 -0.04 20.14 20.16 0.017 20.20 
1(SCH3) 
 
22.71 20.11 -2.60 22.37 20.96 -1.42 22.54 
1(Cl) 
 
21.79 19.67 -2.13 22.45 21.62 -0.83 22.12 
1(Br) 
 
22.96 21.62 -1.33 23.25 20.87 -2.38 23.11 
1(I) 
 
23.60 23.09 -0.51 24.87 24.48 -0.09 24.24 
1(CF3) 
 
23.50 22.51 -0.99 23.93 21.21 -2.72 23.72 
1(CH3) 
 
21.70 21.24 -0.46 21.72 20.88 -0.84 21.71 
1(CH2CH3) 
 
21.91 22.01 0.10 22.01 21.16 -0.85 21.96 
1(CH(CH3)2) 
 
23.31 20.86 -2.44 23.82 22.69 -1.14 23.56 
































































Figure 2.49 Correlation plot between ground state population ratios and rotational barrier 
energies (kcal/mol)


































2.4.5 CALCULATION OF ROTATIONAL BARRIERS WITH TS AND GS GEOMETRIES 
Following instructions from a benchmark study on the accuracy of different levels 
of theory for rotational barrier calculation, we optimized the ground state (GS) and 
transition state (TS) for our rotors using B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* and corrected for 
thermodynamic contributions.89 All calculations were performed using Spartan’18.  
Convergence criteria were 10-4 Hartree and 10-4 atomic units as the maximum norm of the 
cartesian gradient. Vibrational analysis was also carried out at B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* and 
at 25 °C. To reduce error, the calculated GS energies for the syn- and anti- conformers were 
averaged. With thermodynamic corrections, the calculated barriers (∆G‡calc) reproduced the 
experimental barriers (∆G‡exp) with RMSD of ± 1.72 kcal/mol (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.50), 
suggesting that the calculated TS and GS geometries (Tables 2.3-2.32) were also accurate. 
 
 
Figure 2.50 Correlation of the calculated (ΔG‡calc) and experimental (ΔG‡exp) rotational 
barriers for 1(R). Structures were calculated at the B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* level of theory 
with thermodynamic corrections. 
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Table 2.2 Calculated (ΔG‡calc., kcal/mol)a and experimental (ΔG‡exp., kcal/mol)b rotational 
barrier energies for rotors 1 and 2, and the error (kcal/mol)c reported as the difference 










1(COCH3) 15.6 13.9 1.7 
1(COPh) 15.1 12.9 2.2 
1(CHO) 16.2 15.2 1.0 
1(C(CH2)CH3) 19.5 19.5 0.0 
1(Ph) 20.8 21.5 -0.7 
1(CCH) 18.6 18.8 -0.2 
1(CN) 16.7 15.4 1.3 
1(OCH3) 19.5 20.2 -0.7 
1(SCH3) 24.8 22.5 2.3 
1(Cl) 22.5 22.1 0.4 
1(Br) 24.2 23.1 1.1 
1(I) 25.1 24.2 0.9 
1(CF3) 25.6 23.7 1.9 
1(CH3) 20.2 21.7 -1.5 
1(CH2CH3) 22.4 22.0 0.4 
1(CH(CH3)2) 24.4 23.6 0.8 
2(COCH3) 10.2 8.0 2.2 
2(COPh) 8.8 - - 
2(CHO) 12.3 10.2 2.1 
2(C(CH2)CH3) 9.1 - - 
2(Ph) 7.8 7.5 0.3 
2(CCH) 6.7 6.0 0.7 
2(CN) 6.5 5.9 0.6 
2(OCH3) 7.8 5.6 2.2 
2(SCH3) 10.3 8.6 1.7 
2(Cl) 10.1 7.7 2.4 
2(Br) 10.9 8.7 2.2 
2(I) 11.9 10.0 1.9 
2(CF3) 11.8 10.5 1.3 
2(CH3) 10.6 7.4 3.2 
2(CH2CH3) 11.8 8.7 3.1 
2(CH(CH3)2) 14.3 11.1 3.2 
a. B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G*; b. via EXSY; c ΔG‡ calc.- ΔG‡ exp. 
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Table 2.3 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(Br) 
   
H        0.357147     -1.901143     -5.447214 
C        0.356879     -1.598440     -4.405510 
C        0.326320     -0.818818     -1.720889 
C       -0.799852     -1.062444     -3.851032 
C        1.503776     -1.738749     -3.628647 
C        1.481537     -1.353222     -2.294771 
C       -0.813808     -0.665358     -2.516207 
H       -1.693243     -0.944031     -4.452123 
H        2.409641     -2.151608     -4.058124 
H        2.363900     -1.458479     -1.674715 
N        0.361996     -0.449396     -0.347323 
C        1.191003      0.580164      0.138841 
C        1.039677      0.614921      1.646564 
C        0.025110     -0.498701      1.987765 
C       -0.347164     -1.133367      0.662133 
H        2.022233      0.469222      2.100326 
O        1.885978      1.282835     -0.548740 
O       -1.095435     -2.054679      0.467848 
C       -1.131686      0.285186      2.717423 
H       -1.803078     -0.359315      3.281707 
H        0.423397     -1.275774      2.643210 
C        0.357902      1.913488      2.219521 
H        1.044448      2.750450      2.331517 
C       -0.274225      1.312400      3.498953 
H        0.454399      0.850682      4.172960 
H       -0.878666      2.034482      4.050842 
C       -0.891224      2.159336      1.388318 
H       -0.972727      2.903695      0.606481 
C       -1.770770      1.196944      1.682542 
H       -2.711284      0.996096      1.187748 
Br      -2.422181      0.113621     -1.839403 
H       -0.345452      5.525034      1.598755 
C       -0.254623      4.461378      1.405759 
C       -0.042535      1.722443      0.920702 
C       -0.560606      3.555068      2.417105 
C        0.167612      4.006541      0.158612 
C        0.269160      2.641745     -0.079763 
C       -0.444316      2.188643      2.176061 
H       -0.883318      3.902051      3.390885 
H        0.411844      4.710635     -0.629046 
H        0.590656      2.265243     -1.043608 
N        0.056570      0.329063      0.646552 
C       -1.069349     -0.514146      0.541081 
C       -0.563090     -1.923258      0.307556 
C        0.967797     -1.789156      0.145885 
C        1.271663     -0.316073      0.343780 
H       -0.860931     -2.544058      1.155451 
O       -2.211634     -0.145553      0.610679 
O        2.339248      0.233058      0.254095 
C        1.221849     -2.353959     -1.300304 
H        2.264298     -2.597102     -1.496573 
H        1.539129     -2.362328      0.878906 
C       -1.017134     -2.574909     -1.048415 
H       -2.010301     -3.018179     -1.011603 
C        0.192085     -3.513772     -1.290330 
H        0.354578     -4.234350     -0.482681 
H        0.137330     -4.038976     -2.245707 
C       -0.774481     -1.538054     -2.135262 
H       -1.551651     -0.946540     -2.602538 
C        0.547960     -1.406686     -2.282558 
H        1.071737     -0.688544     -2.901207 
Br      -0.814096      0.964742      3.597731 
H        0.386467     -1.139857     -5.480701 
C        0.322180     -1.073686     -4.400170 
C        0.146354     -0.996086     -1.547515 
C       -0.675775     -1.748458     -3.721621 
C        1.198063     -0.290300     -3.663920 
C        1.102925     -0.260257     -2.284060 
C       -0.811175     -1.700491     -2.326484 
H       -1.406884     -2.316632     -4.282169 
H        1.967039      0.298680     -4.151782 
H        1.822395      0.335419     -1.753761 
N        0.239782     -0.875137     -0.108453 
C        1.388659     -0.318774      0.545746 
C        1.005267      0.084458      1.945011 
C       -0.375933     -0.524617      2.175662 
C       -0.677120     -1.296467      0.915299 
H        1.775297     -0.250191      2.640378 
O        2.492742     -0.184221      0.081744 
O       -1.500564     -2.161232      0.831969 
C       -1.294737      0.738055      2.436740 
H       -2.249251      0.485132      2.894395 
H       -0.436259     -1.207655      3.022820 
C        0.750820      1.641922      2.114981 
H        1.665504      2.209216      2.275843 
C       -0.291287      1.584450      3.258753 
H        0.071696      1.081386      4.160305 
H       -0.683660      2.568999      3.519657 
C       -0.138428      2.090418      0.966192 
H        0.203082      2.641277      0.098379 
C       -1.347673      1.552026      1.155577 
H       -2.189112      1.573951      0.473936 
Br      -2.460415     -2.541325     -1.792751 
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Table 2.4 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(C(CH2)CH3) 
   
H        1.101477     -1.639101     -5.185157 
C        1.065952     -1.323843     -4.147320 
C        0.946623     -0.509132     -1.489696 
C       -0.157839     -1.208916     -3.500946 
C        2.242100     -1.022988     -3.463422 
C        2.178951     -0.625973     -2.134614 
C       -0.248316     -0.780370     -2.169928 
H       -1.074255     -1.423682     -4.041542 
H        3.202613     -1.104377     -3.960707 
H        3.084403     -0.400535     -1.583749 
N        0.957049     -0.134656     -0.109003 
C        1.485761      1.084162      0.354517 
C        1.458312      1.052245      1.871251 
C        0.790306     -0.289241      2.240185 
C        0.495375     -0.971108      0.919269 
H        2.482690      1.147747      2.238599 
O        1.884638      1.973618     -0.353763 
O       -0.032491     -2.042831      0.753270 
C       -0.466982      0.154894      3.075416 
H       -0.911533     -0.652067      3.654845 
C       -1.601372     -0.601843     -1.565147 
H        1.424625     -0.948975      2.836270 
C        0.525790      2.120217      2.553519 
H        0.987304      3.100244      2.657995 
C       -0.805185      2.065816      1.820162 
H       -1.129232      2.786348      1.080042 
C       -1.389713      0.902792      2.126138 
H       -2.283669      0.484436      1.683700 
C        0.160082      1.344069      3.842985 
H        1.028747      1.066512      4.449019 
H       -0.564911      1.874065      4.463302 
C       -2.433472     -1.846410     -1.393981 
H       -1.914178     -2.552956     -0.743410 
H       -2.599261     -2.348440     -2.353405 
H       -3.410126     -1.617969     -0.960682 
C       -2.035343      0.616785     -1.243847 
H       -1.417505      1.496148     -1.388873 
H       -3.027417      0.775316     -0.831292 
H       -0.695624      0.114062     -5.317846 
C       -0.507048      0.054215     -4.250827 
C       -0.005466     -0.081172     -1.523650 
C        0.045682      1.141883     -3.584577 
C       -0.811400     -1.111207     -3.550405 
C       -0.566825     -1.172112     -2.184527 
C        0.324547      1.092774     -2.213447 
H        0.294446      2.040673     -4.139250 
H       -1.241419     -1.965157     -4.063272 
H       -0.807664     -2.063088     -1.616442 
N        0.203615     -0.184109     -0.114790 
C       -0.513838      0.576254      0.819068 
C       -0.093732      0.121326      2.201150 
C        0.976382     -0.966167      1.968522 
C        1.105627     -1.089113      0.463726 
H        0.261925      0.981952      2.770354 
O       -1.332841      1.416977      0.541459 
O        1.826998     -1.833278     -0.152158 
C        0.362254     -2.234829      2.674587 
H        1.090714     -3.019786      2.867711 
C        0.956237      2.260840     -1.538110 
H        1.952645     -0.729337      2.394884 
C       -1.211283     -0.644617      3.007811 
H       -1.918813      0.016519      3.504435 
C       -1.801493     -1.691093      2.072980 
H       -2.758695     -1.600149      1.574654 
C       -0.872344     -2.633139      1.878482 
H       -0.918777     -3.470991      1.193503 
C       -0.308599     -1.544010      3.886826 
H        0.391167     -0.983174      4.514329 
H       -0.879003     -2.239271      4.506148 
C        0.150848      3.533280     -1.534157 
H       -0.794473      3.364091     -1.011748 
H       -0.096135      3.851086     -2.552804 
H        0.687498      4.347720     -1.043056 
C        2.158877      2.145322     -0.972876 
H        2.709200      1.209906     -0.996010 
H        2.636810      2.986920     -0.480678 
H        0.697630     -0.167486     -5.219064 
C        0.693277     -0.227390     -4.135770 
C        0.636253     -0.425949     -1.301654 
C       -0.383605     -0.785473     -3.468002 
C        1.748312      0.258796     -3.379396 
C        1.713020      0.160997     -1.997211 
C       -0.466435     -0.894423     -2.067292 
H       -1.228665     -1.156123     -4.037201 
H        2.610406      0.717607     -3.852483 
H        2.557289      0.535484     -1.448926 
N        0.729440     -0.409383      0.150733 
C        1.902436     -0.014358      0.867364 
C        1.523448      0.307958      2.289673 
C        0.083001     -0.175611      2.443400 
C       -0.295521     -0.722543      1.089081 
H        2.239365     -0.159375      2.966209 
O        3.026643      0.063707      0.437784 
O       -1.301653     -1.340858      0.870762 
C       -0.706233      1.134469      2.848211 
H       -1.681877      0.932638      3.285753 
C       -1.767262     -1.514375     -1.639215 
H       -0.060555     -0.952554      3.194845 
C        1.419685      1.859135      2.597024 
H        2.383380      2.320113      2.804404 
C        0.582713      2.491305      1.497627 
H        0.980540      3.075370      0.676916 
C       -0.675406      2.064244      1.647168 
H       -1.507231      2.227390      0.973204 
C        0.373314      1.797457      3.737235 
H        0.684791      1.178304      4.584290 
H        0.077851      2.786153      4.093119 
C       -1.746548     -3.001084     -1.398131 
H       -0.990740     -3.271555     -0.659559 
H       -1.499664     -3.528581     -2.327341 
H       -2.714518     -3.360432     -1.042808 
C       -2.892912     -0.803583     -1.689657 
H       -2.889550      0.255601     -1.925172 
H       -3.854420     -1.255593     -1.465922 
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Table 2.5 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CCH) 
   
H        0.524105     -1.824303     -5.372848 
C        0.531143     -1.550687     -4.323149 
C        0.530365     -0.851376     -1.620403 
C       -0.641869     -1.129295     -3.714543 
C        1.712139     -1.614917     -3.586030 
C        1.706069     -1.270582     -2.239652 
C       -0.665777     -0.760574     -2.357935 
H       -1.563632     -1.069013     -4.281840 
H        2.634907     -1.936668     -4.056217 
H        2.617938     -1.314360     -1.657674 
N        0.575089     -0.510497     -0.237979 
C        1.461959      0.453993      0.279912 
C        1.260679      0.506974      1.780929 
C        0.164865     -0.535165      2.087793 
C       -0.194252     -1.156998      0.753209 
H        2.214030      0.305190      2.273528 
O        2.232179      1.105600     -0.378487 
O       -0.976695     -2.045703      0.542909 
C       -0.971701      0.331720      2.757085 
H       -1.708085     -0.262382      3.294941 
H        0.482946     -1.328417      2.767079 
C        0.641463      1.854513      2.314758 
H        1.376466      2.645300      2.451380 
C       -0.085278      1.310113      3.567403 
H        0.581229      0.810581      4.278090 
H       -0.665725      2.075748      4.085517 
C       -0.550264      2.173164      1.425818 
H       -0.547404      2.911044      0.633516 
C       -1.501173      1.270323      1.685117 
H       -2.425413      1.123482      1.143622 
C       -1.891141     -0.288455     -1.805828 
C       -2.957543      0.116426     -1.422154 
H       -3.901622      0.455224     -1.067865 
H        0.476969     -1.085494     -5.498548 
C        0.393172     -0.962588     -4.424005 
C        0.165197     -0.647551     -1.664768 
C       -0.489006     -1.759290     -3.706885 
C        1.171718     -0.013833     -3.763146 
C        1.051948      0.144747     -2.386981 
C       -0.610990     -1.625999     -2.314121 
H       -1.092063     -2.505102     -4.212004 
H        1.868075      0.605309     -4.318398 
H        1.650007      0.877540     -1.859957 
N        0.057392     -0.467343     -0.258153 
C        1.158358     -0.560736      0.612644 
C        0.665787     -0.239662      2.008548 
C       -0.841549      0.061921      1.859775 
C       -1.129746     -0.045571      0.376096 
H        0.888873     -1.081685      2.666258 
O        2.283983     -0.826647      0.275456 
O       -2.158995      0.208954     -0.191201 
C       -0.977801      1.521869      2.433444 
H       -1.998783      1.797784      2.689512 
H       -1.487805     -0.631132      2.401981 
C        1.236216      1.096790      2.619194 
H        2.232135      0.989339      3.044635 
C        0.066677      1.443081      3.574104 
H       -0.144422      0.657628      4.306357 
H        0.206096      2.396601      4.087309 
C        1.059247      2.183187      1.568622 
H        1.857996      2.578581      0.953251 
C       -0.248866      2.439172      1.462256 
H       -0.737587      3.078891      0.738224 
C       -1.483354     -2.490859     -1.593336 
C       -2.214154     -3.243341     -1.003503 
H       -2.874722     -3.894562     -0.482660 
H        0.554231     -1.119706     -5.422823 
C        0.501667     -1.034675     -4.342730 
C        0.322371     -0.845701     -1.502948 
C       -0.651907     -1.386230    -3.671235 
C        1.574742     -0.565756     -3.598472 
C        1.478691     -0.477847     -2.218852 
C       -0.798291     -1.302209    -2.264973 
H       -1.511724     -1.739361    -4.226942 
H        2.499396     -0.265968     -4.080284 
H        2.339713     -0.131395     -1.679483 
N        0.376398     -0.678763     -0.061782 
C        1.549099     -0.287683      0.659376 
C        1.166425      0.073464      2.070880 
C       -0.297469     -0.329398      2.214850 
C       -0.700489     -0.853722      0.858468 
H        1.849933     -0.424671      2.759151 
O        2.681950     -0.233824      0.247882 
O       -1.768108     -1.340967      0.614697 
C       -1.016971      1.021141      2.612024 
H       -2.003154      0.875398      3.047965 
H       -0.487684     -1.099158      2.963731 
C        1.145219      1.629490      2.360193 
H        2.131209      2.041484      2.565603 
C        0.093456      1.636209      3.497316 
H        0.370557      1.012185      4.352925 
H       -0.149812      2.643049      3.841857 
C        0.346064      2.291123      1.249236 
H        0.778347      2.845108      0.425058 
C       -0.934045      1.935450      1.399900 
H       -1.755215      2.135748      0.722978 
C       -2.120889     -1.683535    -1.871094 
C       -3.276713     -2.023578    -1.840651 
H       -4.286998     -2.315702    -1.681820 
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Table 2.6 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CF3) 
   
H        0.759617     -2.161614     -5.170983 
C        0.730500     -1.781931     -4.155575 
C        0.634531     -0.803159     -1.545456 
C       -0.445035     -1.225401     -3.661813 
C        1.859749     -1.847720     -3.346915 
C        1.807670     -1.359118     -2.045046 
C       -0.502579     -0.732751     -2.359520 
H       -1.325061     -1.170371     -4.289247 
H        2.779733     -2.279395     -3.725641 
H        2.677775     -1.405064     -1.400710 
N        0.634438     -0.322840     -0.201025 
C        1.130991      0.947478      0.156452 
C        1.106082      1.033324      1.671071 
C        0.524528     -0.315068      2.154319 
C        0.281704     -1.130262      0.899957 
H        2.122533      1.222374      2.023209 
O        1.510945      1.776767     -0.627530 
O       -0.117250     -2.261679      0.815861 
C       -0.764035      0.118893      2.951273 
H       -1.159224     -0.664812      3.594937 
C       -1.789123     -0.126040     -1.858618 
H        1.196251     -0.877310      2.806335 
C        0.107152      2.093241      2.270202 
H        0.507888      3.104835      2.294035 
C       -0.209034      1.402046      3.618655 
H        0.674764      1.224726      4.240647 
H       -0.963621      1.936026      4.199192 
C       -1.214861      1.895597      1.546460 
H       -1.574764      2.523824      0.742996 
C       -1.727717      0.728513      1.946705 
H       -2.586684      0.218466      1.532668 
F       -1.627962      1.163695     -1.486476 
F       -2.755492     -0.138845     -2.802159 
F       -2.284410     -0.786425     -0.788262 
H       -0.452959      0.914576     -5.451789 
C       -0.343345      0.803706     -4.378582 
C       -0.059714      0.530776     -1.623797 
C        0.043625      1.897292     -3.608387 
C       -0.590670     -0.423837     -3.772309 
C       -0.447274     -0.558209     -2.394492 
C        0.185246      1.767926     -2.229087 
H        0.234965      2.853954     -4.076721 
H       -0.894789     -1.277287     -4.368910 
H       -0.635768     -1.504935     -1.901935 
N        0.065795      0.371920     -0.213125 
C       -1.039376      0.461001      0.653151 
C       -0.538060      0.177640      2.053553 
C        0.966088     -0.147121      1.899222 
C        1.253083     -0.054642      0.412989 
H       -0.741027      1.044944      2.684658 
O       -2.166771      0.691082      0.301957 
O        2.274953     -0.319281     -0.162859 
C        1.081642     -1.599347      2.496430 
H        2.100773     -1.890036      2.743294 
C        0.583423      2.955079     -1.392659 
H        1.623208      0.543122      2.431451 
C       -1.121645     -1.130523      2.707421 
H       -2.108266     -0.995502      3.146293 
C        0.056759     -1.476491      3.651013 
H        0.292851     -0.678702      4.362191 
H       -0.090451     -2.415262      4.188618 
C       -0.982266     -2.243807      1.679537 
H       -1.799998     -2.639290      1.089809 
C        0.319650     -2.523965      1.556825 
H        0.784516     -3.194021      0.844405 
F        1.721346      2.729705     -0.698149 
F        0.792793      4.055849     -2.145044 
F       -0.368335      3.273689     -0.484974 
H        0.687130     -1.012215     -5.306918 
C        0.586177     -0.908280     -4.232492 
C        0.333821     -0.756286     -1.396231 
C       -0.422443     -1.574266     -3.559264 
C        1.414212     -0.075036     -3.500534 
C        1.281450     -0.007634     -2.123816 
C       -0.613538     -1.495033     -2.170321 
H       -1.122334     -2.160502     -4.135580 
H        2.177025      0.524687     -3.985549 
H        1.969131      0.627525     -1.597625 
N        0.438481     -0.627119      0.040189 
C        1.604050     -0.083730      0.683676 
C        1.236460      0.325928      2.084398 
C       -0.133048     -0.299174      2.340198 
C       -0.463299     -1.051104      1.075667 
H        2.022023      0.007309      2.769598 
O        2.704948      0.029771      0.208736 
O       -1.305127     -1.895215      0.986780 
C       -1.060933      0.951145      2.629051 
H       -1.999388      0.684986      3.111362 
C       -1.922782     -2.140642     -1.721790 
H       -0.167551     -0.993373      3.179718 
C        0.962931      1.881658      2.251878 
H        1.873381      2.462296      2.387355 
C       -0.048546      1.812756      3.422329 
H        0.345148      1.317760      4.315554 
H       -0.447360      2.792645      3.690794 
C        0.038015      2.313434      1.124992 
H        0.349601      2.865386      0.246569 
C       -1.158619      1.759462      1.347165 
H       -2.015616      1.759589      0.684863 
F       -2.671566     -1.287800     -0.991443 
F       -2.709113     -2.449718     -2.792048 
F       -1.762723     -3.299212     -1.067262 
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Table 2.7 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CHO) 
   
H        0.214690     -5.550991      1.321610 
C        0.129437     -4.484464      1.144456 
C       -0.072257     -1.724113      0.693597 
C       -0.810019     -3.725748      1.837232 
C        0.951607     -3.860228      0.216314 
C        0.851921     -2.488099     -0.045041 
C       -0.900106     -2.353688      1.620391 
H       -1.469261     -4.197407      2.558216 
H        1.675821     -4.446385     -0.342303 
N       -0.174217     -0.311143      0.565354 
C        0.911472      0.567983      0.777138 
C        0.374609      1.984017      0.700993 
C       -1.137641      1.842248      0.425691 
C       -1.396824      0.352273      0.340480 
H        0.604666      2.486831      1.642852 
O        2.038144      0.216490      1.007439 
O       -2.449671     -0.198174      0.137523 
C       -1.339829      2.649860     -0.911582 
H       -2.378260      2.908458     -1.110910 
H       -1.768088      2.254621      1.217139 
C        0.877692      2.853763     -0.513828 
H        1.857237      3.299351     -0.350472 
C        0.709637      2.009692     -1.766291 
H        1.508886      1.476591     -2.259494 
C       -0.600514      1.887194     -1.999676 
H       -1.074533      1.246609     -2.732484 
C       -0.339571      3.801330     -0.654332 
H       -0.554971      4.379957      0.250402 
H       -0.247325      4.476535     -1.507023 
C        1.666778     -1.975449     -1.172101 
H        2.427314     -2.702956     -1.531706 
O        1.535744     -0.912477     -1.727987 
H       -1.622565     -1.762485      2.168405 
H        0.312482     -0.668971     -5.559569 
C        0.266544     -0.635180     -4.476593 
C        0.129535     -0.535720     -1.685628 
C       -0.584233     -1.488692     -3.785171 
C        1.064024      0.257473     -3.765032 
C        0.989676      0.311464     -2.375051 
C       -0.656757     -1.468868     -2.387774 
H       -1.198004     -2.199821     -4.331427 
H        1.740138      0.922916     -4.291333 
H        1.597678      1.011741     -1.816184 
N        0.049983     -0.433478     -0.273730 
C        1.154648     -0.597449      0.577119 
C        0.662243     -0.422828      1.998206 
C       -0.851417     -0.136027      1.883962 
C       -1.144312     -0.105288      0.400196 
H        0.901382     -1.323612      2.566236 
O        2.281066     -0.817694      0.208236 
O       -2.177663      0.182416     -0.143063 
C       -1.012408      1.253741      2.605647 
H       -2.036625      1.482792      2.893046 
C       -1.503346     -2.503089     -1.741322 
H       -1.480208     -0.898214      2.347607 
C        1.210415      0.854171      2.739733 
H        2.209759      0.723948      3.150485 
C        1.007846      2.040162      1.807327 
H        1.795548      2.511913      1.232786 
C       -0.305404      2.279962      1.731403 
H       -0.810298      2.981772      1.079392 
C        0.038647      1.079066      3.727644 
H       -0.154582      0.220248      4.378478 
H        0.163859      1.977633      4.334781 
O       -1.587522     -2.737496     -0.558831 
H       -2.072697     -3.118990     -2.471574 
H        0.535176     -1.239018     -5.518980 
C        0.463114     -1.046114     -4.453894 
C        0.261043     -0.608254     -1.662860 
C      -0.625980     -1.506987     -3.730862 
C        1.442515     -0.328708     -3.783821 
C        1.348230     -0.126022     -2.413207 
C      -0.782024     -1.275091     -2.356022 
H      -1.412449    -2.056666    -4.235410 
H        2.300189      0.069621     -4.315529 
H        2.148054      0.391157     -1.915149 
N        0.317653     -0.444270     -0.223507 
C        1.467895     -0.002214      0.506462 
C        1.132506      0.035533      1.977082 
C       -0.302595     -0.478080      2.086087 
C       -0.727211     -0.758360      0.668826 
H        1.870657     -0.560059      2.516346 
O        2.539854      0.308208      0.053436 
O       -1.818865     -1.169515      0.359871 
C       -1.075209      0.721403      2.763167 
H       -2.037279      0.436284      3.183405 
H       -0.416462     -1.388764      2.676377 
C        1.045529      1.488370      2.591367 
H        2.015148      1.905282      2.855355 
C        0.176618      2.318614      1.658675 
H        0.553538      3.057125      0.962042 
C       -1.078030      1.867290      1.761961 
H       -1.933778      2.162603      1.167753 
C        0.034415      1.204209      3.728434 
H        0.368527      0.434784      4.431871 
H       -0.247475      2.104295      4.277360 
C      -2.161989     -1.730069     -1.912015 
O      -2.538031     -2.867321     -2.047393 
H      -2.863284     -0.919266     -1.657227 
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Table 2.8 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(Cl) 
   
H        0.380161     -1.795100     -5.452200 
C        0.386541     -1.520534     -4.402848 
C        0.375852     -0.816246     -1.698493 
C       -0.767958     -1.005581     -3.824991 
C        1.541071     -1.675440     -3.639432 
C        1.529213     -1.327599     -2.294696 
C       -0.770477     -0.644832     -2.480826 
H       -1.670001     -0.871605     -4.409805 
H        2.445382     -2.070752     -4.088163 
H        2.417362     -1.444265     -1.685348 
N        0.404295     -0.478493     -0.317588 
C        1.233413      0.534360      0.201866 
C        1.020173      0.574010      1.702166 
C       -0.022401     -0.525073      2.002670 
C       -0.342163     -1.161921      0.665007 
H        1.979692      0.420862      2.200447 
O        1.966880      1.225678     -0.456804 
O       -1.084526     -2.081502      0.442190 
C       -1.207230      0.279256      2.664617 
H       -1.913962     -0.353651      3.197977 
H        0.332846     -1.300874      2.683646 
C        0.325511      1.885190      2.232416 
H        1.016081      2.714528      2.372585 
C       -0.379082      1.302879      3.481434 
H        0.307515      0.838747      4.196923 
H       -1.003064      2.036792      3.994370 
C       -0.875922      2.139485      1.335964 
H       -0.907904      2.879029      0.546030 
C       -1.781715      1.190291      1.591707 
H       -2.701425      1.000925      1.054541 
Cl      -2.234157      0.051431     -1.815362 
H       -0.437629      1.481714     -5.492466 
C       -0.322847      1.333555     -4.424019 
C       -0.052721      0.962316     -1.671376 
C       -0.680266      2.354723     -3.549921 
C        0.180643      0.131991     -3.930671 
C        0.309499     -0.049927     -2.559777 
C       -0.533775      2.172711     -2.178036 
H       -1.067523      3.295039     -3.922668 
H        0.464621     -0.663970     -4.610420 
H        0.691761     -0.979466     -2.155881 
N        0.064804      0.737838     -0.273986 
C       -1.055792      0.620428      0.573474 
C       -0.543610      0.322926      1.966868 
C        0.988213      0.176097      1.821942 
C        1.285003      0.428545      0.356904 
H       -0.848791      1.127985      2.638295 
O       -2.199103      0.712969      0.212526 
O        2.349405      0.359201     -0.201939 
C        1.250833     -1.298538      2.308127 
H        2.294357     -1.499855      2.542084 
H        1.559658      0.882582      2.426928 
C       -0.989830     -1.075048      2.534272 
H       -1.985252     -1.070000      2.973830 
C        0.217815     -1.361588      3.461640 
H        0.370825     -0.594481      4.226963 
H        0.168198     -2.345597      3.931627 
C       -0.736350     -2.097420      1.435911 
H       -1.507180     -2.531324      0.811451 
C        0.587627     -2.228926      1.302065 
H        1.118694     -2.798836      0.549622 
Cl      -0.941287      3.494354     -1.103367 
H        0.328579     -1.088505     -5.492717 
C        0.290299     -1.045854     -4.409807 
C        0.170897     -1.006816     -1.550137 
C      -0.713504     -1.701844     -3.722622 
C        1.216987     -0.320599     -3.675601 
C        1.149552     -0.307899     -2.293122 
C      -0.811656     -1.678199     -2.325214 
H      -1.476347     -2.243040     -4.268284 
H        2.005402      0.238322     -4.167861 
H        1.906093      0.242783     -1.766771 
N        0.256231     -0.886048     -0.108081 
C        1.390635     -0.308404      0.551712 
C        0.998130      0.088827      1.949909 
C       -0.378094     -0.529898      2.174225 
C       -0.674533     -1.301615      0.912517 
H        1.768387     -0.241710      2.647109 
O        2.495312     -0.150129      0.095156 
O       -1.507391     -2.156253      0.828525 
C       -1.307441      0.725173      2.434155 
H       -2.261862      0.464342      2.887457 
H       -0.436990     -1.215187      3.019739 
C        0.732904      1.644013      2.121464 
H        1.642941      2.217472      2.286481 
C       -0.313400      1.577902      3.260937 
H        0.049447      1.076555      4.163539 
H       -0.713992      2.559312      3.521218 
C       -0.154785      2.086965      0.969313 
H        0.186829      2.640670      0.103433 
C       -1.360903      1.539757      1.153319 
H       -2.199823      1.556331      0.468439 
Cl     -2.277904     -2.476423     -1.768429 
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Table 2.9 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CN) 
   
H        0.342052     -1.790612     -5.397215 
C        0.371941     -1.522426     -4.347045 
C        0.441677     -0.840567     -1.633997 
C       -0.795309     -1.141933     -3.700135 
C        1.575701     -1.549324     -3.645648 
C        1.608297     -1.215478     -2.295917 
C       -0.771976     -0.786031     -2.344150 
H       -1.736724     -1.105125     -4.235982 
H        2.492416     -1.836166     -4.148890 
H        2.540328     -1.233342     -1.746605 
N        0.497534     -0.510422     -0.254304 
C        1.383193      0.455277      0.271345 
C        1.145863      0.528011      1.765081 
C        0.052853     -0.520383      2.064963 
C       -0.279676     -1.158869      0.734582 
H        2.089159      0.346341      2.284018 
O        2.169219      1.090334     -0.383409 
O       -1.053012     -2.051984      0.511932 
C       -1.110637      0.345947      2.690497 
H       -1.851424     -0.248871      3.221047 
H        0.362673     -1.300361      2.762953 
C        0.494893      1.878611      2.257570 
H        1.217952      2.680065      2.396128 
C       -0.253572      1.348219      3.503070 
H        0.401205      0.870112      4.239234 
H       -0.855307      2.116539      3.991501 
C       -0.679802      2.165014      1.335807 
H       -0.669940      2.894097      0.535344 
C       -1.628373      1.257004      1.588359 
H       -2.540852      1.092160      1.031304 
C       -1.984476     -0.327839     -1.743623 
N       -2.975874      0.072003     -1.307813 
H        0.272733     -5.520235      1.190121 
C        0.248470     -4.441650      1.081227 
C        0.169393     -1.666539      0.787641 
C       -0.408498     -3.667932      2.028766 
C        0.877095     -3.831297     -0.002884 
C        0.833975     -2.448938     -0.151307 
C       -0.445790     -2.273398      1.896229 
H       -0.894284     -4.130841      2.879676 
H        1.394707     -4.433733     -0.741553 
H        1.313921     -1.965469     -0.992399 
N        0.100840     -0.259569      0.615002 
C        1.235891      0.554653      0.424973 
C        0.746387      1.969470      0.193919 
C       -0.795649      1.888992      0.215662 
C       -1.122543      0.427584      0.433242 
H        1.167266      2.620992      0.961904 
O        2.372419      0.157428      0.425564 
O       -2.202715     -0.099058      0.427606 
C       -1.208277      2.441228     -1.199485 
H       -2.253792      2.734942     -1.265489 
H       -1.257608      2.477209      1.010925 
C        1.051895      2.543269     -1.240827 
H        2.063220      2.930281     -1.347986 
C       -0.128528      3.538376     -1.362807 
H       -0.148082      4.295416     -0.571888 
H       -0.167448      4.028956     -2.337198 
C        0.616600      1.487728     -2.249064 
H        1.293700      0.840469     -2.792857 
C       -0.719414      1.427413     -2.224638 
H       -1.356795      0.719201     -2.739106 
C       -1.078811     -1.485606      2.905501 
N       -1.570280     -0.859340      3.741532 
H        0.318242     -1.425354     -5.489791 
C        0.308453     -1.274754     -4.416147 
C        0.244700     -0.897762     -1.586642 
C       -0.773123     -1.688867     -3.663866 
C        1.366335     -0.665009     -3.757963 
C        1.329743     -0.485308     -2.383387 
C       -0.847708     -1.520950     -2.262660 
H      -1.617505     -2.164333     -4.147951 
H        2.236298     -0.320217     -4.306617 
H        2.172181     -0.015094     -1.911353 
N        0.333800     -0.637601     -0.168636 
C        1.447429     -0.014767      0.483162 
C        1.109279      0.210252      1.935328 
C       -0.277964     -0.390961      2.138361 
C       -0.682339     -0.921698      0.788306 
H        1.894305     -0.233076      2.549645 
O        2.498695      0.308284     -0.010504 
O       -1.715771     -1.485132      0.558386 
C       -1.147168      0.836272      2.625883 
H       -2.084485      0.542600      3.093218 
H       -0.322208     -1.203070      2.865440 
C        0.905741      1.731559      2.318531 
H        1.839466      2.258136      2.504629 
C       -0.082941      1.548237      3.495796 
H        0.308199      0.924283      4.305725 
H       -0.435236      2.497838      3.902708 
C       -0.023416      2.333667      1.275168 
H        0.295623      2.979751      0.466853 
C       -1.238243      1.805609      1.458794 
H       -2.111818      1.931230      0.831340 
C       -2.099710     -2.042568     -1.786411 
N      -3.148851     -2.521197     -1.705345 
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Table 2.10 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(COCH3) 
 
  
H        0.907450     -1.493570     -5.250992 
C        0.890985     -1.206714     -4.204867 
C        0.827981     -0.457112     -1.518159 
C       -0.318556     -1.140738     -3.521956 
C        2.074380     -0.902148     -3.539434 
C        2.042862     -0.543170     -2.196304 
C       -0.374900     -0.747048     -2.181596 
H       -1.239069     -1.366163     -4.049527 
H        3.024273     -0.953962     -4.060515 
H        2.959857     -0.318419     -1.667261 
N        0.855796     -0.130963     -0.130739 
C        1.549965      0.983172      0.389171 
C        1.415699      0.946551      1.896884 
C        0.569637     -0.306500      2.207397 
C        0.238176     -0.910777      0.859362 
H        2.415995      0.924187      2.334664 
O        2.144348      1.791702     -0.276038 
O       -0.438956     -1.886811      0.639960 
C       -0.665055      0.275684      2.993746 
H       -1.220214     -0.477524      3.549863 
C       -1.720574     -0.545194     -1.531566 
H        1.092175     -1.053809      2.808386 
C        0.564496      2.116134      2.524503 
H        1.126086      3.039767      2.652900 
C       -0.721730      2.199288      1.718585 
H       -0.918346      2.927368      0.942498 
C       -1.450299      1.115085      1.999253 
H       -2.346258      0.793037      1.487631 
C        0.054140      1.389288      3.793245 
H        0.856332      1.018768      4.439940 
H       -0.637713      1.998126      4.378226 
C       -2.718677     -1.676544     -1.623700 
H       -2.320988     -2.527768     -1.065456 
H       -2.882138     -2.005788     -2.652958 
H       -3.665898     -1.360208     -1.187807 
O       -1.971263      0.492772     -0.957339 
H        0.652661     -0.426242     -5.351354 
C        0.597648     -0.398860     -4.268300 
C        0.451780     -0.350016     -1.486411 
C       -0.315457     -1.208023     -3.599246 
C        1.435092      0.442079     -3.542239 
C        1.351697      0.476166     -2.153644 
C       -0.392067     -1.214170     -2.204001 
H       -0.958108     -1.866713     -4.172797 
H        2.147987      1.079709     -4.053978 
H        1.988847      1.135449     -1.578466 
N        0.365503     -0.264595     -0.069178 
C        1.480058     -0.373500      0.783247 
C        0.985931     -0.204683      2.204643 
C       -0.537521      0.017203      2.089940 
C       -0.838093     -0.024982      0.609896 
H        1.263606     -1.086635      2.784112 
O        2.614702     -0.538858      0.415045 
O       -1.910019      0.130663      0.076365 
C       -0.748413      1.427112      2.759425 
H       -1.781757      1.629775      3.033890 
C       -1.298380     -2.190419     -1.496346 
H       -1.136343     -0.744829      2.591861 
C        1.485682      1.108030      2.917948 
H        2.486479      1.022319      3.336545 
C        1.249265      2.259171      1.950602 
H        2.023926      2.740692      1.366768 
C       -0.070884      2.448828      1.858168 
H       -0.594067      3.113906      1.182251 
C        0.301365      1.322181      3.893104 
H        0.131858      0.477123      4.567838 
H        0.391320      2.242731      4.472657 
C       -2.713747     -2.330155     -2.009338 
H       -3.232574     -1.384449     -1.826520 
H       -3.215650     -3.131309     -1.467945 
H       -2.760895     -2.526623     -3.083069 
O       -0.901430     -2.808074     -0.531472 
H       0.562918     -1.004443     -5.440907 
C       0.575466     -0.834156     -4.369598 
C       0.595884     -0.448691     -1.563338 
C      -0.300407     -1.517422     -3.541519 
C        1.460984      0.063535     -3.792466 
C        1.475899      0.243758     -2.416769 
C      -0.339458     -1.335860     -2.150818 
H     -0.995840     -2.229144     -3.973764 
H        2.158703      0.626365     -4.403629 
H        2.191435      0.926499     -1.996710 
N       0.741355     -0.233351     -0.135177 
C        1.738869      0.590431      0.477728 
C        1.561158      0.550200      1.976067 
C        0.386822     -0.393922      2.225472 
C      -0.068938     -0.822956      0.856745 
H        2.502145      0.234988      2.429655 
O        2.588042      1.241669     -0.076029 
O      -1.014313     -1.545114      0.657757 
C       -0.658074      0.511653      2.990021 
H      -1.431271     -0.056081      3.503097 
C      -1.481865     -2.166557     -1.565218 
H        0.632209     -1.280214      2.812837 
C        1.076675      1.911759      2.609036 
H        1.882260      2.623758      2.775532 
C       -0.100939      2.398097      1.777505 
H       -0.050959      3.200286      1.051802 
C       -1.126383      1.569632      2.002324 
H       -2.085271      1.559088      1.499241 
C        0.328429      1.348393      3.841313 
H        0.961513      0.744770      4.499537 
H       -0.171324      2.124022      4.424267 
C      -2.798319     -1.433739     -1.380483 
H     -3.418614     -1.980358     -0.670948 
H     -3.309842     -1.410743     -2.349695 
H     -2.662575     -0.404934     -1.047116 
O     -1.406374     -3.371219     -1.535751 
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Table 2.11 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(C(CH2)CH3) 
   
H        1.611542     -0.749356     -5.023226 
C        1.598016     -0.477629     -3.973054 
C        1.544916      0.227139     -1.273447 
C        0.411070     -0.551700     -3.251898 
C        2.761561     -0.048714     -3.341474 
C        2.737918      0.287292     -1.991739 
C        0.359884     -0.181041     -1.904937 
H       -0.500908     -0.875071     -3.742035 
H        3.692244      0.015865     -3.895000 
H        3.641514      0.609423     -1.491044 
N        1.574138      0.530555      0.117897 
C        2.161571      1.697940      0.649492 
C        2.043263      1.625682      2.157791 
C        1.334532      0.287645      2.455738 
C        1.057923     -0.329644      1.101722 
H        3.043602      1.702970      2.589318 
O        2.669506      2.570583     -0.006547 
O        0.495737     -1.372776      0.871403 
C        0.049859      0.729758      3.256331 
H       -0.421211     -0.084326      3.804135 
C       -0.986124     -0.077365     -1.237423 
H        1.934722     -0.409084      3.044882 
C        1.081525      2.692031      2.806417 
H        1.546638      3.666129      2.946233 
C       -0.211486      2.654987      2.008284 
H       -0.486532      3.368818      1.242873 
C       -0.823651      1.497619      2.277587 
H       -1.686934      1.092635      1.768735 
C        0.655310      1.899594      4.066434 
H        1.495010      1.606821      4.705634 
H       -0.091975      2.426913      4.662254 
O       -1.305093      0.965350     -0.694707 
C       -1.933052     -1.228955     -1.318579 
C       -3.768088     -3.334705     -1.365070 
C       -1.494245     -2.541688     -1.525123 
C       -3.298716     -0.981848     -1.126292 
C       -4.212228     -2.027857     -1.156418 
C       -2.409585     -3.589879     -1.543998 
H       -0.435461     -2.741415     -1.632248 
H       -3.623538      0.038131     -0.955186 
H       -5.269657     -1.829661     -1.013182 
H       -2.062567     -4.607751     -1.688708 
H       -4.480950     -4.153415     -1.381823 
H        2.418247      0.104673     -4.570541 
C        2.146758      0.040630     -3.522162 
C        1.440632     -0.138254     -0.835576 
C        0.891676     -0.440552     -3.159770 
C        3.048000      0.434628     -2.537670 
C        2.689598      0.357082     -1.194295 
C        0.526374     -0.554315     -1.816088 
H        0.190162     -0.755399     -3.924658 
H        4.027902      0.809864     -2.812689 
H        3.375378      0.668559     -0.416897 
N        1.082056     -0.192733      0.538742 
C        1.830469     -0.884851      1.507429 
C        1.091920     -0.764607      2.824873 
C       -0.159736      0.088307      2.520438 
C       -0.079511      0.408851      1.045909 
H        0.864001     -1.765979      3.193942 
O        2.879181     -1.439108      1.300081 
O       -0.854892      1.062610      0.391745 
C        0.005725      1.325450      3.480437 
H       -0.911216      1.894519      3.621414 
C       -0.762756     -1.238154     -1.440135 
H       -1.102334     -0.428321      2.711501 
C        1.840203      0.078597      3.923425 
H        2.594146     -0.485681      4.468994 
C        2.304670      1.363212      3.253172 
H        3.323812      1.560802      2.944668 
C        1.220561      2.101222      2.992755 
H        1.173650      3.021833      2.424367 
C        0.613062      0.603041      4.707802 
H       -0.025059     -0.193149      5.103864 
H        0.885543      1.289418      5.511816 
O       -0.761539     -2.092747     -0.571384 
C       -2.019261     -0.885938     -2.168070 
C       -4.450336     -0.284057     -3.408097 
C       -2.204898      0.353261     -2.791900 
C       -3.069386     -1.813682     -2.157191 
C       -4.274089     -1.519121     -2.781905 
C       -3.418524      0.652781     -3.404932 
H       -1.413799      1.092642     -2.764135 
H       -2.920690     -2.758742     -1.647454 
H       -5.079424     -2.246819     -2.777530 
H       -3.561876      1.620733     -3.873819 
H       -5.394399     -0.050507     -3.890476 
H        1.448473      0.394253     -5.055646 
C        1.364965      0.333428     -3.975830 
C        1.096251      0.191428     -1.156943 
C        0.130807      0.140082     -3.378157 
C        2.479761      0.447275     -3.157918 
C        2.345640      0.382903     -1.778668 
C       -0.040777      0.048759     -1.988983 
H      -0.754743      0.051294     -3.998288 
H        3.467098      0.594091     -3.582945 
H        3.227678      0.481710     -1.172487 
N        1.058362      0.224668      0.291023 
C        2.191444      0.440621      1.136664 
C        1.709568      0.733839      2.535838 
C        0.197387      0.520542      2.503673 
C       -0.117016      0.176304      1.072466 
H        2.248999      0.096894      3.237819 
O        3.352834      0.413946      0.815454 
O      -1.222043     -0.080521      0.667272 
C       -0.385958      1.924408      2.942571 
H       -1.424218      1.878724      3.264341 
C      -1.515048     -0.197067     -1.676923 
H      -0.168496     -0.272795      3.156636 
C        1.849345      2.252247      2.957845 
H        2.850636      2.513890      3.294089 
C        1.265221      3.091216      1.831299 
H        1.851928      3.634583      1.101129 
C       -0.058567      2.902049      1.824838 
H       -0.769765      3.249996      1.085911 
C        0.690033      2.318867      3.981614 
H        0.786760      1.603039      4.803983 
H        0.539467      3.322377      4.383037 
O      -2.312589      0.704845     -1.823894 
C      -1.954215     -1.617586     -1.482972 
C      -2.875364     -4.233529     -1.138107 
C      -1.073879     -2.696138     -1.602214 
C      -3.302067     -1.859445     -1.195539 
C      -3.759320     -3.158727     -1.019060 
C      -1.534247     -4.000548     -1.432927 
H      -0.030428     -2.518792     -1.837359 
H      -3.969688     -1.010288     -1.109134 
H      -4.804513     -3.339190     -0.787939 
H      -0.846282     -4.834138     -1.532973 
H      -3.233432     -5.249514     -1.002598 
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Table 2.12 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CH2CH3) 
   
H        5.009347     -1.121596     -1.889185 
C        3.986436     -1.090177     -1.527428 
C        1.373503     -0.979587     -0.617375 
C        3.326155      0.132319     -1.430680 
C        3.339772     -2.265586     -1.158996 
C        2.028300     -2.204933     -0.703928 
C        2.008803      0.221589     -0.969912 
H        3.852666      1.034662     -1.716416 
H        3.846391     -3.222281     -1.228421 
H        1.501468     -3.106098     -0.411639 
N        0.016172     -0.984675     -0.148624 
C       -0.344369     -1.409285      1.146043 
C       -1.856198     -1.338851      1.252444 
C       -2.342410     -0.826813     -0.119531 
C       -1.086140     -0.637694     -0.946545 
H       -2.236980     -2.327756      1.515621 
O        0.430623     -1.760776      1.997842 
O       -1.020462     -0.254280     -2.088344 
C       -3.120578      0.495944      0.244919 
H       -3.774405      0.849775     -0.549924 
C        1.277690      1.541290     -0.848148 
H        0.505088      1.573065     -1.623309 
H        0.732002      1.542380      0.100607 
H       -3.005252     -1.518850     -0.642627 
C       -2.408279     -0.257284      2.256009 
H       -2.415069     -0.587815      3.292847 
C       -1.673023      1.041837      1.960707 
H       -0.870007      1.443086      2.566206 
C       -2.096695      1.488235      0.774158 
H       -1.712350      2.330529      0.213154 
C       -3.768360      0.035575      1.574717 
H       -4.404080     -0.849149      1.467151 
H       -4.328418      0.830792      2.070530 
C        2.144284      2.796709     -0.936462 
H        2.601130      2.910481     -1.923113 
H        2.946880      2.787719     -0.193332 
H        1.536366      3.687496     -0.759017 
H        0.523614     -0.184157     -5.233760 
C        0.459951     -0.177679     -4.150239 
C        0.273611     -0.188292     -1.388976 
C       -0.261652     -1.173898     -3.497618 
C        1.099249      0.817860     -3.418518 
C        1.000619      0.810116     -2.032446 
C       -0.370385     -1.210405     -2.104267 
H       -0.744546     -1.941669     -4.090423 
H        1.666151      1.594531     -3.920546 
H        1.485589      1.573813     -1.436205 
N        0.198269     -0.139188      0.040318 
C        1.336081     -0.191331      0.869099 
C        0.880029      0.056676      2.293770 
C       -0.646442      0.271470      2.205254 
C       -0.985957      0.148657      0.735279 
H        1.177367     -0.786498      2.919843 
O        2.461633     -0.376740      0.483191 
O       -2.069707      0.290583      0.224863 
C       -0.840107      1.723180      2.785703 
H       -1.867260      1.945012      3.068365 
C       -1.147058     -2.293101     -1.382533 
H       -0.564809     -2.609782     -0.510000 
H       -2.058883     -1.843303     -0.977350 
H       -1.233423     -0.449889      2.776841 
C        1.396472      1.411354      2.914063 
H        2.406634      1.349171      3.313970 
C        1.139305      2.499306      1.881979 
H        1.901004      2.941341      1.251733 
C       -0.182710      2.683336      1.805369 
H       -0.720706      3.300794      1.096938 
C        0.234687      1.687723      3.900188 
H        0.080249      0.886038      4.628963 
H        0.337129      2.642442      4.419334 
C       -1.514921     -3.524231     -2.212740 
H       -0.634043     -3.990831     -2.662813 
H       -2.214528     -3.281352     -3.016968 
H       -2.000503     -4.271058     -1.579664 
H        0.650606     -0.529077     -5.129699 
C        0.652347     -0.500821     -4.044906 
C        0.630533     -0.518769     -1.209243 
C       -0.303603     -1.202179     -3.325892 
C        1.579375      0.246610     -3.342438 
C        1.559131      0.231165     -1.955972 
C       -0.384321     -1.227130     -1.925048 
H      -1.045541     -1.749645     -3.889407 
H        2.330115      0.840238     -3.853581 
H        2.315263      0.801232     -1.450679 
N        0.777280     -0.409470      0.245731 
C        1.907541      0.220723      0.868287 
C        1.541792      0.610709      2.275913 
C        0.225467     -0.106450      2.555798 
C       -0.074169     -0.878978      1.294839 
H        2.360284      0.346101      2.945645 
O        2.993003      0.417053      0.382122 
O       -0.875109     -1.774072      1.245786 
C       -0.781742      1.078811      2.862759 
H       -1.690714      0.750536      3.363225 
C       -1.586392     -1.959379     -1.337278 
H      -1.242068     -2.769288     -0.697723 
H      -2.114647     -1.281479     -0.666100 
H        0.252526     -0.801249      3.395250 
C        1.168343      2.143009      2.449216 
H        2.039046      2.784800      2.568258 
C        0.197718      2.509535      1.339407 
H        0.458448      3.074076      0.452693 
C       -0.956063      1.880150      1.584612 
H       -1.824528      1.832152      0.939009 
C        0.184145      2.007363      3.637392 
H        0.626197      1.541101      4.523687 
H       -0.276624      2.957800      3.912485 
C       -2.613588     -2.524742     -2.324129 
H      -2.195142     -3.300406     -2.971379 
H      -3.058101     -1.754395     -2.961442 
H      -3.426806     -2.985632     -1.757196 
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Table 2.13 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(I) 
   
H        0.531067     -1.975426     -5.443040 
C        0.485420     -1.645764     -4.410463 
C        0.336590     -0.794648     -1.752665 
C       -0.685152     -1.069557     -3.929139 
C        1.587542     -1.792011     -3.573059 
C        1.506508     -1.370849     -2.252598 
C       -0.761041     -0.637203     -2.605484 
H       -1.539517     -0.951790     -4.584822 
H        2.503595     -2.237036     -3.945052 
H        2.352828     -1.481873     -1.584763 
N        0.324763     -0.399922     -0.384098 
C        1.129024      0.647656      0.105990 
C        0.998426      0.655105      1.615739 
C        0.018295     -0.490037      1.954922 
C       -0.374690     -1.098999      0.622157 
H        1.993126      0.521615      2.046611 
O        1.797414      1.375739     -0.581092 
O       -1.128174     -2.014624      0.420182 
C       -1.127086      0.242963      2.749036 
H       -1.760631     -0.432087      3.321224 
H        0.458501     -1.276725      2.571506 
C        0.302696      1.921272      2.238640 
H        0.970013      2.774168      2.347082 
C       -0.266926      1.272412      3.525179 
H        0.497716      0.813540      4.160107 
H       -0.868175      1.964704      4.117517 
C       -0.981969      2.153685      1.459003 
H       -1.111583      2.914775      0.700140 
C       -1.827337      1.164328      1.763771 
H       -2.783212      0.953601      1.303627 
I        -2.578034      0.292988     -1.976158 
H        0.259520     -1.270944     -5.487320 
C        0.238237     -1.183022     -4.406254 
C        0.162713     -0.984518     -1.621853 
C       -0.140867     -2.280062     -3.640508 
C        0.585501      0.014609     -3.787605 
C        0.542856      0.108841     -2.403376 
C       -0.171283     -2.189470     -2.249481 
H       -0.411235     -3.209595     -4.125702 
H        0.880448      0.872811     -4.381018 
H        0.802479      1.033446     -1.902457 
N        0.126181     -0.818198     -0.210246 
C        1.266875     -0.469601      0.538389 
C        0.806860     -0.155240      1.946764 
C       -0.720469     -0.382795      1.949404 
C       -1.075503     -0.744827      0.521906 
H        1.355562     -0.778176      2.654873 
O        2.384596     -0.403178      0.096127 
O       -2.172738     -0.901738      0.055088 
C       -1.296175      1.016814      2.390685 
H       -2.325137      0.973716      2.741990 
H       -1.052079     -1.174697      2.623212 
C        0.937231      1.365648      2.342763 
H        1.942292      1.649269      2.648871 
C       -0.196918      1.441682      3.394178 
H       -0.070923      0.743371      4.227392 
H       -0.346437      2.451549      3.781085 
C        0.315160      2.181870      1.217692 
H        0.878596      2.728393      0.471442 
C       -1.006484      1.980668      1.248572 
H       -1.742286      2.317468      0.529048 
I        -0.756572     -3.934093     -1.163660 
H        0.503400     -1.323425     -5.475726 
C        0.399416     -1.188968     -4.404505 
C        0.128885     -0.961103     -1.573177 
C       -0.608728     -1.843695     -3.719536 
C        1.220793     -0.329887     -3.692291 
C        1.082138     -0.231263     -2.319461 
C       -0.807209     -1.715743     -2.334752 
H       -1.300664     -2.455296     -4.282384 
H        1.981897      0.260591     -4.190627 
H        1.766053      0.414196     -1.800021 
N        0.221986     -0.802545     -0.139658 
C        1.373557     -0.246447      0.511668 
C        1.005972      0.106455      1.928722 
C       -0.371212     -0.513827      2.156921 
C       -0.682459     -1.243357      0.874179 
H        1.786093     -0.250738      2.601537 
O        2.467744     -0.078688      0.035450 
O       -1.515643     -2.098481      0.759501 
C       -1.288211      0.738812      2.470795 
H       -2.236613      0.469947      2.932032 
H       -0.419235     -1.225556      2.981256 
C        0.752400      1.656244      2.153679 
H        1.668608      2.219276      2.321401 
C       -0.274786      1.559097      3.307650 
H        0.100494      1.025720      4.186683 
H       -0.664257      2.533891      3.607290 
C       -0.151214      2.139019      1.030220 
H        0.179748      2.717016      0.176069 
C       -1.357155      1.591861      1.216744 
H       -2.206802      1.633013      0.546179 
I        -2.755000     -2.556119     -1.865842 
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Table 2.14 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(i-Pr) 
   
H        0.398278     -1.966543     -5.023063 
C        0.549515     -1.586847     -4.017559 
C        0.901475     -0.622685     -1.442863 
C       -0.548397     -1.274864     -3.225355 
C        1.839718     -1.409224     -3.522518 
C        2.010615     -0.929381     -2.231157 
C       -0.403408     -0.777857     -1.924724 
H       -1.546502     -1.417140     -3.627233 
H        2.702611     -1.645648     -4.135772 
H        3.003448     -0.787174     -1.819260 
N        1.148974     -0.146675     -0.113642 
C        1.589927      1.158273      0.166644 
C        1.807695      1.255268      1.665379 
C        1.418201     -0.128888      2.228830 
C        0.973527     -0.941251      1.028579 
H        2.847711      1.532114      1.850520 
O        1.750446      2.021688     -0.657581 
O        0.528983     -2.062260      1.026901 
C        0.282126      0.207322      3.263653 
H        0.084048     -0.596084      3.970213 
C       -1.628097     -0.437318     -1.092780 
H       -1.280467      0.028714     -0.169867 
H        2.240838     -0.651023      2.722422 
C        0.840702      2.234746      2.427595 
H        1.146479      3.277813      2.373919 
C       -0.573557      1.916729      1.964697 
H       -1.138462      2.513755      1.259475 
C       -0.905655      0.720812      2.463928 
H       -1.798234      0.145282      2.253058 
C        0.835787      1.544532      3.814917 
H        1.830683      1.455605      4.262755 
H        0.155855      2.022172      4.522701 
C       -2.405494     -1.707368     -0.708883 
H       -1.756856     -2.414042     -0.189197 
H       -2.813651     -2.202282     -1.595794 
H       -3.246126     -1.461064     -0.052208 
C       -2.533024      0.586074     -1.797441 
H       -3.346935      0.893753     -1.133578 
H       -2.990421      0.172025     -2.700810 
H       -1.972356      1.478944     -2.084901 
H        0.053629     -0.123938     -5.139282 
C        0.114273     -0.115192     -4.055691 
C        0.233357     -0.107578     -1.284295 
C       -0.693841     -0.965108     -3.311430 
C        1.001610      0.742919     -3.409198 
C        1.053564      0.747028     -2.022885 
C       -0.649902     -0.993731     -1.911523 
H       -1.378028     -1.630023     -3.828409 
H        1.642241      1.406689     -3.980080 
H        1.730185      1.409986     -1.496775 
N        0.320519     -0.028590      0.142757 
C        1.500357     -0.310662      0.854649 
C        1.269152      0.078533      2.301810 
C       -0.169906      0.636841      2.351948 
C       -0.696275      0.522822      0.936583 
H        1.435613     -0.787386      2.944685 
O        2.509032     -0.754447      0.368317 
O       -1.782598      0.855389      0.531773 
C        0.037732      2.121894      2.838660 
H       -0.874832      2.592534      3.199098 
C       -1.532501     -1.967535     -1.146889 
H       -1.302314     -1.870827     -0.083251 
H       -0.834328      0.102603      3.033349 
C        2.144554      1.301254      2.779791 
H        3.150427      1.021887      3.086752 
C        2.033878      2.369049      1.701552 
H        2.804517      2.587217      0.972677 
C        0.787276      2.851482      1.733559 
H        0.331455      3.540568      1.033357 
C        1.189351      1.889235      3.846655 
H        0.934525      1.183866      4.643925 
H        1.563028      2.817532      4.282831 
C       -1.230870     -3.423933     -1.542780 
H       -0.174670     -3.665739     -1.398751 
H       -1.475364     -3.615038     -2.591261 
H       -1.824623     -4.114346     -0.936169 
C       -3.022469     -1.635131     -1.328222 
H       -3.640192     -2.301529     -0.718285 
H       -3.331664     -1.761981     -2.370481 
H       -3.225900     -0.606616     -1.029076 
H        0.237597     -0.534118     -5.124417 
C        0.313637     -0.447350     -4.045447 
C        0.496518     -0.346653     -1.215984 
C       -0.678845     -0.958894     -3.228706 
C        1.372948      0.212499     -3.443650 
C        1.453859      0.252841     -2.061768 
C       -0.675129     -0.886926     -1.825091 
H      -1.535616     -1.420110     -3.703324 
H        2.149482      0.687692     -4.033813 
H        2.311028      0.741520     -1.638564 
N        0.824488     -0.286978      0.211579 
C        2.138691      0.056512      0.689347 
C        2.050891      0.422927      2.147761 
C        0.658939     -0.024894      2.582120 
C        0.040495     -0.633131      1.349723 
H        2.873529     -0.049232      2.685158 
O        3.165688      0.050670      0.060329 
O       -0.941137     -1.329689      1.382896 
C       -0.024004      1.320388      3.070558 
H       -0.910611      1.153952      3.679672 
C       -1.979077     -1.365918     -1.175877 
H      -2.066169     -0.915798     -0.198083 
H        0.644903     -0.763346      3.383945 
C        2.039582      1.983125      2.430828 
H        3.035006      2.422408      2.454650 
C        1.035520      2.617329      1.482860 
H        1.294671      3.176290      0.592093 
C       -0.185002      2.224002      1.861894 
H       -1.119050      2.398416      1.341789 
C        1.212081      1.972945      3.738515 
H        1.652482      1.362374      4.532814 
H        1.006744      2.976455      4.115529 
C       -1.974890     -2.890137     -0.985453 
H      -1.128049     -3.206418     -0.376447 
H      -1.917895     -3.405377     -1.950228 
H      -2.889038     -3.217256     -0.480729 
C       -3.242152     -0.921652     -1.940886 
H      -4.118659     -1.104930     -1.312249 
H      -3.406706     -1.468432     -2.873876 
H       -3.216753      0.144894     -2.179466 
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Table 2.15 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CH3) 
   
H       0.665488     -1.942392     -5.247933 
C       0.665446     -1.624855     -4.210093 
C        0.632960     -0.809945     -1.558255 
C       -0.530211     -1.262423     -3.598480 
C        1.857530     -1.571999     -3.492697 
C        1.836814     -1.164831     -2.163988 
C       -0.576127     -0.841606     -2.266106 
H       -1.454955     -1.299029     -4.166851 
H        2.795962     -1.845890     -3.962482 
H        2.753231     -1.113406     -1.587659 
N        0.665702     -0.390805     -0.189069 
C        1.330136      0.775720      0.235776 
C        1.186880      0.863939      1.742008 
C        0.366303     -0.376844      2.152758 
C        0.065681     -1.107499      0.858163 
H        2.183170      0.904450      2.187243 
O        1.897414      1.548800     -0.492829 
O       -0.580577     -2.116633      0.722692 
C       -0.885002      0.242007      2.880256 
H       -1.430394     -0.472907      3.493177 
C       -1.882557     -0.443242     -1.632876 
H       -2.239198     -1.228579     -0.961491 
H       -2.646700     -0.265508     -2.392028 
H       -1.775429      0.465682     -1.037437 
H        0.897686     -1.054413      2.824173 
C        0.309361      2.061775      2.264109 
H        0.848698      3.005628      2.315723 
C       -0.195140      1.434878      3.587990 
H        0.611182      1.137976      4.266468 
H       -0.900400      2.077401      4.118408 
C       -0.980417      2.059811      1.456502 
H       -1.201603      2.749932      0.651758 
C       -1.687177      0.985515      1.823617 
H       -2.603758      0.619294      1.379454 
H       -0.287216      0.918146     -5.414424 
C       -0.247668      0.827965     -4.333582 
C       -0.132707      0.622483     -1.571946 
C        0.277335      1.867103     -3.571378 
C       -0.725791     -0.321657     -3.709863 
C       -0.665314     -0.421497     -2.325407 
C        0.343326      1.792127     -2.176874 
H        0.642445      2.761652     -4.066907 
H       -1.140769     -1.135237     -4.295483 
H       -1.031989     -1.304857     -1.815928 
N       -0.090842      0.471236     -0.149190 
C       -1.248637      0.295597      0.631274 
C       -0.809422      0.031148      2.057732 
C        0.732688      0.014482      2.014192 
C        1.102102      0.310167      0.574057 
H       -1.229022      0.796786      2.713090 
O       -2.376269      0.327517      0.209099 
O        2.209108      0.381867      0.101618 
C        1.085558     -1.443986      2.496269 
H        2.126087     -1.563927      2.791225 
C        0.911633      2.924675     -1.365816 
H        0.285547      3.146549     -0.497057 
H        0.992524      3.833941     -1.964016 
H        1.906065      2.667576     -0.992985 
H        1.205305      0.751416      2.666204 
C       -1.174803     -1.408169      2.585948 
H       -2.192350     -1.488868      2.963081 
C       -0.006621     -1.611487      3.581399 
H        0.035399     -0.850623      4.367804 
H       -0.004894     -2.604911      4.034182 
C       -0.772367     -2.391061      1.496367 
H       -1.465465     -2.881373      0.824011 
C        0.563667     -2.406527      1.437994 
H        1.183360     -2.908253      0.705308 
H        0.510995     -0.895336     -5.354960 
C        0.494938     -0.851471     -4.270868 
C        0.402201     -0.795572     -1.431665 
C      -0.527049     -1.457537     -3.559545 
C        1.476646     -0.186480     -3.557190 
C        1.422326     -0.164817     -2.171932 
C      -0.634726     -1.454377     -2.157531 
H      -1.308424     -1.963843     -4.116148 
H        2.295097      0.317330     -4.060914 
H        2.215875      0.339948     -1.655194 
N        0.493471     -0.635699      0.023578 
C        1.605048     -0.016963      0.684937 
C        1.209768      0.346465      2.092717 
C       -0.150514     -0.302682      2.308874 
C       -0.448336     -1.029992      1.021538 
H        1.990487      0.017220      2.779070 
O        2.702306      0.200706      0.233501 
O       -1.332861     -1.835849      0.910341 
C       -1.102951      0.926362      2.608804 
H       -2.047745      0.636438      3.064556 
C      -1.887322     -2.148000     -1.653808 
H      -1.669097     -3.005404     -1.022848 
H      -2.464967     -2.494698     -2.512508 
H      -2.529331     -1.487860     -1.073584 
H       -0.192529     -1.017364      3.131244 
C        0.916552      1.890934      2.297492 
H        1.815845      2.479954      2.466128 
C       -0.118673      1.781870      3.443798 
H        0.261928      1.269096      4.332768 
H       -0.536156      2.749585      3.728076 
C        0.011129      2.336780      1.160113 
H        0.336286      2.910141      0.300874 
C       -1.182891      1.763805      1.344236 
H       -2.027324      1.777308      0.666051 
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Table 2.16 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(OCH3) 
   
H        0.865606     -1.903122     -5.049350 
C        0.905693     -1.537912     -4.028154 
C        0.983703     -0.619334     -1.408613 
C       -0.279605     -1.423370     -3.303240 
C        2.124367     -1.185687     -3.459791 
C        2.155462     -0.730000     -2.143553 
C       -0.253246     -0.948105     -1.990399 
H       -1.217948     -1.693246     -3.770619 
H        3.042714     -1.268817     -4.029785 
H        3.091775     -0.453639     -1.673202 
N        1.019291     -0.155277     -0.063663 
C        1.359583      1.162750      0.284697 
C        1.198191      1.295085      1.786826 
C        0.712137     -0.088437      2.273460 
C        0.623389     -0.948103      1.028149 
H        2.147204      1.611345      2.224131 
O        1.704909      2.015026     -0.493775 
O        0.278760     -2.099351      0.954157 
C       -0.676561      0.236081      2.945928 
H       -1.041797     -0.557657      3.595012 
O       -1.352013     -0.753918     -1.217216 
H        1.380889     -0.566815      2.991533 
C        0.035241      2.261384      2.233544 
H        0.319586      3.311929      2.234891 
C       -0.327861      1.601822      3.585074 
H        0.509495      1.554166      4.288885 
H       -1.185733      2.073255      4.068866 
C       -1.186978      1.884917      1.409673 
H       -1.536760      2.432671      0.543943 
C       -1.606608      0.688030      1.829781 
H       -2.362119      0.063655      1.371678 
C       -2.607079     -1.228077     -1.681047 
H       -2.576945     -2.304040     -1.880526 
H       -2.933311     -0.695412     -2.581170 
H       -3.313428     -1.031796     -0.876126 
H       -0.974257     -0.240921     -5.276401 
C       -0.788554     -0.107334     -4.215498 
C       -0.336088      0.210419     -1.496298 
C       -1.871267     -0.060906     -3.338667 
C        0.514388      0.017659     -3.746196 
C        0.734327      0.171604     -2.379718 
C       -1.655426      0.116180     -1.969971 
H       -2.877206     -0.150639     -3.728246 
H        1.352466     -0.013147     -4.433301 
H        1.738957      0.257992     -1.983519 
N       -0.108155      0.329636     -0.097719 
C       -0.452494     -0.684316      0.813478 
C        0.013971     -0.242978      2.186002 
C        0.684165      1.130269      1.971455 
C        0.555879      1.418342      0.488705 
H       -0.835495     -0.223101      2.871134 
O       -0.983303     -1.724815      0.521145 
O        0.967956      2.380696     -0.108382 
C        2.164647      0.884708      2.458599 
H        2.717621      1.802588      2.648730 
O       -2.635617      0.219256     -1.038297 
H        0.227419      1.944489      2.536796 
C        1.177921     -1.125405      2.775921 
H        0.831879     -2.038213      3.256846 
C        1.878362     -0.058678      3.652690 
H        1.223311      0.380975      4.411585 
H        2.789556     -0.430594      4.125477 
C        2.212927     -1.288978      1.672303 
H        2.337966     -2.184092      1.075885 
C        2.794128     -0.099752      1.483002 
H        3.497550      0.170734      0.705136 
C       -3.963368     -0.125529     -1.406761 
H       -4.010473     -1.143374     -1.807352 
H       -4.376302      0.577965     -2.138577 
H       -4.547392     -0.070740     -0.489989 
H       0.401621     -0.552443     -5.318380 
C       0.412388     -0.548496     -4.233960 
C       0.411152     -0.556184     -1.387619 
C      -0.579103     -1.189575     -3.516753 
C        1.404853      0.108760     -3.524452 
C        1.397172      0.107435     -2.138640 
C      -0.608018     -1.200019     -2.122050 
H      -1.402967     -1.689974    -4.015175 
H        2.198625      0.638157     -4.040302 
H        2.194515      0.620535     -1.632258 
N        0.473650     -0.451854      0.061620 
C        1.571297      0.148734      0.734437 
C        1.168631      0.502568      2.143145 
C      -0.216460     -0.101308      2.323837 
C      -0.503113     -0.838122      1.038372 
H        1.923235      0.131434      2.838178 
O        2.667852      0.365167      0.285339 
O      -1.377019     -1.646927      0.923536 
C       -1.128221      1.152803      2.577283 
H       -2.101537      0.903503      2.996014 
O      -1.699680     -1.811046    -1.570734 
H      -0.302141     -0.805345      3.152455 
C        0.928731      2.043951      2.345279 
H        1.838980      2.603605      2.551862 
C       -0.152867      1.977734      3.441889 
H        0.174608      1.455083      4.346452 
H       -0.548982      2.961176      3.700928 
C        0.089822      2.513610      1.169934 
H        0.467040      3.073813      0.322533 
C       -1.126073      1.980148      1.304663 
H       -1.939108      2.018071      0.589375 
C      -1.531205     -3.209613     -1.379236 
H      -0.666806     -3.421434 .  -0.744100 
H      -1.410306     -3.718763    -2.342743 
H      -2.430564     -3.565181    -0.880730 
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H        1.661563     -1.676816     -5.123458 
C        1.601236     -1.288040     -4.112030 
C        1.425679     -0.304375     -1.519930 
C        0.403481     -1.370909     -3.409830 
C        2.715266     -0.697604     -3.520423 
C        2.626743     -0.212864     -2.221047 
C        0.289181     -0.868755     -2.108952 
H       -0.471024     -1.814154     -3.874886 
H        3.649849     -0.621204     -4.065749 
H        3.486210      0.237228     -1.737417 
N        1.391343      0.162468     -0.169990 
C        1.464607      1.519755      0.183969 
C        1.498155      1.596202      1.699611 
C        1.385026      0.132909      2.185976 
C        1.319202     -0.708612      0.928899 
H        2.420548      2.092519      2.008751 
O        1.485854      2.433502     -0.601726 
O        1.219500     -1.907229      0.848837 
C        0.066597      0.143208      3.046536 
H       -0.035906     -0.724322      3.695868 
H        2.231253     -0.201442      2.789618 
C        0.245931      2.290634      2.356784 
H        0.310718      3.376789      2.378012 
C        0.218938      1.535022      3.707005 
H        1.139069      1.644266      4.290698 
H       -0.639731      1.804895      4.324829 
C       -0.977198      1.688482      1.684873 
H       -1.556853      2.171136      0.909023 
C       -1.079585      0.417616      2.085647 
H       -1.753176     -0.333602      1.694833 
C       -1.037511     -0.909100     -1.427707 
C       -3.597240     -0.993636     -0.289643 
C       -1.510138     -2.084731     -0.837580 
C       -1.853201      0.226653     -1.428339 
C       -3.126915      0.184750     -0.866299 
C       -2.783190     -2.125504     -0.271447 
H       -0.867560     -2.956595     -0.806691 
H       -1.485105      1.142147     -1.879680 
H       -3.752500      1.071613     -0.880648 
H       -3.139500     -3.043691      0.184922 
H       -4.589616     -1.028608      0.148782 
H       -0.878954     -0.047771     -5.348401 
C       -0.780015     -0.094835     -4.268771 
C       -0.515082     -0.198508     -1.507667 
C        0.043349      0.812400     -3.609968 
C       -1.481712     -1.054980     -3.543526 
C       -1.340253     -1.109105     -2.161503 
C        0.182696      0.785854     -2.217797 
H        0.576815      1.570991     -4.172924 
H       -2.128612     -1.762847     -4.050946 
H       -1.855974     -1.863762     -1.578561 
N       -0.343334     -0.330173     -0.093743 
C       -1.219828      0.215568      0.849837 
C       -0.765320     -0.244451      2.219829 
C        0.489179     -1.112367      1.967338 
C        0.690761     -1.102002      0.465122 
H       -0.582609      0.628035      2.849541 
O       -2.167844      0.914694      0.586839 
O        1.546900     -1.662744     -0.168881 
C        0.080509     -2.513483      2.559980 
H        0.925532     -3.177294      2.732310 
H        1.391625     -0.741011      2.455746 
C       -1.755276     -1.244621      2.932460 
H       -2.579691     -0.751267      3.443769 
C       -0.731906     -2.033417      3.787620 
H       -0.156421     -1.402564      4.472685 
H       -1.188490     -2.855893      4.341884 
C       -2.127645     -2.307967      1.910759 
H       -3.073988     -2.349263      1.385756 
C       -1.043185     -3.058456      1.690485 
H       -0.922358     -3.837746      0.948179 
C        1.039562      1.785711     -1.533026 
C        2.647914      3.706962     -0.283292 
C        0.482436      2.691641     -0.622958 
C        2.408295      1.852874     -1.811509 
C        3.208240      2.807471     -1.188289 
C        1.283375      3.646533     -0.002824 
H       -0.581726      2.649911     -0.417389 
H        2.843413      1.139816     -2.504234 
H        4.270548      2.845659     -1.407532 
H        0.837985      4.349515      0.694121 
H        3.271088      4.452890      0.199484 
H       1.207405     -0.532076     -5.164829 
C       1.171757     -0.420939     -4.086208 
C       1.057242     -0.198493     -1.253909 
C       0.183675     -1.049101     -3.347662 
C        2.087487      0.369391     -3.408365 
C        2.027443      0.472417     -2.027606 
C       0.068943     -0.947753     -1.949060 
H     -0.571632     -1.635780     -3.858648 
H        2.862530      0.909164     -3.942597 
H        2.774409      1.069284     -1.538765 
N        1.146999     -0.015581      0.185886 
C        2.260601      0.599138      0.838465 
C        1.886181      0.915238      2.264095 
C        0.527614      0.258640      2.482845 
C        0.204861     -0.426810      1.178155 
H        2.677629      0.565766      2.927933 
O        3.340868      0.849391      0.363335 
O      -0.694337     -1.207455      1.034084 
C       -0.419050      1.477940      2.833709 
H       -1.357145      1.174763      3.294342 
H        0.499641     -0.481063      3.283577 
C        1.595387      2.452389      2.519531 
H        2.496676      3.037429      2.691461 
C        0.577718      2.309794      3.677317 
H        0.971734      1.771057      4.544841 
H        0.165184      3.268778      3.996535 
C        0.673045      2.928310      1.407881 
H        0.986219      3.523988      0.559431 
C       -0.517391      2.348254      1.593284 
H       -1.371367      2.375367      0.927594 
C      -1.182434     -1.611364     -1.457163 
C      -3.603406     -2.865331     -0.806717 
C      -1.241626     -2.996846     -1.294800 
C      -2.357737     -0.865749     -1.333433 
C      -3.558584     -1.486606     -1.001868 
C      -2.441187     -3.618311     -0.960379 
H     -0.337689     -3.585818     -1.411789 
H      -2.327081      0.207685     -1.493032 
H     -4.462380     -0.893342     -0.899611 
H     -2.469387     -4.694851     -0.821315 
H     -4.538816     -3.350912     -0.546548 
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Table 2.18 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(SCH3) 
   
H        0.714145     -2.418221     -5.068968 
C        0.718277     -2.007014     -4.064853 
C        0.707724     -0.964162     -1.481588 
C       -0.485754     -1.689145     -3.443568 
C        1.921425     -1.794359     -3.397788 
C        1.912359     -1.277708     -2.106663 
C       -0.508577     -1.156554     -2.152023 
H       -1.426760     -1.848060     -3.958222 
H        2.863848     -2.036067     -3.877198 
H        2.839356     -1.117826     -1.567591 
N        0.754583     -0.461766     -0.146207 
C        1.091216      0.861682      0.170517 
C        1.163567      0.967486      1.682687 
C        0.713799     -0.414130      2.209943 
C        0.468211     -1.261296      0.977564 
H        2.184394      1.234149      1.966483 
O        1.271631      1.737014     -0.640574 
O        0.107584     -2.407680      0.927813 
C       -0.556514     -0.067531      3.070087 
H       -0.861111     -0.871344      3.737644 
H        1.460366     -0.914512      2.830168 
C        0.128627      1.959124      2.331154 
H        0.455964      2.997047      2.328479 
C       -0.062461      1.259496      3.700238 
H        0.865555      1.153590      4.271621 
H       -0.820382      1.743048      4.319399 
C       -1.215855      1.662891      1.687118 
H       -1.673343      2.269988      0.917067 
C       -1.614743      0.461045      2.114069 
H       -2.457246     -0.114371      1.755322 
S       -2.080987     -0.730808     -1.402583 
C       -2.127186      1.047813     -1.861652 
H       -1.217434      1.548605     -1.531968 
H       -2.990982      1.483182     -1.356795 
H       -2.243293      1.166396     -2.939130 
H        0.906066     -0.872051     -5.299518 
C        0.782128     -0.776342     -4.225725 
C        0.461544     -0.552938     -1.471114 
C        0.102926     -1.762734     -3.519462 
C        1.316301      0.320502     -3.552842 
C        1.154172      0.429438     -2.177566 
C       -0.070518     -1.667599     -2.135101 
H       -0.292143     -2.629521     -4.038112 
H        1.856562      1.087153     -4.097678 
H        1.559749      1.274226     -1.633579 
N        0.312047     -0.389827     -0.063737 
C        1.400995     -0.415582      0.825951 
C        0.864990     -0.112592      2.210027 
C       -0.655683      0.091493      2.029882 
C       -0.908916     -0.073140      0.545813 
H        1.127841     -0.930729      2.882636 
O        2.544316     -0.618169      0.506943 
O       -1.955839      0.075054     -0.035435 
C       -0.888183      1.556325      2.559064 
H       -1.929336      1.779069      2.783923 
H       -1.269045     -0.623242      2.581566 
C        1.341808      1.265566      2.806710 
H        2.331311      1.224480      3.257692 
C        0.130860      1.564986      3.725790 
H       -0.053206      0.785234      4.471058 
H        0.202175      2.536666      4.218344 
C        1.128877      2.317173      1.727938 
H        1.918467      2.743511      1.121398 
C       -0.188870      2.491247      1.582602 
H       -0.694866      3.082487      0.829588 
S       -0.917449     -2.985358     -1.256179 
C       -2.649749     -2.598183     -1.731450 
H       -2.898382     -1.590761     -1.405895 
H       -3.282338     -3.322206     -1.215746 
H       -2.788611     -2.703636     -2.807786 
H        0.946430     -1.141207     -5.063835 
C        0.817623     -0.956401     -4.002423 
C        0.515795     -0.635773     -1.203838 
C       -0.161698     -1.636833     -3.298253 
C        1.591870     -0.026848     -3.329681 
C        1.439830      0.109158     -1.959200 
C       -0.411021     -1.456036     -1.925458 
H       -0.777541     -2.330938     -3.850426 
H        2.329610      0.576571     -3.846988 
H        2.091756      0.799660     -1.456090 
N        0.606764     -0.444664      0.233842 
C        1.753026      0.127311      0.878143 
C        1.393406      0.459611      2.304056 
C        0.026794     -0.180548      2.535292 
C       -0.297764     -0.876667      1.238893 
H        2.183600      0.102597      2.965080 
O        2.837564      0.324275      0.391724 
O       -1.165419     -1.698464      1.110772 
C       -0.903837      1.054073      2.879466 
H       -1.844222      0.764933      3.344604 
H       -0.005771     -0.911173      3.343825 
C        1.121921      2.001883      2.555945 
H        2.031414      2.575333      2.723991 
C        0.106757      1.874731      3.717983 
H        0.496551      1.333010      4.585493 
H       -0.292394      2.839673      4.036090 
C        0.201550      2.487972      1.447784 
H        0.517925      3.078757      0.597063 
C       -0.995246      1.922755      1.637680 
H       -1.849856      1.958717      0.973323 
S       -1.955512     -2.173186     -1.310320 
C       -2.911875     -2.436821     -2.851066 
H       -2.942137     -1.542065     -3.474356 
H       -3.920799     -2.649975     -2.491986 
H       -2.575096     -3.293422     -3.437126 
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Table 2.19 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(Br)a 
  
C       -1.004483      1.781060     -0.807301 
C       -3.000707      3.734527     -1.231201 
C       -2.266693      1.441187     -1.320006 
C       -0.779336      3.137783     -0.523842 
C       -1.756351      4.104825     -0.728744 
C       -3.254784      2.400445     -1.530600 
H        0.186161      3.419908     -0.117626 
H       -1.548780      5.142633     -0.491293 
H       -4.213694      2.100821     -1.935616 
H       -3.775138      4.476222     -1.395889 
C        0.089582      0.803873     -0.564328 
C        2.167868     -1.003850     -0.091446 
C        1.332437      0.984482     -1.176520 
C       -0.088749     -0.288613      0.292584 
C        0.932723     -1.205084      0.537419 
C        2.365327      0.081422     -0.938295 
H        1.478328      1.818027     -1.855398 
H       -1.052757     -0.429992      0.770927 
H        2.980534     -1.703766      0.075269 
Br      -2.702270     -0.366961     -1.827982 
H        3.325730      0.220843     -1.424655 
C        0.684569     -2.411934      1.428443 
H       -0.311993     -2.290804      1.869426 
C        1.692996     -2.507567      2.583141 
H        1.695628     -1.594373      3.183400 
H        2.709939     -2.666356      2.213144 
H        1.449831     -3.346690      3.241692 
C        0.667313     -3.709042      0.599832 
H        1.645978     -3.902444      0.149993 
H       -0.063197     -3.651024     -0.211115 
H        0.413986     -4.569559      1.226588 
C        0.689718      1.886829      0.133640 
C        2.574416      4.061181      0.175081 
C        2.087975      1.690246      0.007993 
C        0.321078      3.245711      0.281973 
C        1.212701      4.303769      0.303808 
C        2.999395      2.751032      0.028456 
H       -0.723302      3.495634      0.387047 
H        0.836286      5.314443      0.420621 
H        4.055893      2.536603     -0.073166 
H        3.297140      4.869588      0.187653 
C       -0.412047      0.857426      0.126030 
C       -2.546310     -1.023386      0.116958 
C       -1.760946      1.256325      0.264829 
C       -0.200302     -0.522649     -0.015631 
C       -1.234761     -1.465127     -0.022996 
C       -2.799507      0.337796      0.259796 
H       -2.037123      2.293817      0.380902 
H        0.797518     -0.902231     -0.125602 
H       -3.366325     -1.736004      0.114919 
Br       3.000450     -0.009737     -0.207497 
H       -3.820347      0.691075      0.368346 
C       -0.922994     -2.944859     -0.191964 
H       -1.874652     -3.486056     -0.122139 
C       -0.324143     -3.241499     -1.576558 
H        0.636798     -2.735593     -1.709417 
H       -0.989001     -2.905439     -2.376400 
H       -0.154543     -4.315077     -1.704390 
C       -0.011605     -3.472883      0.928063 
H        0.969548     -2.990162      0.905642 
H        0.147740     -4.550142      0.820866 
H       -0.448745     -3.290632      1.913136 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers.   
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Table 2.20 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(CCH) 
  
C        3.141696      0.531425     -0.627241 
C        5.603649      1.808267     -0.113433 
C        3.546816      0.798210      0.703921 
C        3.997311      0.912107     -1.668241 
C        5.212686      1.541240     -1.423920 
C        4.776538      1.438420      0.938141 
H        3.684909      0.726512     -2.690614 
H        5.847788      1.829262     -2.255457 
H        5.074360      1.631876      1.962457 
H        6.548209      2.302386      0.088088 
C        1.857294     -0.139614     -0.955576 
C       -0.557066     -1.400929     -1.611140 
C        0.647115      0.275025     -0.386263 
C        1.832985     -1.200955     -1.870443 
C        0.633195     -1.823484     -2.197947 
C       -0.573463     -0.344285     -0.688793 
H        0.667467      1.104883      0.311379 
H        2.761801     -1.553859     -2.306895 
H        0.628114     -2.649782     -2.902519 
H       -1.479828     -1.910175     -1.873405 
Si      -2.168515      0.240860      0.148961 
C        2.760302      0.405157      1.829106 
H        1.538954     -0.200809      3.641016 
C        2.120897      0.087521      2.798727 
C       -3.489780     -1.130025      0.058767 
H       -3.620126     -1.372141     -1.005806 
C       -1.794487      0.637162      1.956227 
H       -1.032806      1.415067      2.057751 
H       -1.427441     -0.247391      2.483622 
H       -2.690803      0.989242      2.475333 
C       -2.814495      1.790215     -0.717782 
H       -2.036220      2.554432     -0.800241 
H       -3.653766      2.231924     -0.172563 
H       -3.158270      1.563333     -1.731525 
C       -3.058873     -2.411954      0.792843 
H       -2.106666     -2.805440      0.427369 
H       -3.808181     -3.203606      0.677722 
H       -2.946459     -2.233918      1.867556 
C       -4.848726     -0.637552      0.588385 
H       -4.786035     -0.349878      1.643284 
H       -5.607877     -1.424877      0.517498 
H       -5.222204      0.226147      0.031653 
C        2.640694     -0.329673     -0.031771 
C        5.236721      0.873470     -0.053375 
C        2.809897      1.073504      0.166376 
C        3.823819     -1.063553     -0.245071 
C        5.088059     -0.494744     -0.257345 
C        4.102624      1.638303      0.152702 
H        3.766905     -2.129495     -0.411477 
H        5.954899     -1.125569     -0.426188 
H        4.188819      2.707228      0.310270 
H        6.217467      1.336511     -0.057071 
C        1.329350     -1.058653     -0.023462 
C       -1.136680     -2.468487     -0.007549 
C        0.097125     -0.413442      0.164225 
C        1.271861     -2.457092     -0.202245 
C        0.066158     -3.144492     -0.196914 
C       -1.135421     -1.083756      0.181751 
H        0.087615      0.653460      0.306727 
H        2.169419     -3.042744     -0.346515 
H        0.068348     -4.221085     -0.340291 
H       -2.068441     -3.027297     -0.006659 
Si      -2.710097     -0.077389      0.461149 
C       -2.556527      0.830578      2.109403 
H       -3.449451      1.420837      2.335173 
H       -1.698739      1.510073      2.107712 
H       -2.408713      0.125385      2.932450 
C       -4.218742     -1.210152      0.487544 
H       -4.349646     -1.746942     -0.456454 
H       -5.131347     -0.632596      0.662230 
H       -4.150178     -1.955095      1.285817 
C       -2.871901      1.194418     -0.949279 
H       -1.932895      1.766641     -0.938751 
C       -4.030911      2.178143     -0.717973 
H       -4.997949      1.663093     -0.712028 
H       -4.076353      2.931057     -1.513608 
H       -3.937537      2.713249      0.231534 
C       -2.992129      0.512901     -2.322719 
H       -3.924723     -0.056452     -2.403291 
H       -2.165953     -0.179032     -2.509238 
H       -2.995232      1.250565     -3.133118 
C        1.771841      2.033650      0.384451 
H        0.293828      3.720770      0.727882 
C        1.004085      2.944918      0.568169 
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Table 2.21 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(CF3) 
  
C       -2.119849      0.957657     -0.148485 
C       -4.454236      0.977956     -1.732709 
C       -2.759441     -0.245518     -0.507911 
C       -2.696529      2.157816     -0.586084 
C       -3.846377      2.175026     -1.368003 
C       -3.911206     -0.224786     -1.297344 
H       -2.211602      3.090046     -0.317821 
H       -4.261609      3.121834     -1.697471 
H       -4.392857     -1.158804     -1.557681 
H       -5.349417      0.975742     -2.345157 
C       -0.868286      1.035540      0.653424 
C        1.505239      1.285443      2.110635 
C        0.309707      0.424564      0.216695 
C       -0.840593      1.783248      1.835486 
C        0.340411      1.905103      2.560161 
C        1.510000      0.529283      0.929681 
H        0.282094     -0.140208     -0.708146 
H       -1.752692      2.252630      2.190489 
H        0.350006      2.482884      3.479209 
H        2.416882      1.394720      2.690697 
Si       3.031346     -0.399875      0.302224 
C        2.864363     -2.215129      0.785392 
H        3.728120     -2.807006      0.467859 
H        1.969998     -2.655422      0.334022 
H        2.768109     -2.325010      1.869565 
C        4.585270      0.349528      1.066083 
H        4.663947      1.417673      0.843362 
H        5.486155     -0.135392      0.679018 
H        4.600662      0.235152      2.154017 
C        3.097434     -0.248649     -1.596407 
H        2.199916     -0.755966     -1.977518 
C        4.321198     -0.974618     -2.181441 
H        5.256657     -0.523072     -1.834938 
H        4.325202     -0.918172     -3.275844 
H        4.344561     -2.034083     -1.910225 
C        3.047952      1.214584     -2.068264 
H        3.914626      1.779921     -1.708685 
H        2.150288      1.728870     -1.714794 
H        3.056512      1.276339     -3.162609 
C       -2.247630     -1.594437     -0.058340 
F       -1.197571     -2.019293     -0.814363 
F       -1.835657     -1.599894      1.223065 
F       -3.194644     -2.555085     -0.166085 
C        2.353491     -0.776677     -0.098822 
C        5.094245      0.042166     -0.360715 
C        2.738991      0.599624     -0.034148 
C        3.421604     -1.674697     -0.300374 
C        4.749560     -1.297911     -0.428812 
C        4.082958      0.970154     -0.165560 
H        3.221466     -2.732210     -0.366007 
H        5.505717     -2.060966     -0.582357 
H        4.343785      2.017415     -0.113880 
H        6.123910      0.367124     -0.458244 
C        0.967982     -1.374899      0.013865 
C       -1.609520     -2.590415      0.176711 
C       -0.210805     -0.634663      0.197279 
C        0.786170     -2.774205     -0.074337 
C       -0.466585     -3.365917      0.006201 
C       -1.490814     -1.203310      0.277174 
H       -0.170163      0.429788      0.286109 
H        1.620636     -3.446501     -0.207682 
H       -0.545539     -4.446359     -0.069570 
H       -2.583266     -3.068991      0.230290 
Si      -2.972126     -0.040094      0.458274 
C       -2.713675      1.039479      1.982434 
H       -3.541327      1.739619      2.129499 
H       -1.794126      1.626655      1.901903 
H       -2.630947      0.428892      2.886289 
C       -4.563538     -1.038837      0.621623 
H       -4.734371     -1.685224     -0.243948 
H       -5.428042     -0.373738      0.707684 
H       -4.553736     -1.673653      1.512580 
C       -3.016426      1.044249     -1.105106 
H       -2.014632      1.492254     -1.171438 
C       -4.038287      2.190889     -1.016110 
H       -5.063170      1.811735     -0.935821 
H       -4.000295      2.819444     -1.912985 
H       -3.857097      2.841299     -0.155601 
C       -3.239583      0.204212     -2.373894 
H       -4.232952     -0.257254     -2.376503 
H       -2.501393     -0.596889     -2.470611 
H       -3.172650      0.825580     -3.274095 
C        1.797046      1.770768      0.165808 
F        1.121349      1.701554      1.341454 
F        0.877177      1.874614     -0.828158 
F        2.434798      2.960358      0.189279 
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Table 2.22 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(CH3)
a 
  
H        1.566312     -0.054672     -3.274985 
C        1.310188     -0.166110     -2.225852 
C        0.682309     -0.479809      0.488245 
C        2.053814     -1.031457     -1.430279 
C        0.241887      0.559670     -1.684736 
C       -0.054814      0.385539     -0.331322 
C        1.747174     -1.187367     -0.080291 
H        2.877483     -1.590700     -1.863773 
H       -0.868409      0.957071      0.106453 
H        2.325205     -1.870012      0.534525 
C        0.373428     -0.618066      1.942243 
C       -0.081992     -0.836656      4.703455 
C       -0.870107     -1.093135      2.409613 
C        1.365195     -0.272829      2.870787 
C        1.146394     -0.375504      4.240387 
C       -1.069702     -1.193709      3.790783 
H        2.317181      0.097743      2.503608 
H        1.928836     -0.095288      4.938588 
H       -2.020836     -1.571284      4.156443 
H       -0.269641     -0.926483      5.768939 
C       -1.976578     -1.522491      1.472615 
H       -1.589131     -2.037310      0.591146 
H       -2.561474     -0.670489      1.111428 
H       -2.670547     -2.196159      1.980077 
C       -0.575356      1.521572     -2.536149 
H       -1.347488      1.947313     -1.884365 
C       -1.296438      0.801664     -3.688540 
H       -0.587084      0.358197     -4.393894 
H       -1.922804      1.502019     -4.249200 
H       -1.936635     -0.001867     -3.315820 
C        0.277437      2.689956     -3.060141 
H        1.071089      2.339199     -3.726517 
H        0.752885      3.233430     -2.239579 
H       -0.337781      3.398022     -3.623892 
H       -1.770477     -0.000262     -3.183726 
C       -1.389518     -0.000202     -2.167034 
C       -0.430595     -0.000089      0.518173 
C       -2.269147     -0.000257     -1.096023 
C       -0.012099     -0.000111     -1.922698 
C        0.430852     -0.000024     -0.602473 
C       -1.804505     -0.000214      0.217636 
H       -3.340395     -0.000360     -1.274225 
H        1.503553      0.000124     -0.467396 
H       -2.545983     -0.000266      0.994061 
C        0.134775     -0.000009      1.915773 
C        1.438698      0.000266      4.455691 
C       -0.622348      0.000026      3.124609 
C        1.538559      0.000070      2.060733 
C        2.186636      0.000215      3.286291 
C        0.055815      0.000160      4.352221 
H        2.168966      0.000018      1.184208 
H        3.271563      0.000290      3.319093 
H       -0.536893      0.000178      5.262119 
H        1.917443      0.000380      5.429580 
C       -2.133371     -0.000067      3.232972 
H       -2.588186      0.883175      2.776108 
H       -2.427926     -0.000010      4.283819 
H       -2.588071     -0.883439      2.776239 
C        0.991750     -0.000150     -3.067300 
H        1.992472     -0.000556     -2.618286 
C        0.875936      1.268201     -3.930351 
H       -0.095295      1.323460     -4.431223 
H        1.647355      1.282013     -4.706525 
H        0.987963      2.171665     -3.325465 
C        0.875202     -1.268013     -3.930983 
H       -0.096009     -1.322415     -4.431983 
H        0.986603     -2.171853     -3.326543 
H        1.646676     -1.281944     -4.707091 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers.   
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Table 2.23 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(CHO) 
  
C        2.670960     -0.425065     -0.102953 
C        5.246362      0.676917     -0.406009 
C        3.123764      0.593093      0.763836 
C        3.542460     -0.890466     -1.096369 
C        4.814695     -0.350885     -1.247164 
C        4.402151      1.141566      0.590463 
H        3.197770     -1.663415     -1.775763 
H        5.466902     -0.725024     -2.030059 
H        4.713975      1.925166      1.272019 
H        6.235835      1.104440     -0.528430 
C        1.299874     -0.992546     -0.016634 
C       -1.280773     -2.056006      0.184582 
C        0.172149     -0.158570     -0.026682 
C        1.107807     -2.376573      0.067887 
C       -0.176228     -2.903396      0.170254 
C       -1.130615     -0.663868      0.077803 
H        0.326941      0.911940     -0.122461 
H        1.969419     -3.036321      0.084771 
H       -0.313833     -3.977062      0.255462 
H       -2.271442     -2.489594      0.286900 
Si      -2.636195      0.485182      0.105002 
C       -2.046189      2.244122      0.447006 
H       -2.890151      2.916058      0.624466 
H       -1.476883      2.654480     -0.392677 
H       -1.404783      2.288376      1.332133 
C       -3.805864     -0.080933      1.473553 
H       -4.211226     -1.079139      1.285687 
H       -4.654944      0.602294      1.568597 
H       -3.297293     -0.110950      2.441160 
C       -3.547010      0.431057     -1.567654 
H       -2.813218      0.757547     -2.318317 
C       -4.727584      1.418511     -1.594790 
H       -5.484618      1.156530     -0.847899 
H       -5.224722      1.409625     -2.571343 
H       -4.412582      2.447327     -1.398916 
C       -4.013247     -0.984027     -1.949900 
H       -4.737537     -1.376314     -1.227677 
H       -3.182410     -1.692297     -2.004883 
H       -4.508116     -0.981754     -2.927544 
C        2.320974      1.065778      1.923521 
H        1.435028      0.454687      2.178155 
O        2.605331      2.035838      2.591872 
C        2.305359      0.342298      0.261664 
C        4.329662      2.343904      0.023256 
C        3.621035      0.018670     -0.177359 
C        2.104226      1.678255      0.659539 
C        3.083431      2.657209      0.554480 
C        4.584010      1.028243     -0.329950 
H        1.150194      1.974895      1.073035 
H        2.862459      3.667790      0.882719 
H        5.556853      0.738389     -0.709889 
H        5.096139      3.102595     -0.091184 
C        1.122144     -0.583122      0.242036 
C       -1.184475     -2.240615      0.207398 
C       -0.184005     -0.062249      0.344273 
C        1.212172     -1.976689      0.075058 
C        0.084388     -2.788803      0.065723 
C       -1.339063     -0.855233      0.339357 
H       -0.321233      1.010510      0.400110 
H        2.161261     -2.466698     -0.061518 
H        0.205010     -3.860286     -0.062115 
H       -2.051777     -2.893448      0.194992 
Si      -3.050711     -0.058108      0.483097 
C       -3.188430      0.812187      2.152647 
H       -4.183545      1.239959      2.306142 
H       -2.463742      1.626842      2.246140 
H       -3.000231      0.113826      2.973372 
C       -4.388116     -1.381627      0.348606 
H       -4.334025     -1.930823     -0.595467 
H       -5.380916     -0.925422      0.404501 
H       -4.321894     -2.110538      1.161526 
C       -3.245797      1.209723     -0.926470 
H       -2.404256      1.909555     -0.819496 
C       -4.548566      2.017589     -0.806615 
H       -5.428994      1.372726     -0.900314 
H       -4.619852      2.771232     -1.599092 
H       -4.623736      2.541761      0.150238 
C       -3.134938      0.544302     -2.309248 
H       -3.966128     -0.147378     -2.482964 
H       -2.206322     -0.022416     -2.419856 
H       -3.165729      1.290091     -3.111365 
C        4.183457     -1.348638     -0.410523 
H        3.895333     -2.124877      0.322743 
O        5.006936     -1.605753     -1.257355 
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Table 2.24 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(Cl)a 
  
C        1.868528      0.588443     -0.445928 
C        4.238666      2.026263      0.087167 
C        2.640858      0.329999      0.695232 
C        2.331181      1.590963     -1.312135 
C        3.496615      2.303176     -1.058154 
C        3.810441      1.035964      0.964856 
H        1.742152      1.814445     -2.195627 
H        3.820498      3.073516     -1.750085 
H        4.382840      0.795981      1.852609 
H        5.151400      2.572969      0.298916 
C        0.618362     -0.140571     -0.787260 
C       -1.749608     -1.449272     -1.478308 
C       -0.461226     -0.181971      0.099239 
C        0.494576     -0.762838     -2.035664 
C       -0.684447     -1.417118     -2.374954 
C       -1.655094     -0.829928     -0.229446 
H       -0.365126      0.308455      1.061266 
H        1.329361     -0.745651     -2.728551 
H       -0.773883     -1.906772     -3.339718 
H       -2.667435     -1.962456     -1.751925 
Cl       2.191693     -0.957254      1.818211 
C       -2.822315     -0.863501      0.743689 
H       -3.639127     -1.406832      0.253212 
C       -2.459443     -1.628322      2.026948 
H       -1.651140     -1.128831      2.568713 
H       -2.125471     -2.644210      1.800672 
H       -3.319705     -1.695066      2.699964 
C       -3.336804      0.548862      1.065628 
H       -2.571894      1.143691      1.573017 
H       -4.210855      0.504572      1.722329 
H       -3.623599      1.083296      0.156088 
C        2.007999     -0.011806     -0.129417 
C        4.704082      0.977723      0.032386 
C        2.316287      1.311166      0.270889 
C        3.149034     -0.790263     -0.436044 
C        4.452785     -0.330615     -0.363295 
C        3.626657      1.788953      0.347003 
H        3.016344     -1.815206     -0.747295 
H        5.267695     -1.000313     -0.617100 
H        3.786910      2.813335      0.659594 
H        5.715438      1.363446      0.097749 
C        0.652101     -0.653564     -0.258915 
C       -1.869652     -1.934750     -0.533091 
C       -0.559290      0.003967      0.011128 
C        0.540305     -1.999552     -0.674462 
C       -0.691073     -2.622274     -0.807753 
C       -1.810874     -0.607897     -0.118399 
H       -0.551077      1.026391      0.335996 
H        1.411341     -2.595800     -0.903620 
H       -0.730275     -3.658338     -1.130093 
H       -2.829802     -2.431573     -0.640883 
Cl       1.123173      2.545589      0.732332 
C       -3.081262      0.163540      0.205987 
H       -3.928225     -0.491117     -0.033042 
C       -3.164481      0.497426      1.705130 
H       -2.342661      1.151174      2.010819 
H       -3.110639     -0.408693      2.314331 
H       -4.102815      1.009135      1.939740 
C       -3.221740      1.430475     -0.653692 
H       -2.420963      2.144957     -0.443818 
H       -4.172931      1.932570     -0.452542 
H       -3.182391      1.191912     -1.719623 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers 
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Table 2.25 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(CN) 
  
C        0.312497     -0.144595      3.148843 
C        0.098053      1.080527      5.685431 
C       -0.668532      0.841556      3.400771 
C        1.167573     -0.494350      4.200933 
C        1.065633      0.104622      5.451599 
C       -0.765755      1.447343      4.662789 
H        1.936060     -1.237420      4.018622 
H        1.747775     -0.186256      6.243643 
H       -1.531648      2.195819      4.830616 
H        0.015652      1.551449      6.658675 
C        0.445360     -0.813953      1.831266 
C        0.686458     -2.091891     -0.643881 
C        0.475119     -0.076485      0.639749 
C        0.549871     -2.208463      1.760491 
C        0.672367     -2.842517      0.527938 
C        0.586107     -0.692337     -0.612042 
H        0.411882      1.004313      0.697308 
H        0.504121     -2.799243      2.669637 
H        0.742436     -3.925066      0.482548 
H        0.767700     -2.609593     -1.596783 
Si       0.522379      0.294243     -2.227233 
C       -1.613763      1.224470      2.394756 
N       -2.383152      1.554966      1.598632 
C        0.320003      2.125657     -1.838332 
H        1.180339      2.521154     -1.290151 
H       -0.572459      2.311977     -1.234336 
H        0.225465      2.711641     -2.757247 
C       -0.968827     -0.342618     -3.224453 
H       -0.782186     -1.414316     -3.388491 
C        2.109885     -0.007896     -3.204508 
H        2.992119      0.293955     -2.632675 
H        2.116227      0.553986     -4.143230 
H        2.228422     -1.066899     -3.454123 
C       -1.077221      0.329534     -4.604723 
H       -1.265547      1.404500     -4.513095 
H       -1.908017     -0.091277     -5.182235 
H       -0.168641      0.202569     -5.200843 
C       -2.284018     -0.206319     -2.439081 
H       -2.242258     -0.719571     -1.475193 
H       -3.124306     -0.625976     -3.003702 
H       -2.523168      0.842763     -2.237889 
C        3.070381     -0.296461      0.046001 
C        5.654739      0.945161      0.035009 
C        3.236711      1.100592      0.266793 
C        4.262088     -1.011415     -0.178955 
C        5.517718     -0.421815     -0.185895 
C        4.513118      1.694306      0.258438 
H        4.218944     -2.075954     -0.356860 
H        6.392090     -1.039093     -0.364836 
H        4.584651      2.761665      0.433151 
H        6.630197      1.418050      0.033181 
C        1.761613     -1.026961      0.041284 
C       -0.695814     -2.441680      0.030569 
C        0.529420     -0.389987      0.256788 
C        1.710882     -2.418706     -0.181354 
C        0.507162     -3.109150     -0.187646 
C       -0.701261     -1.062822      0.260629 
H        0.505256      0.671611      0.434306 
H        2.610075     -2.994613     -0.352897 
H        0.510664     -4.180708     -0.363759 
H       -1.625314     -3.003830      0.020729 
Si      -2.281974     -0.062128      0.563390 
C       -2.081038      0.899608      2.173871 
H       -2.996279      1.438029      2.436766 
H       -1.277099      1.637632      2.092968 
H       -1.836764      0.235089      3.007541 
C       -3.765677     -1.223303      0.667328 
H       -3.923715     -1.781646     -0.260093 
H       -4.681565     -0.658453      0.864689 
H       -3.653722     -1.950685      1.476955 
C       -2.493416      1.162792     -0.879254 
H       -1.565306      1.751433     -0.899557 
C       -3.662554      2.134609     -0.647389 
H       -4.621955      1.606654     -0.608260 
H       -3.733872      2.866478     -1.460262 
H       -3.554482      2.695854      0.284826 
C       -2.630785      0.444936     -2.232120 
H       -3.558800     -0.135241     -2.282934 
H       -1.801106     -0.243507     -2.417302 
H       -2.655756      1.162149     -3.060261 
C        2.181294      2.036552      0.514214 
N        1.401250      2.864960      0.720210 
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Table 2.26 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(COCH3)
a 
  
C        2.076878     -0.131289     -0.386035 
C        4.622989      1.040429     -0.610469 
C        2.462194      0.903173      0.492021 
C        2.995295     -0.577916     -1.344091 
C        4.259759     -0.009879     -1.452009 
C        3.723124      1.495810      0.344240 
H        2.691181     -1.358304     -2.034622 
H        4.951696     -0.374281     -2.204824 
H        3.985254      2.311780      1.007872 
H        5.601528      1.500470     -0.699386 
C        0.708778     -0.711043     -0.373231 
C       -1.877308     -1.766376     -0.266590 
C       -0.413375      0.121213     -0.478575 
C        0.515101     -2.090302     -0.247342 
C       -0.774695     -2.610999     -0.187849 
C       -1.712356     -0.385207     -0.424420 
H       -0.264078      1.189954     -0.604155 
H        1.374683     -2.747398     -0.163316 
H       -0.920799     -3.680233     -0.069188 
H       -2.876090     -2.186907     -0.207172 
C        1.616808      1.417808      1.630307 
O        1.665503      2.591749      1.938172 
C        0.788233      0.450789      2.465118 
H        1.006581     -0.598798      2.273312 
H       -0.274501      0.614481      2.273484 
H        0.973391      0.686269      3.515043 
C       -2.914641      0.542609     -0.506006 
H       -2.537701      1.545616     -0.736840 
C       -3.643651      0.620142      0.847139 
H       -2.971633      0.949736      1.643633 
H       -4.044448     -0.356767      1.133844 
H       -4.481309      1.322376      0.798214 
C       -3.887851      0.144939     -1.627896 
H       -3.380775      0.086729     -2.594096 
H       -4.695410      0.877908     -1.710278 
H       -4.348356     -0.828277     -1.434008 
C        1.871443     -0.646005     -0.106931 
C        4.563900      0.220189     -0.451865 
C        2.210212      0.728882     -0.098935 
C        2.931327     -1.542855     -0.343117 
C        4.245529     -1.131670     -0.513487 
C        3.539323      1.136322     -0.253339 
H        2.730875     -2.603612     -0.408219 
H        5.017738     -1.872873     -0.692108 
H        3.767612      2.197437     -0.216140 
H        5.588272      0.558034     -0.566087 
C        0.493533     -1.186377      0.135566 
C       -2.097221     -2.242250      0.591454 
C       -0.643908     -0.370831      0.220462 
C        0.280954     -2.568520      0.313283 
C       -0.989113     -3.083383      0.531369 
C       -1.931299     -0.867173      0.443755 
H       -0.556689      0.698765      0.140244 
H        1.108218     -3.265231      0.305479 
H       -1.114556     -4.153647      0.664377 
H       -3.086946     -2.655145      0.764898 
C        1.239545      1.884986      0.024401 
O        1.029375      2.444369      1.075532 
C        0.652087      2.369466     -1.289869 
H        0.285457      1.536723     -1.894858 
H        1.444889      2.854728     -1.869170 
H       -0.145458      3.089394     -1.103777 
C       -3.116382      0.082172      0.527081 
H       -4.004490     -0.525297      0.739087 
C       -2.954632      1.090514      1.677264 
H       -2.089792      1.741627      1.521282 
H       -2.813373      0.579175      2.632670 
H       -3.839242      1.729073      1.761160 
C       -3.358262      0.802818     -0.809910 
H       -2.514182      1.448963     -1.068202 
H       -4.251637      1.432186     -0.756474 
H       -3.493108      0.089045     -1.626873 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers 
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Table 2.27 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(CH2CH3)
a 
  
C       -1.669536      0.894847      0.378416 
C       -3.960862      2.404517     -0.195526 
C       -2.346119      0.696872     -0.842128 
C       -2.158358      1.838119      1.290396 
C       -3.294610      2.591456      1.012127 
C       -3.485927      1.464255     -1.104357 
H       -1.627053      1.983259      2.225852 
H       -3.653636      3.321104      1.731004 
H       -4.015079      1.314254     -2.042155 
H       -4.847616      2.985422     -0.430001 
C       -0.448017      0.119988      0.742255 
C        1.863244     -1.284893      1.460018 
C        0.764077      0.338897      0.077692 
C       -0.485380     -0.817489      1.777316 
C        0.667513     -1.515895      2.131673 
C        1.927972     -0.350317      0.419354 
H        0.795390      1.075325     -0.720774 
H       -1.421134     -1.001909      2.295665 
H        0.629758     -2.245563      2.934844 
H        2.752453     -1.836609      1.747776 
C       -1.937741     -0.377517     -1.829388 
H       -2.261162     -0.083426     -2.833553 
H       -0.851015     -0.472158     -1.870959 
C       -2.544353     -1.746371     -1.479597 
H       -3.636885     -1.699466     -1.463914 
H       -2.210054     -2.080602     -0.493990 
H       -2.248284     -2.505072     -2.210209 
C        3.229796     -0.074400     -0.314419 
H        3.007597      0.651821     -1.105328 
C        4.272437      0.562627      0.618501 
H        5.184442      0.815566      0.069483 
H        4.550049     -0.119167      1.428341 
H        3.885115      1.477193      1.074800 
C        3.785035     -1.338502     -0.990674 
H        4.690554     -1.109210     -1.560442 
H        3.053179     -1.774364     -1.675700 
H        4.044209     -2.102591     -0.252397 
C        0.460561     -0.934557      1.661380 
C       -0.493589     -2.735756      3.664986 
C       -0.917642     -1.301906      1.716241 
C        1.290877     -1.493251      2.657890 
C        0.844930     -2.369454      3.634778 
C       -1.342539     -2.193039      2.713537 
H        2.339692     -1.239836      2.686520 
H        1.545443     -2.760506      4.365796 
H       -2.393392     -2.467377      2.735247 
H       -0.873476     -3.422028      4.415043 
C        1.110158     -0.020278      0.650641 
C        2.404639      1.689115     -1.229429 
C        0.421167      0.631557     -0.384942 
C        2.501281      0.224811      0.691749 
C        3.129048      1.057994     -0.221996 
C        1.033000      1.473624     -1.319041 
H       -0.636343      0.493773     -0.498252 
H        3.130112     -0.237680      1.438221 
H        4.201109      1.212636     -0.147028 
H        2.905286      2.337149     -1.942960 
C       -2.028913     -0.862979      0.773126 
H       -2.981989     -1.021814      1.286027 
H       -2.000215      0.210951      0.586229 
C       -2.061976     -1.657994     -0.543548 
H       -2.253097     -2.714875     -0.340394 
H       -1.116745     -1.599330     -1.086829 
H       -2.855119     -1.294043     -1.203975 
C        0.206787      2.115154     -2.424563 
H        0.882425      2.757027     -3.002570 
C       -0.364718      1.058049     -3.385708 
H        0.423679      0.416930     -3.787991 
H       -0.878843      1.533268     -4.226786 
H       -1.089117      0.414446     -2.877540 
C       -0.916792      3.005452     -1.868255 
H       -0.525494      3.762694     -1.184335 
H       -1.657425      2.413337     -1.322264 
H       -1.442767      3.518738     -2.679004 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers 
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Table 2.28 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(i-Pr)a 
  
C        1.065441      0.966775     -0.476385 
C        3.194404      2.711909      0.042743 
C        2.244589      0.466151      0.111587 
C        0.966107      2.334000     -0.769148 
C        2.017724      3.206037     -0.515032 
C        3.295642      1.360049      0.351600 
H        0.051310      2.703763     -1.221959 
H        1.922047      4.259395     -0.758237 
H        4.212895      0.989542      0.797715 
H        4.029323      3.376852      0.240193 
C       -0.090994      0.084006     -0.809507 
C       -2.268661     -1.562762     -1.422561 
C       -1.323812      0.256602     -0.173982 
C        0.030346     -0.923086     -1.776351 
C       -1.052128     -1.740541     -2.078186 
C       -2.424507     -0.558808     -0.464728 
H       -1.416686      1.037397      0.574530 
H        0.974443     -1.054882     -2.293552 
H       -0.950742     -2.518749     -2.828506 
H       -3.108555     -2.209533     -1.661228 
C        2.392879     -0.998308      0.512683 
H        1.429605     -1.489232      0.357345 
C        2.733609     -1.150993      2.004766 
H        1.988406     -0.654009      2.631012 
H        3.710484     -0.723451      2.246235 
H        2.759321     -2.208422      2.285036 
C        3.425041     -1.723913     -0.366150 
H        3.149651     -1.679096     -1.422802 
H        3.503191     -2.778300     -0.083830 
H        4.418627     -1.277123     -0.265789 
C       -3.763807     -0.355087      0.226527 
H       -4.426035     -1.163004     -0.107371 
C       -3.653650     -0.457351      1.756485 
H       -3.035628      0.345573      2.168166 
H       -3.207201     -1.408203      2.058028 
H       -4.641390     -0.381638      2.220900 
C       -4.413655      0.974182     -0.193520 
H       -3.801855      1.827026      0.114861 
H       -5.399950      1.088521      0.266764 
H       -4.535829      1.028710     -1.278352 
C        0.216604      1.066245      1.589744 
C        2.314512      1.777472      3.395141 
C        1.570612      0.683376      1.324064 
C        0.010216      1.833076      2.757517 
C        1.013658      2.185905      3.645440 
C        2.565197      1.045258      2.244078 
H       -0.979662      2.187401      3.000725 
H        0.769847      2.777009      4.522475 
H        3.586731      0.745695      2.050664 
H        3.124132      2.029325      4.072446 
C       -1.012918      0.738910      0.765588 
C       -3.394338      0.167537     -0.711361 
C       -2.294040      1.151816      1.202003 
C       -1.011276      0.017830     -0.442462 
C       -2.162733     -0.272158     -1.183144 
C       -3.448189      0.877517      0.484022 
H       -2.425244      1.694188      2.125787 
H       -0.095017     -0.356809     -0.851994 
H       -4.303302     -0.045956     -1.266806 
C        2.032069     -0.131489      0.111801 
H        1.484718      0.232201     -0.757264 
C        1.735979     -1.630577      0.322287 
H        0.703341     -1.815241      0.622417 
H        2.380473     -2.024360      1.113405 
H        1.932972     -2.205378     -0.588589 
C        3.509728      0.048771     -0.272922 
H        3.779979      1.103911     -0.359298 
H        3.686757     -0.424011     -1.243035 
H        4.194021     -0.423172      0.436793 
H       -4.404099      1.220470      0.868342 
C       -2.062267     -1.070654     -2.476076 
H       -3.075324     -1.142884     -2.889704 
C       -1.188160     -0.365599     -3.526367 
H       -0.146010     -0.300590     -3.199476 
H       -1.539739      0.651212     -3.717703 
H       -1.200833     -0.913985     -4.473132 
C       -1.564219     -2.503492     -2.221376 
H       -0.546010     -2.502903     -1.821962 
H       -1.556032     -3.082568     -3.149966 
H       -2.202132     -3.023299     -1.502103 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers 
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Table 2.29 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(I)a 
  
C       -0.770265      0.137964      2.062239 
C       -1.120057      1.064734      4.696154 
C       -1.718208      1.124075      2.364268 
C        0.000293     -0.367037      3.117529 
C       -0.169152      0.085439      4.421673 
C       -1.896145      1.590058      3.666496 
H        0.733632     -1.135581      2.896244 
H        0.436150     -0.329991      5.220323 
H       -2.636698      2.352180      3.875753 
H       -1.264908      1.422982      5.709928 
C       -0.584963     -0.402198      0.684773 
C       -0.289807     -1.368248     -1.913498 
C        0.361463      0.155899     -0.179408 
C       -1.377024     -1.462015      0.238346 
C       -1.225810     -1.941858     -1.059892 
C        0.520904     -0.310713     -1.485942 
H        0.964497      0.988074      0.170288 
H       -2.119626     -1.894490      0.900402 
H       -1.847183     -2.760278     -1.410101 
H       -0.194076     -1.744037     -2.927379 
I       -2.948893      1.966435      0.806925 
C        1.516894      0.339208     -2.432159 
C        2.536066     -0.669959     -2.987144 
H        2.051428     -1.427113     -3.610628 
H        3.060105     -1.190047     -2.181123 
H        3.282227     -0.163818     -3.606606 
C        0.793645      1.074248     -3.574431 
H        0.246352      0.371352     -4.210094 
H        1.509995      1.606093     -4.208019 
H        0.074293      1.799486     -3.185984 
H        2.074871      1.089155     -1.858934 
C       -0.582200      0.875207      1.714862 
C       -1.048894      1.229199      4.530718 
C       -0.290757     -0.137525      2.666472 
C       -1.148095      2.043976      2.279791 
C       -1.382086      2.231662      3.630341 
C       -0.509724      0.052175      4.037098 
H       -1.430431      2.855048      1.626721 
H       -1.824346      3.161731      3.970883 
H       -0.262827     -0.742013      4.729408 
H       -1.212381      1.345771      5.596522 
C       -0.363572      0.867917      0.222389 
C        0.040393      0.923525     -2.593853 
C       -0.671107      2.008145     -0.554063 
C        0.154755     -0.222114     -0.488331 
C        0.363968     -0.220378     -1.871630 
C       -0.475872      2.031048     -1.926731 
H       -1.063617      2.910010     -0.108817 
H        0.414264     -1.124493      0.031545 
H        0.191382      0.952958     -3.669188 
I        0.463900     -2.156585      2.322795 
H       -0.728520      2.928833     -2.482417 
C        0.926180     -1.453846     -2.562758 
H        1.048330     -1.203745     -3.623602 
C       -0.044201     -2.644916     -2.477329 
H        0.343367     -3.500861     -3.038506 
H       -1.025977     -2.388947     -2.884258 
H       -0.186643     -2.965685     -1.441207 
C        2.310953     -1.837683     -2.014450 
H        2.731937     -2.675999     -2.577750 
H        2.251820     -2.142283     -0.965645 
H        3.010001     -1.000132     -2.079008 
a The version with an i-Pr reporter group was used in consistent with the original work by 
A. Mazzanti and co-workers 
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Table 2.30 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(OCH3) 
  
C       -2.362499      1.303259     -0.985225 
C       -4.797376      0.632869     -2.224651 
C       -2.947179      0.030908     -0.785043 
C       -3.034590      2.208979     -1.809545 
C       -4.240284      1.888331     -2.430635 
C       -4.156474     -0.294083     -1.403459 
H       -2.582540      3.180252     -1.982116 
H       -4.731890      2.610401     -3.073633 
H       -4.609128     -1.264872     -1.248191 
H       -5.733992      0.361431     -2.701441 
C       -1.085775      1.686204     -0.331910 
C        1.313311      2.391857      0.937569 
C        0.027261      0.839776     -0.363715 
C       -0.967173      2.911970      0.334014 
C        0.226465      3.264067      0.957405 
C        1.231402      1.159147      0.272803 
H       -0.074520     -0.108386     -0.879753 
H       -1.826057      3.573773      0.387077 
H        0.300263      4.213059      1.479991 
H        2.224149      2.671746      1.459141 
Si       2.616332     -0.123361      0.274327 
C        1.841581     -1.830008      0.638323 
H        1.224355     -2.076905     -0.237602 
C        3.876300      0.319167      1.606521 
H        4.337363      1.292395      1.412674 
H        4.685928     -0.414685      1.654618 
H        3.413105      0.367051      2.596317 
C        3.450798     -0.175658     -1.418314 
H        2.736834     -0.455916     -2.199105 
C        0.918939     -1.811527      1.868594 
H        0.078004     -1.127084      1.736869 
H        1.458737     -1.505963      2.771748 
H        0.510367     -2.810409      2.065225 
C        2.915175     -2.923425      0.773705 
H        2.458218     -3.908947      0.919962 
H        3.563068     -2.740960      1.637374 
H        3.556090     -2.992086     -0.110512 
H        4.274203     -0.895794     -1.448322 
H        3.858888      0.802728     -1.688631 
O       -2.273836     -0.825954      0.038693 
C       -2.825349     -2.104095      0.311167 
H       -3.801437     -2.025534      0.802856 
H       -2.121065     -2.589072      0.984894 
H       -2.925968     -2.704647     -0.600062 
C        0.512987     -1.530280      2.475142 
C       -0.519849     -2.214014      5.051893 
C       -0.767956     -1.109317      2.906082 
C        1.223098     -2.328495      3.396984 
C        0.730919     -2.671927      4.647451 
C       -1.257367     -1.437223      4.171685 
H        2.194131     -2.718456      3.124806 
H        1.328852     -3.294065      5.305337 
H       -2.232674     -1.050694      4.448353 
H       -0.915865     -2.459851      6.031609 
C        1.135665     -1.183962      1.156783 
C        2.347439     -0.594971     -1.344240 
C        0.450520     -0.505393      0.133865 
C        2.472327     -1.534396      0.878113 
C        3.063896     -1.249772     -0.345425 
C        1.024114     -0.207773     -1.111257 
H       -0.555768     -0.173468      0.325093 
H        3.082326     -2.028183      1.622805 
H        4.096493     -1.539603     -0.515782 
H        2.824304     -0.383252     -2.296678 
Si      -0.014737      0.742564     -2.371824 
C       -1.572998     -0.248269     -2.770234 
H       -2.181194      0.241032     -3.536531 
H       -2.198529     -0.369341     -1.880381 
H       -1.323859     -1.249029     -3.134706 
C        0.983350      1.045709     -3.944292 
H        1.912265      1.583746     -3.735612 
H        0.410674      1.646872     -4.657086 
H        1.245371      0.108726     -4.444764 
C       -0.507382      2.401343     -1.578658 
H       -1.030368      2.140324     -0.647183 
C       -1.476946      3.213988     -2.454576 
H       -1.024284      3.477469     -3.416908 
H       -1.754437      4.154385     -1.964949 
H       -2.402738      2.669970     -2.664214 
C        0.725765      3.240005     -1.201304 
H        1.297346      3.531847     -2.089388 
H        1.401754      2.696177     -0.536303 
H        0.432219      4.164087     -0.690595 
O       -1.593610     -0.328986      2.114527 
C       -2.677380     -1.036516      1.508246 
H       -2.312963     -1.804893      0.816538 
H       -3.258184     -0.296691      0.957013 
H       -3.316730     -1.509422      2.260563 
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Table 2.31 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(Ph) 
  
C       -2.099092      1.523729      0.132090 
C       -4.445591      1.807404     -1.399022 
C       -2.657285      0.401432     -0.524240 
C       -2.745542      2.761685      0.009809 
C       -3.905994      2.909601     -0.742257 
C       -3.820372      0.570824     -1.286099 
H       -2.305057      3.628371      0.491806 
H       -4.380487      3.882326     -0.822057 
H       -4.253221     -0.298190     -1.771861 
H       -5.350507      1.905089     -1.990327 
C       -0.835235      1.446050      0.912352 
C        1.558182      1.285225      2.360508 
C        0.290279      0.802760      0.385502 
C       -0.736445      2.020078      2.184766 
C        0.455406      1.942938      2.900635 
C        1.493531      0.695979      1.087929 
H        0.204256      0.365595     -0.603383 
H       -1.603484      2.507437      2.620330 
H        0.518862      2.390337      3.888075 
H        2.474639      1.231220      2.941433 
Si       2.899658     -0.338531      0.364731 
C        2.635127     -2.129808      0.896963 
H        3.438620     -2.787575      0.551726 
H        1.689443     -2.509872      0.498876 
H        2.585107     -2.212118      1.986984 
C        4.553532      0.300691      1.010828 
H        4.721923      1.342082      0.722263 
H        5.386592     -0.291032      0.620738 
H        4.607374      0.248793      2.102375 
C        2.844195     -0.231582     -1.536486 
H        1.874170     -0.650682     -1.838953 
C        3.940943     -1.095096     -2.184889 
H        4.941749     -0.736998     -1.920621 
H        3.869849     -1.064237     -3.278157 
H        3.874951     -2.144495     -1.883430 
C        2.919463      1.218477     -2.044670 
H        3.870876      1.685728     -1.769037 
H        2.118352      1.841022     -1.637752 
H        2.847298      1.258471     -3.137739 
C       -2.082775     -0.970635     -0.418622 
C       -0.992832     -3.555922     -0.236929 
C       -1.768167     -1.699454     -1.572841 
C       -1.858155     -1.568003      0.828015 
C       -1.320342     -2.847476      0.918817 
C       -1.223011     -2.978890     -1.483805 
H       -1.931717     -1.248887     -2.546817 
H       -2.100832     -1.018537      1.730371 
H       -1.151111     -3.291777      1.894369 
H       -0.974433     -3.523193     -2.389664 
H       -0.563736     -4.550250     -0.165321 
C        0.921510     -1.185269      2.669199 
C       -0.258598     -2.379073      4.980092 
C       -0.469743     -1.478688      2.716162 
C        1.660145     -1.506293      3.827491 
C        1.099471     -2.086922      4.955269 
C       -1.020185     -2.068588      3.863097 
H        2.720269     -1.300478      3.862887 
H        1.728935     -2.310432      5.810742 
H       -2.083938     -2.283475      3.861251 
H       -0.718935     -2.837067      5.849430 
C        1.648911     -0.585152      1.496160 
C        3.068844      0.530080     -0.703519 
C        1.015937     -0.215252      0.297994 
C        3.042531     -0.372884      1.538495 
C        3.734662      0.174474      0.466710 
C        1.688831      0.332032     -0.804297 
H       -0.045709     -0.360193      0.201256 
H        3.621488     -0.638870      2.411916 
H        4.807982      0.319020      0.547689 
H        3.629264      0.953330     -1.531984 
Si       0.697154      0.737703     -2.362572 
C       -0.107376     -0.846291     -2.999904 
H       -0.636311     -0.678681     -3.942783 
H       -0.828573     -1.243942     -2.279896 
H        0.643621     -1.621831     -3.177446 
C        1.842307      1.444006     -3.685995 
H        2.361066      2.345901     -3.348619 
H        1.275088      1.710641     -4.582554 
H        2.603451      0.718558     -3.988427 
C       -0.661776      2.000661     -1.932514 
H       -1.289068      1.515690     -1.172325 
C       -1.556661      2.319553     -3.142871 
H       -0.983585      2.777862     -3.956240 
H       -2.346994      3.028973     -2.870703 
H       -2.044091      1.426366     -3.543991 
C       -0.089219      3.289666     -1.319596 
H        0.557479      3.818536     -2.028310 
H        0.500929      3.089461     -0.421164 
H       -0.892534      3.982371     -1.042649 
C       -1.474950     -1.217872      1.633335 
C       -3.438278     -0.763646     -0.324266 
C       -2.167946     -0.002881      1.585430 
C       -1.798096     -2.211331      0.702225 
C       -2.767411     -1.984143     -0.272822 
C       -3.137448      0.224930      0.611208 
H       -1.929788      0.771770      2.306577 
H       -1.271897     -3.159693      0.733727 
H       -2.999382     -2.763185     -0.992168 
H       -3.660069      1.175827      0.584225 
H       -4.191312     -0.585276     -1.084951 
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Table 2.32 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 2(SCH3) 
  
C       -2.664213      0.836849     -0.454769 
C       -4.576139      1.021273     -2.517099 
C       -3.904735      0.174258     -0.341542 
C       -2.406489      1.561183     -1.627167 
C       -3.346767      1.659507     -2.647864 
C       -4.844386      0.276962     -1.372343 
H       -1.455190      2.075142     -1.718868 
H       -3.120195      2.235782     -3.539284 
H       -5.787034     -0.250356     -1.275346 
H       -5.318899      1.087518     -3.305802 
C       -1.607881      0.804215      0.592814 
C        0.457544      0.856343      2.474070 
C       -0.324311      0.350118      0.266434 
C       -1.847440      1.274291      1.886860 
C       -0.816252      1.301396      2.820484 
C        0.731029      0.365075      1.187296 
H       -0.169465     -0.030937     -0.738563 
H       -2.838483      1.622893      2.152275 
H       -1.007909      1.677141      3.820855 
H        1.245072      0.892331      3.222784 
Si       2.456581     -0.278005      0.761087 
C        2.799018     -1.797196      1.829232 
H        3.827896     -2.151988      1.719534 
H        2.130415     -2.624864      1.573405 
H        2.639326     -1.568996      2.887410 
C        3.720396      1.064206      1.164152 
H        3.518871      1.981876      0.605089 
H        4.738340      0.742413      0.924196 
H        3.701582      1.320632      2.227726 
C        2.559222     -0.729317     -1.085881 
H        1.694597     -1.373289     -1.300109 
C        3.829324     -1.539595     -1.399404 
H        4.735587     -0.969421     -1.167804 
H        3.877631     -1.797978     -2.463133 
H        3.873295     -2.473904     -0.833537 
C        2.477347      0.509034     -1.997482 
H        3.345554      1.159532     -1.851825 
H        1.585395      1.113942     -1.812255 
H        2.464563      0.220470     -3.054593 
S       -4.347307     -0.839756      1.078820 
C       -3.173288     -2.227936      0.849584 
H       -3.340931     -2.711764     -0.112691 
H       -3.367581     -2.940352      1.652431 
H       -2.143691     -1.878727      0.920824 
C        0.427571     -1.504588      2.598581 
C       -0.504874     -2.362534      5.170033 
C       -0.927518     -1.308466      3.003924 
C        1.237476     -2.192694      3.528065 
C        0.802010     -2.613443      4.775174 
C       -1.350153     -1.722394      4.276021 
H        2.261467     -2.420822      3.272886 
H        1.489073     -3.137360      5.431736 
H       -2.382920     -1.543158      4.551957 
H       -0.870207     -2.672920      6.143307 
C        1.068880     -1.059999      1.310176 
C        2.319239     -0.264274     -1.121222 
C        0.369562     -0.420629      0.273934 
C        2.445708     -1.263162      1.076967 
C        3.054559     -0.875415     -0.109367 
C        0.954728     -0.022304     -0.936437 
H       -0.673468     -0.200328      0.423969 
H        3.080444     -1.722894      1.821218 
H        4.117276     -1.055781     -0.241314 
H        2.812863      0.021479     -2.045567 
Si      -0.116615      0.857321     -2.224144 
C       -1.838691      0.082040     -2.235457 
H       -2.455790      0.501304     -3.035521 
H       -2.360354      0.264947     -1.291575 
H       -1.792186     -1.000146     -2.385704 
C        0.683700      0.713253     -3.927079 
H        1.651132      1.221705     -3.963599 
H        0.051414      1.165897     -4.696384 
H        0.847337     -0.331127     -4.207947 
C       -0.264715      2.689780     -1.726908 
H       -0.697934      2.678670     -0.716621 
C       -1.213943      3.476202     -2.646463 
H       -0.842342      3.500400     -3.676898 
H       -1.309688      4.517031     -2.316761 
H       -2.219940      3.046962     -2.667752 
C        1.111183      3.371809     -1.642444 
H        1.586309      3.434279     -2.627735 
H        1.794604      2.833092     -0.980101 
H        1.022261      4.396655     -1.264741 
S       -2.277025     -0.554252      2.051338 
C       -2.696692     -1.934301      0.919083 
H       -1.871357     -2.159791      0.242260 
H       -3.555004     -1.604918      0.331702 
H       -2.967380     -2.825128      1.485412 
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2.4.6 THROUGH-BOND (MESOMERIC) EFFECTS 
One common concern regarding the origins of the large reductions in rotational 
barriers is the through-bond (mesomeric) effects of the R-groups. The argument is that the 
electron-withdrawing groups at the ortho- and/or para-position could reduce the net atomic 
charge of the imide carbonyl oxygen and/or enhance the double bond character of the Caryl-
Nimide bond in the TS, lowering the TS energy. However, this concern has been addressed 
by K. Kishikawa and co-workers in an earlier study on a similar succinimide rotor model.80 
Various electron-donating (NEt2, OMe, and Me) and -withdrawing groups (F, Cl, CO2Me, 
and NO2) were introduced to the para-position of the N-(o-tolyl) ring of 3(CH3), and their 
rotational barriers were measured in both polar (toluene) and non-polar (DMSO) solvents. 
Rotational barriers (ΔG‡exp) were found to decrease only slightly (~ 1 kcal/mol) when 
electron-withdrawing groups (such as CO2Me and NO2) were introduced (Table 2.33). 
Furthermore, the rotational barriers of 3(CH3) were found to be little sensitive to the solvent 
environment, varying less than 1.7 kcal/mol from non-polar octane to polar DMSO. These 
results suggested the mesomeric effects of electron-withdrawing substituents exert little 
influence on the rotational barrier of N-phenylimide rotors.  
To account for the possible bias between model systems, we also have examined 
the through-bond effects of para-substituent on the rotational barriers of our rotor 1(CH3). 
Specifically, three electron withdrawing groups (NO2, CHO, and CN) with sizable 
Hammett σpara values (0.78, 0.42, and 0.66) were introduced to the para-position of N-
phenyl ring in rotor 1(CH3), which has an ortho-methyl group that does not form a 
stabilizing TS interaction. The idea was to test whether the through bond interactions of 
these EWGs could explain the large changes in barriers seen for rotors with ketone or 
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aldehyde groups in the ortho-position.  The rotational barriers were calculated at the 
B3LYP-D3/6-311G* level of theory. Efficacy of such DFT calculation in evaluating the 
rotational barrier of rotors 1(R) is demonstrated in section 2.4.5. The results shown in the 
Table 2.33 suggest the mesomeric effects are small (less than 1 kcal/mol) corroborating the 
statement: “The through-bond (mesomeric) effects of these groups are relatively small and 
thus cannot explain the large reductions in rotational barriers.” Note that similar 
calculations were able to replicate the large (5-10 kcal/mol) TS stabilization for rotors with 
strong electron-acceptor groups such as ketones, aldehydes, and nitriles in the ortho-
position. Our calculations are also in good agreement with the previous study by Kishikawa 
and co-workers on the succinimide rotors 3(CH3) (Table 2.33), which showed the similar 
small influences (less than ~1 kcal/mol) of the para-substituents (NO2 and CO2Me) on the 
rotational barriers in both polar (DMSO) and non-polar (toluene) solvents.80 
 
 
Figure 2.51 Structures of the para-substituted N-(o-tolyl)imide rotors 1(CH3) and 3(CH3) 
 
Table 2.33 Experimental (ΔG‡exp) and calculated (ΔG‡calc.) barriers for para-substituted 
1(CH3) and 3(CH3) 
X σpara ΔG‡exp of 3(CH3) ΔG‡calc of 1(CH3) 
in toluene in DMSO 
H 0 19.3 kcal/mol 20.6 kcal/mol 20.2 kcal/mol 
NO2 0.78 18.4 kcal/mol 19.6 kcal/mol 19.5 kcal/mol 
CHO 0.42 N/A N/A 19.8 kcal/mol 
COOMe 0.49 18.6 kcal/mol 19.7 kcal/mol N/A 
CN 0.66 N/A N/A 19.4 kcal/mol 
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2.4.7 INTRAMOLECULAR n→σ* INTERACTIONS 
 One viable concern regarding the seemingly steric driven barrier of 1(SCH3) is the 
possible n→σ* interactions between the carbonyl oxygen and ortho-thioether group in the 
TS.90,91 The calculated TS geometry (B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) of 1(SCH3) featured a short O-
to-S distance of 2.59 Å (significantly shorter than the sum of vdW between O and S) and 
∠O··S‒C of ~166°, which is indicative of a strong n→σ* interaction (Figure 2.52). We 
then conducted the NBO analysis (ωB97M-V/6-311G*) on this TS geometry (TSI) and 
found that the stabilizing n→σ* interaction of 5.8 kcal/mol between the imide carbonyl 
oxygen and the sulfur of the ortho-SCH3 group. 
We then further investigated why the stabilizing n→σ* interaction was not reflected 
in the observed or calculated rotational barriers for 1(SCH3). We hypothesized that the 
SCH3 group had to orient itself into an unfavorable geometry to form the intramolecular 
n→σ* interaction.  Thus, the steric strain in the unfavorable geometry might have reduced 
or negated the stabilizing effects of the n→σ* interaction. Support for this hypothesis was 
first provided by the identification of a second TS geometry (TSII) that was very close in 
energy to TSI, with an n→σ* interaction (Figure 2.52). This second TS geometry (TSII) is 
only slightly higher in energy (0.06 kcal/mol) but cannot accommodate the intramolecular 
n→σ* interaction.  The SCH3 group in TSII is perpendicular to the phenyl rotor and thus, 
the sulfur σ* is not aligned with the donor lone-pair on the imide carbonyl oxygen.  This 
relieves the steric strain present in TSI, that arises from fixing the thioether group into a 
geometry to accommodate the n→σ* interaction.  Additional support for the absence of 
steric strain in TSII and the presence of steric strain in the original TS (TSI) was provided 
by a computational analysis of the phenyl rotor units of the two transition states (Figure 
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2.52).  The imide stator unit of the two transition states were deleted, and the remaining 
phenylthioether units fixed in their TS geometries were capped with a hydrogen and 
subjected to single-point energy calculations.  The phenylthioether of TSII was 7.7 
kcal/mol lower in energy than the phenylthioether of TSI confirming that the transition 




Figure 2.52 The two calculated TS geometries (TSI and TSII, B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) for 
1(SCH3) and the corresponding conformations of the thioether motif (capped with 
hydrogen). The calculated n→σ* stabilization (E(n→σ*), ωB97M-V/6-311G*) associated 
with TSI and TSII as well as the single point energies (E, B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) for the 




2.4.8 ASSOCIATED XYZ COORDINATES 
Table 2.34 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CH3) with para-NO2 
  
 
C       -1.475794     -0.632852     -3.828684 
C       -0.676259     -0.570728     -1.200747 
C       -1.188926      0.587187     -3.232175 
C       -1.360715     -1.834914     -3.142254 
C       -0.958141     -1.791042     -1.817203 
C       -0.771561      0.642305     -1.901945 
H       -1.280295      1.491664     -3.818986 
H       -0.852456     -2.707945     -1.251646 
N       -0.264855     -0.599498      0.165234 
C        0.860985     -1.328799      0.607780 
C        0.952378     -1.163557      2.109891 
C       -0.257049     -0.290052      2.506379 
C       -0.977687      0.017811      1.210117 
H        0.955900     -2.152398      2.572328 
O        1.594762     -1.957033     -0.110058 
O       -1.980527      0.669640      1.064271 
C        0.411046      0.952045      3.211161 
H       -0.282798      1.534793      3.813514 
C       -0.426235      1.963486     -1.273080 
H       -1.232063      2.295612     -0.615315 
H       -0.260716      2.725758     -2.035529 
H        0.476530      1.883147     -0.664580 
H       -0.954595     -0.781522      3.187124 
C        2.184189     -0.322324      2.617655 
H        3.105994     -0.896989      2.679946 
C        1.575052      0.227436      3.931777 
H        1.244541     -0.554434      4.622698 
H        2.243418      0.916159      4.451519 
C        2.232011      0.952656      1.788718 
H        2.934505      1.136616      0.985394 
C        1.186534      1.707502      2.143015 
H        0.861964      2.636186      1.691488 
H       -1.583812     -2.767990     -3.640669 
N       -1.902886     -0.656073     -5.246912 
O       -2.145377     -1.746416     -5.746707 
O       -1.987062      0.414563     -5.833520 
C    0.248507     -0.762641     -3.929159 
C    0.181188     -0.592720     -1.188274 
C   -0.371316     -1.766024     -3.198796 
C     0.855004      0.328037     -3.317617 
C     0.813480      0.404556     -1.934788 
C   -0.410951     -1.706185     -1.805597 
H  -0.815906     -2.599729     -3.726357 
H    1.274176      1.238123     -1.421588 
N     0.148532   -0.447434      0.229414 
C    1.306324     -0.216549      1.005167 
C     0.859207      0.060832      2.425181 
C   -0.682648     -0.014108      2.397454 
C   -1.047813     -0.312268      0.959232 
H     1.330011     -0.655729      3.100226 
O     2.430011     -0.219092      0.574555 
O   -2.152899     -0.391763      0.485620 
C    -1.123462      1.421115      2.878506 
H    -2.161966      1.472625      3.198715 
C   -1.068820     -2.813114     -1.026410 
H  -0.517453     -3.039987     -0.110903 
H  -1.126520     -3.725469     -1.621940 
H  -2.080081     -2.525122     -0.732272 
H   -1.104200     -0.783334      3.047098 
C     1.135451      1.536800      2.909014 
H     2.153914      1.695405      3.257272 
C    -0.018541      1.679788      3.931496 
H      0.009046      0.932996      4.731176 
H    -0.075090      2.679375      4.366196 
C      0.638629      2.466247      1.810432 
H      1.279556      2.990049      1.112179 
C    -0.696841      2.398394      1.792307 
H    -1.369360      2.848421      1.072924 
H     1.335069      1.088060     -3.918079 
N    0.269858     -0.864589     -5.406696 
O  -0.270026     -1.836503     -5.918333 
O     0.825932      0.031537     -6.027353 
C        0.459020     -0.763390     -3.848533 
C        0.390737     -0.775423     -1.036657 
C       -0.564478     -1.392989     -3.166645 
C        1.461797     -0.116546     -3.152423 
C        1.413211     -0.133873     -1.770673 
C       -0.654098     -1.420552     -1.768947 
H       -1.334562     -1.875848     -3.752103 
H        2.215112      0.353126     -1.249706 
N        0.479543     -0.634911      0.407624 
C        1.596908     -0.025125      1.079652 
C        1.173752      0.391601      2.462696 
C       -0.196076     -0.245273      2.673923 
C       -0.479283     -1.007866      1.405710 
H        1.937369      0.086479      3.178217 
O        2.706227      0.138714      0.640103 
O       -1.355475     -1.820770      1.299035 
C       -1.147465      0.998898      2.918620 
H       -2.099735      0.727588      3.369905 
C       -1.899480     -2.130359     -1.271626 
H       -1.671409     -2.985222     -0.641353 
H       -2.468234     -2.482769     -2.132961 
H       -2.550232     -1.476851     -0.694016 
H       -0.256510     -0.933389      3.517114 
C        0.881091      1.944303      2.604548 
H        1.779558      2.535849      2.767522 
C       -0.170927      1.877409      3.738534 
H        0.195025      1.394846      4.650071 
H       -0.588346      2.855570      3.983562 
C       -0.004915      2.354144      1.439519 
H        0.334213      2.901436      0.568669 
C       -1.205293      1.795070      1.625794 
H       -2.042374      1.796931      0.938430 
H        2.262469      0.387287     -3.676133 
N        0.465213     -0.772075     -5.323624 
O        1.376604     -0.178980     -5.886704 
O       -0.438961     -1.367042     -5.897142 
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Table 2.35 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CH3) with para-CHO  
   
C        0.616394     -1.487158     -3.856404 
C        0.589124     -0.678214     -1.202055 
C       -0.586941     -1.165148     -3.224640 
C        1.817228     -1.389392     -3.150064 
C        1.799867     -0.985403     -1.822744 
C       -0.631575     -0.748298     -1.897789 
H       -1.500892     -1.237056     -3.805167 
H        2.758278     -1.629416     -3.635982 
H        2.720124     -0.899989     -1.258211 
N        0.624189     -0.267559      0.166058 
C        1.325727      0.875981      0.602710 
C        1.164522      0.966774      2.106109 
C        0.311581     -0.255711      2.506959 
C        0.008530     -0.980040      1.210988 
H        2.155064      0.985539      2.564818 
O        1.930609      1.626233     -0.118587 
O       -0.642551     -1.984199      1.068239 
C       -0.935778      0.392498      3.220364 
H       -1.503485     -0.310078      3.827019 
C       -1.943349     -0.379289     -1.258920 
H       -2.280419     -1.172030     -0.587424 
H       -2.711329     -0.217456     -2.016849 
H       -1.851676      0.531547     -0.663941 
H        0.817767     -0.946265      3.184217 
C        0.306795      2.185011      2.617797 
H        0.866778      3.116142      2.676018 
C       -0.224693      1.568079      3.935898 
H        0.567203      1.249836      4.621299 
H       -0.919772      2.226027      4.460536 
C       -0.974623      2.212399      1.797546 
H       -1.174590      2.910667      0.994366 
C       -1.710915      1.155715      2.157481 
H       -2.636496      0.815715      1.711034 
C        0.612025     -1.916530     -5.274553 
H        1.615490     -2.148497     -5.694954 
O       -0.378210     -2.020434     -5.961173 
C        0.251780     -0.755336     -3.955399 
C        0.181355     -0.590591     -1.186959 
C       -0.358040     -1.755353     -3.198971 
C        0.846569      0.336095     -3.312534 
C        0.807966      0.414564     -1.932629 
C       -0.403448     -1.705709     -1.804270 
H       -0.807240     -2.604473     -3.708472 
H        1.322891      1.103503     -3.911677 
H        1.261384      1.249232     -1.413419 
N        0.146442     -0.446353      0.232564 
C        1.303230     -0.223659      1.010540 
C        0.855447      0.057557      2.430033 
C       -0.686211     -0.014409      2.400463 
C       -1.049328     -0.311884      0.961111 
H        1.324148     -0.658814      3.106783 
O        2.428879     -0.235941      0.584638 
O       -2.155399     -0.392644      0.488879 
C       -1.125106      1.421482      2.881137 
H       -2.163765      1.474845      3.200732 
C       -1.057223     -2.815019     -1.024098 
H       -0.502791     -3.044074     -0.110770 
H       -1.115438     -3.727603     -1.620112 
H       -2.068296     -2.530718     -0.725249 
H       -1.110105     -0.782939      3.049489 
C        1.133851      1.533376      2.912943 
H        2.152415      1.690573      3.261714 
C       -0.020465      1.678910      3.934722 
H        0.005437      0.932229      4.734643 
H       -0.075659      2.678787      4.369108 
C        0.639298      2.463100      1.813698 
H        1.281338      2.983266      1.113779 
C       -0.696253      2.397701      1.794936 
H       -1.367100      2.846669      1.073346 
C        0.271380     -0.857252     -5.432738 
H       -0.225456     -1.764361     -5.843721 
O        0.773512     -0.044757     -6.174239 
C        0.455488     -0.736012     -3.876121 
C        0.391483     -0.770109     -1.036673 
C       -0.559843     -1.365624     -3.168447 
C        1.452909     -0.095708     -3.147831 
C        1.412844     -0.118866     -1.768748 
C       -0.654458     -1.407339     -1.769768 
H       -1.346776     -1.853619     -3.736592 
H        2.254612      0.415289     -3.668771 
H        2.213336      0.366234     -1.243352 
N        0.483616     -0.641306      0.410509 
C        1.603329     -0.040526      1.085148 
C        1.179037      0.377667      2.467993 
C       -0.190012     -0.261498      2.678021 
C       -0.470660     -1.021864      1.407278 
H        1.942399      0.073934      3.184368 
O        2.715634      0.114217      0.649887 
O       -1.343150     -1.839880      1.301217 
C       -1.143252      0.980774      2.924567 
H       -2.094924      0.707586      3.376119 
C       -1.900504     -2.115738     -1.272030 
H       -1.675303     -2.978483     -0.651293 
H       -2.476711     -2.457210     -2.133682 
H       -2.546508     -1.465603     -0.684922 
H       -0.249543     -0.951165      3.520023 
C        0.883514      1.929682      2.610354 
H        1.780887      2.522960      2.773444 
C       -0.168014      1.860471      3.744697 
H        0.199195      1.377670      4.655625 
H       -0.586935      2.837781      3.990777 
C       -0.003518      2.338717      1.445983 
H        0.335082      2.884154      0.573799 
C       -1.203001      1.777908      1.632559 
H       -2.039111      1.776694      0.944042 
C        0.455085     -0.737761     -5.353678 
H       -0.397733     -1.281107     -5.819678 
O        1.291508     -0.202321     -6.044827 
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Table 2.36 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of 1(CH3) with para-CN 
   
C      0.651177     -1.542870     -4.008836 
C        0.607695     -0.730172     -1.354074 
C       -0.559160     -1.228902     -3.381624 
C        1.853666     -1.434118     -3.299335 
C        1.821154     -1.029033     -1.974687 
C       -0.606762     -0.809227     -2.053031 
H       -1.480815     -1.303966     -3.948159 
H        2.794233     -1.667013     -3.783430 
H        2.740700     -0.936562     -1.410659 
N        0.637603     -0.321062      0.013269 
C        1.342149      0.820276      0.453131 
C        1.177830      0.908922      1.955902 
C        0.319372     -0.311220      2.353150 
C        0.016434     -1.032872      1.055979 
H        2.167325      0.923599      2.416890 
O        1.949172      1.569002     -0.267601 
O       -0.637908     -2.034176      0.908879 
C       -0.927115      0.340482      3.064896 
H       -1.498535     -0.360790      3.669492 
C       -1.924962     -0.449452     -1.422540 
H       -2.266099     -1.251178     -0.764084 
H       -2.687617     -0.276733     -2.183581 
H       -1.837468      0.452965     -0.814692 
H        0.821916     -1.004389      3.030426 
C        0.323173      2.129482      2.467400 
H        0.886491      3.058396      2.528011 
C       -0.213028      1.512425      3.783524 
H        0.576379      1.190422      4.469958 
H       -0.906708      2.172057      4.307781 
C       -0.956604      2.162739      1.644729 
H       -1.153322      2.864545      0.843806 
C       -1.697464      1.108156      2.001635 
H       -2.625035      0.773690      1.555030 
C        0.650580     -1.962726     -5.376549 
N        0.641553     -2.300695     -6.481009 
C        0.806189      0.257783     -4.119595 
C        0.629239      0.203082     -1.349076 
C        1.801852     -0.361613     -3.356794 
C       -0.278832      0.873604     -3.482928 
C       -0.359327      0.839957     -2.101315 
C        1.739374     -0.396630     -1.963630 
H        2.641788     -0.824383     -3.862948 
H       -1.049038      1.360552     -4.068945 
H       -1.192351      1.307104     -1.592683 
N        0.472273      0.168462      0.068667 
C        0.221400      1.323144      0.843028 
C       -0.048541      0.874239      2.264035 
C        0.037657     -0.666868      2.236048 
C        0.329030     -1.028982      0.795353 
H        0.669204      1.349657      2.934819 
O        0.203730      2.446754      0.412015 
O        0.399156     -2.133623      0.318936 
C       -1.388492     -1.118702      2.731597 
H       -1.428599     -2.156913      3.054442 
C        2.833581     -1.067576     -1.178421 
H        3.058591     -0.520813     -0.259782 
H        3.750228     -1.134224     -1.766398 
H        2.530973     -2.075957     -0.888939 
H        0.816860     -1.081154      2.878690 
C       -1.522175      1.139425      2.759284 
H       -1.686448      2.157037      3.107478 
C       -1.646189     -0.013959      3.785257 
H       -0.891772      0.021246      4.577537 
H       -2.640826     -0.077936      4.230103 
C       -2.457782      0.632928      1.670254 
H       -2.994152      1.268166      0.976383 
C       -2.379862     -0.702024      1.654229 
H       -2.832623     -1.379732      0.941476 
C        0.895233      0.259887     -5.547443 
N        0.960652      0.258062     -6.700733 
C        0.468413     -0.775299     -4.045139 
C        0.398629     -0.784651     -1.202796 
C       -0.554105     -1.399838     -3.334492 
C        1.466983     -0.131578     -3.319880 
C        1.418987     -0.145180     -1.938772 
C       -0.645022     -1.427270     -1.936628 
H       -1.336908     -1.888894     -3.901478 
H        2.279757      0.376723     -3.824866 
H        2.221325      0.342757     -1.419122 
N        0.490595     -0.645942      0.244019 
C        1.608995     -0.037231      0.913211 
C        1.195893      0.362792      2.304249 
C       -0.169102     -0.281740      2.519747 
C       -0.463550     -1.025167      1.242380 
H        1.967070      0.052465      3.009394 
O        2.714532      0.139051      0.467876 
O       -1.348111     -1.828915      1.130986 
C       -1.122483      0.954549      2.792579 
H       -2.068442      0.673473      3.251032 
C       -1.891370     -2.135335     -1.438959 
H       -1.664152     -2.991116     -0.809565 
H       -2.463244     -2.486759     -2.299003 
H       -2.539945     -1.481022     -0.859832 
H       -0.218412     -0.983279      3.352580 
C        0.898583      1.912213      2.467622 
H        1.796267      2.505751      2.627795 
C       -0.140488      1.827096      3.612334 
H        0.237738      1.334837      4.513614 
H       -0.559074      2.800384      3.874215 
C       -0.002060      2.332331      1.317546 
H        0.325231      2.890900      0.449363 
C       -1.198206      1.766517      1.510518 
H       -2.042767      1.772761      0.832454 
C        0.471236     -0.791659     -5.473835 
N        0.467207     -0.803724     -6.629149 
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Table 2.37 XYZ coordinates of the TSII of 1(SCH3) and two thioether conformers. 
 
  
H        0.656510     -0.509630     -5.320196 
C        0.577833     -0.479015     -4.238796 
C        0.364050     -0.483144     -1.395809 
C       -0.405297     -1.203107     -3.585773 
C        1.417801      0.311918     -3.471257 
C        1.307403      0.302407     -2.089955 
C       -0.574857     -1.208001     -2.188972 
H       -1.116032     -1.776263     -4.168553 
H        2.170016      0.941939     -3.934246 
H        1.999350      0.912365     -1.538454 
N        0.439107     -0.396843      0.049458 
C        1.583829      0.138902      0.726617 
C        1.176625      0.549720      2.117242 
C       -0.213525     -0.051086      2.321858 
C       -0.495468     -0.817103      1.052630 
H        1.930197      0.214139      2.829973 
O        2.698217      0.250560      0.282073 
O       -1.322073     -1.679566      0.954216 
C       -1.129086      1.216783      2.568225 
H       -2.092203      0.969381      3.010644 
H       -0.293276     -0.734948      3.166875 
C        0.926275      2.109212      2.278196 
H        1.840814      2.672614      2.453305 
C       -0.134475      2.059016      3.405116 
H        0.211351      1.555498      4.313115 
H       -0.525923      3.046027      3.658045 
C        0.057860      2.560526      1.114719 
H        0.415599      3.108020      0.251276 
C       -1.157463      2.029642      1.285571 
H       -1.987164      2.053035      0.589740 
S       -2.140673     -1.984520     -1.732059 
C       -1.605850     -3.667672     -1.261581 
H       -1.044408     -3.640148     -0.330224 
H       -2.517263     -4.249339     -1.112794 
H       -1.017800     -4.121318     -2.060223 
H        0.823971      0.808697     -2.877963 
C        0.672190      0.831738     -1.803382 
C        0.268769      0.897695      0.953219 
C       -0.431904      0.188270     -1.248153 
C        1.575421      1.506728     -0.984208 
C        1.371854      1.539779      0.393932 
C       -0.636227      0.213979      0.134104 
H       -1.141432     -0.331390     -1.883105 
H        2.432338      2.010118     -1.420240 
H        2.068834      2.070444      1.034566 
S       -2.070303     -0.601769      0.852421 
C       -1.352459     -2.264116      1.154624 
H       -0.506043     -2.199287      1.838778 
H       -2.136389     -2.870061      1.611289 
H       -1.037991     -2.729313      0.219976 
H        0.099370      0.928488      2.024142 
H        1.290718      0.063395     -2.336509 
C        1.161911      0.248201     -1.275097 
C        0.860083      0.568829      1.523488 
C        0.182590     -0.432231     -0.570927 
C        1.936159      1.177754     -0.602355 
C        1.784119      1.313760      0.768126 
C       -0.066733     -0.251434      0.801868 
H       -0.433252     -1.126336     -1.123100 
H        2.673899      1.781173     -1.119662 
H        2.436045      2.004262      1.271237 
S       -1.611224     -0.968585      1.417006 
C       -2.567587     -1.232219     -0.123740 
H       -2.597849     -0.337463     -0.747030 
H       -3.576511     -1.445373      0.235340 
H       -2.230807     -2.088820     -0.709799 




2.4.9 ADDITIONAL TABLES AND FIGURES 
Table 2.38 Experimentally measured (∆G‡exp., kcal/mol) and calculated (∆G‡calc., kcal/mol) 
rotational barriers for rotor 1 with various R-groups at 25 °C, experimentally quantified TS 
stabilization (∆∆G‡exp., kcal/mol)c, calculated TS NBO energies (ENBO, kcal/mol) between 
the imide carbonyl oxygens and R-groups, and natural bond orbital atomic charges (NBO 
charge, a.u.) for the accepting carbon atoms as a phenyl substituent.  
 
R-group ∆G‡expa. ∆G‡calc.b ∆∆G‡exp.c ENBOd NBO chargee 
COCH3 13.9 15.6 -8.2 -18.3 0.596 
COPh 12.9 15.1 -9.7 -17.1 0.574 
CHO 15.2 16.2 -8.4 -16.4 0.439 
C(CH2)CH3 19.5 19.5 -3.3 -5.7 -0.014 
Ph 21.5 20.8 -0.3 -3.1 -0.047 
CN 15.4 16.7 -5.3 -9.0 0.289 
CCH 18.8 19.6 -1.9 -5.3 -0.022 
CH3 21.7 20.2 - - - 
CH2CH3 22.0 22.4 - - - 
CH(CH3)2 23.6 24.4 - - - 
OCH3 20.2 19.5 - - - 
SCH3 22.5 24.8 - - - 
Cl 22.1 22.5 - - - 
Br 23.1 24.2 - - - 
I 24.2 25.1 - - - 
CF3 23.7 25.6 - - - 
aError in the EXSY rotational barriers was ± 0.1 kcal/mol;92 bB3LYP-D3/6-311G*; 
cMeasured as the difference in ∆G‡exp and the steric trendline (Figure 1) at the 
corresponding B-value; dωB97M-V/6-311G*, eNatural bond orbital charge or natural 
charge;   
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Figure 2.53 Correlation plot of the measured TS stabilization (ΔΔG‡exp) and the calculated 
NBO atomic charges (B3LYP-D3/6-311G*) of the first carbon atom of the ortho R-groups. 
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CHAPTER 3 ORIGINS OF A LARGE TRANSITION STATE STABILIZATION BY A 




A series of molecular rotors were designed to measure and study the transition 
stabilizing effect of a weak neutral hydrogen bond. The rotors formed an intramolecular 
hydrogen bond in the planar transition state, which dramatically lowered the rotational 
barrier and speed up the rate of rotation in comparison to similar rotors which could not 
form the TS hydrogen bonds. The magnitude of the TS stabilization (9.9 kcal/mol) was 
significantly larger than predicted by the independently measured hydrogen bond strength 
(1.5 kcal/mol) between a phenol donor and an imide or amide carbonyl acceptor. 
Substituent experimental and computational studies attributed the TS stabilization to the 
rigid constrained environment and preorganization of the interacting groups in the TS. The 
enhanced TS effects for the hydrogen bond were attributed to the reduction in the large 
steric term of the hydrogen bond due to preorganization and rigidity of the rotor framework. 
This study demonstrates that the insertion of a hydrogen bonding proton can lead to large 
TS stabilizing effects which has potential applications in catalyst design and mechanistic 
studies of enzyme catalysis. 
3.2 MAIN TEXT 
Hydrogen bonds are key contributors to the large rate accelerations observed in 
reactions catalyzed by enzyme and synthetic organocatalysts. However, measuring the 
stabilizing effect of hydrogen bonds in transition states (TS) is challenging due to the 
instability and crowded structure of transition states. In this work, we designed a series of 
molecular rotors to measure and study the TS stabilizing effects of a weak neutral hydrogen 
bond. Molecular rotor 1 (Figure 3.1A) consists of an N-phenyl rotor attached to a cyclic 
imide stator via a C-N single bond. Substituents on the ortho-position of the rotor are forced 
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into close proximity to the imide carbonyls in the planar transition state. The rotational 
barriers for molecular rotors are strongly correlated with the steric interactions formed in 
the TS, leading to the development of new steric parameters. The exception are rotors with 
substituents that can form stabilizing interactions such as hydrogen bonds in the transition 
state. These hydrogen bond accelerated rotors have been used as molecular devices where 
modulation of the hydrogen bonding interaction provides a mechanism to control the rate 
of rotation. In the course of studying these molecular devices, we observed that the 
hydrogen bonding TS stabilizing effects were significantly greater than expected. For 
example, the TS stabilization by the phenol hydrogen bond in rotor 1 was estimated to be 
9.9 kcal/mol from the difference in rotational barriers of rotor 1 (10.9 kcal/mol) and control 
rotor 2 (20.8 kcal/mol) which as an ortho-OCH3 group that cannot form a TS hydrogen 
bond. The magnitude of the TS stabilization was surprising given the thermodynamic 
strength of the phenol•••carbonyl hydrogen bond in similar solvent systems was 1.0 to 3.0 
kcal/mol.93 The ability of hydrogen bonds to have amplified effects in TS could have 
applications in the design of new hydrogen bonding catalysts and in enzyme catalysis. 
Therefore, we examined the origins of the hydrogen bonding TS stabilization in rotor 1 
experimentally and computationally via substituted derivatives which varied the hydrogen 
bond strength. 
The use of molecular rotors to study transition states has a number of unique 
advantages. First, bond rotation is a unimolecular process which reduces the number of 
experimental variables and simplifies kinetic analysis. The rates of bond rotation can be 
easily and accurately measured by dynamic NMR experiments including line shape, 
exchange, or coalescence experiments conducted over a range of temperatures. Second, the 
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TS for the bond rotation process is very simple with minimal degrees of freedom, enabling 
accurate computational modeling of the TS geometries and energies. The rigid framework 
fixes the position of the interacting groups into close proximity in the planar TS mimicking 
the compact structure and short atom-atom distance generally found in more complex bond 
forming or bond breaking transition states. Finally, hydrogen bond strengths can easily be 
modulated using electron withdrawing substituents on the phenyl rotor (X = H, p-Cl, m-Cl, 
p-CN, m-NO2, p-NO2), which increase the acidity and hydrogen bond donating ability of 




Figure 3.1 (A) The syn-anti conformational equilibrium of molecular rotors 1, 2, and 3 
designed to isolate and measure the TS stabilization of the intramolecular hydrogen bond 
via changes in the rate of rotation. (B) Representations of the TS geometries and the non-
covalent and steric interactions formed in the TS
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Sternhill, Mazzanti, Rousell, and others have shown that the rotational barrier of 
molecular rotors are primarily governed by the steric size of the ortho-substituents that are 
adjacent to the rotatable bond.16–21,94 An exception are rotors capable of forming stabilizing 
non-covalent interactions in the planar transition state such as hydrogen bonding rotor 1. 
Thus, our first approach to isolating the stabilizing effects of the TS hydrogen bond was to 
compare the rotational barrier for rotor 1 to the rotational barriers for rotors 2 and 3 which 
have similar sized groups ortho-groups (Figure 3.1B). Rotor 1 has an ortho-OH group that 
could form an intramolecular TS hydrogen bond with the imide carbonyl oxygen. Whereas 
rotors 2 and 3 have ortho-OCH3, and ortho-CH3 groups that lack hydrogen bond donating 
groups and cannot form hydrogen bonds. The similarity in the steric size of the ortho-
groups was assessed using the B-value steric parameter developed by Mazzanti. The B-
values for the OCH3, OH, and CH3 groups are fairly similar at 5.6, 5.4, and 7.4 kcal/mol, 
respectively.17,20 Mazzanti’s steric parameter is particularly relevant to this study, because 
the B-value parameters are directly measured from the rotational barrier of a very similar 
biphenyl rotor with a varying ortho-substituents.  
Rotors 1, 2, and 3 were synthesized in one step via the thermal condensation of the 
appropriately substituted aniline with cis-5-norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride. 
The large difference in rotational barriers of hydrogen bonding rotor 1 versus non-
hydrogen bonding control rotors 2 and 3 was immediately evident by the large difference 
in their coalescence temperatures. At room temperature (23 °C), rotor 1 was in fast 
exchange in the 1H NMR spectra as the peaks for the syn and anti-rotamers were coalesced 
into one set of peaks. In contrast, rotors 2 and 3 were in slow exchange at 23 °C, as the syn 
and anti-rotamers displayed separate sets of peaks. The precise barriers were measured by 
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1H NMR variable temperature lineshape analysis. Non-hydrogen bonding rotors 2 and 3 
had high rotational barriers of 20.8 kcal/mol and 21.7 kcal/mol. The similarity in barrier of 
the non-hydrogen bonding rotors confirms that their ortho-groups are of similar size as 
predicted by their B-values. In contrast, hydrogen bonding rotor 1 had a significantly lower 
rotational barrier of 10.9 kcal/mol. To confirm the large difference in rotational barriers of 
the hydrogen bonding and non-hydrogen bonding rotors, the coalescence temperatures (TC) 
of 1 and 2 were measured. A similarly large difference in TC was observed with a much 
lower Tc for 1 (-55 °C) than for 2 (113 °C), which was consistent with rotational barrier 
measurements. Rotor 2 was selected as the control rotor due to the similarity in steric size 
of the OCH3 and the OH groups. Thus, the magnitude of the hydrogen bonding stabilization 
was estimated from the difference in barriers of 2 and 1, which was 9.9 kcal/mol.  
Alternative explanations for the large TS stabilization in 1 were explored. First, the 
possibility that the different solvent systems used in the NMR studies was examined. 
Different solvents were required because of the large differences in the coalescence 
temperatures of the hydrogen bonding and non-hydrogen bonding rotors. Rotor 1 had a low 
coalescence temperature and thus a solvent such as CD2Cl2 with a low freezing point (-95 
°C) was required. Rotors 2 and 3 had much higher coalescence temperatures. Therefore, 
TCE-d2, which has a much higher boiling point (146.5 °C), was used. Previous studies of 
hydrogen bond accelerated rotors established that solvents or guests that can form 
hydrogen bonds and disrupt the intramolecular hydrogen bonding will alter the rotational 
barriers.9,10 However, CD2Cl2 and TCE-d2 have very similar hydrogen bonding abilities 
and thus, significant differences due to solvent interactions or solvent environment are 
expected. Both solvents are poor hydrogen bonding donors and acceptors.  
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Figure 3.2 1H NMR measured rotational barriers (∆G‡) of substituted rotors 1, 2 (left to 
right, X = p-NO2, m-NO2, p-CN, m-Cl, p-t-Amyl, p-Cl, and H) plotted against the measured 
association energies of the analogously substituted phenol•NMP complexes in CD2Cl2. The 
difference in the rotational barrier between 1 and 2 corresponds to the TS stabilization of 
the hydrogen bond. 
 
Next, the possibility that the difference in barriers was due to the presence or 
absence of repulsive lone pair-lone pair (lp-lp) interactions was explored. The high barrier 
of 2 could due to enhanced repulsion between the lone pairs on the carbonyl oxygen and 
the lone pairs on the ortho-OCH3 group. The formation of the intramolecular hydrogen 
bond in 1 between the carbonyl oxygen and the ortho-group could eliminate these repulsive 
lp-lp interactions leading to a significantly lower barrier. However, non-hydrogen bonding 
control rotor 3 has a very similar barrier to rotor 2 which can form lp-lp interactions even 
though the ortho-CH3 group in 3 lacks lone pairs and cannot form lp-lp interactions. Thus, 
the higher barrier of rotor 2 is not due to the presence of destabilizing lp-lp interactions, 
and the lower barrier of rotor 1 is not due to the absence of lp-lp interactions. The above 
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analyses rule out alternative explanations leaving the differences in intramolecular TS 
hydrogen bonding as the most likely explanation for large TS stabilization in rotor 1. 
To study the role of hydrogen bonding in stabilizing the TS of rotor 1, the strength 
of the phenol hydrogen was systematically varied and the resulting changes in the rotational 
barriers were measured. Electron donating and withdrawing substituents (X = H, p-Cl, p-
t-Amyl, m-Cl, p-CN, m-NO2, p-NO2) were placed on the para- and meta-positions of rotor 
1 to vary the acidity and hydrogen bonding ability of the phenolic OH proton (Figure 3.2). 
An analogous series of similarly substituted control rotors 2 were synthesized and their 
rotational barriers measured to assess the ability of the substituent to modulate the 
rotational barrier in the absence of the hydrogen bond. The strength of the 
phenol•••carbonyl hydrogen bond and the ability to modulate the interaction strengths via 
substituents was assessed by measuring the association energies of similarly substituted 
bimolecular hydrogen bonding complexes. The bimolecular phenol•NMP complex forms 
a similar phenol•••carbonyl hydrogen bond as rotor 1 (Figure 3.3). The association energies 
(∆GKa) were measured via 1H NMR titration in CD2Cl2 (Figure 3.4). The hydrogen bond 
in the unsubstituted phenol•NMP complex had an association energy of 1.5 kcal/mol, 
which was consistent with previous reports of intermolecular phenol•carbonyl hydrogen 
bonds (1-3 kcal/mol) in chlorinated organic solvents.93 More importantly, the phenol•NMP 
hydrogen bond was 6 times smaller than the TS hydrogen bond stabilization of 
unsubstituted phenol rotor 1 (9.9 kcal/mol). Part of the difference can be attributed to the 
intramolecular versus intermolecular hydrogen bonds in rotor 1 and the phenol•NMP. 
However, even when the entropic penalty of 1.4 kcal/mol for intermolecular versus an 
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intramolecular interaction is taken into account, a significant difference remains between 
the strength of the hydrogen bonding interaction and the observed TS stabilization.95 
 
 
Figure 3.3 The bimolecular complexes between N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) and 




Figure 3.4 Hammett plot correlating the intermolecular hydrogen bond strength 
 
Substituent studies of the phenol•NMP complex also quantified the ability of the 
substituents to modulate the hydrogen bond strengths. The hydrogen bond strengths varied 
as expected from 1.5 to 3.4 kcal/mol. Electron withdrawing groups (NO2, CN, Cl) 

































systematically increased the acidity of the phenol proton depending the electron 
withdrawing strength and substitution position. The electrostatic effects of the phenolic 
substituents were verified by the linear free-energy relationship (Figure 3.4) between the 
measured association constants and the electrostatic Hammett meta- or para-substituent 
parameter. Similar trends are expected for the intramolecular hydrogen bonding strengths 
of the substituted phenol rotors 1. 
With the ability to vary the hydrogen bond strengths established, the correlation 
between hydrogen bond strength and TS stabilization was analyzed by measuring the 
rotational barriers of substituted rotors 1 and 2. As expected, the rotational barriers of the 
substituted hydrogen bonding rotors 1 decreased with increasing hydrogen bond strength. 
A linear correlation was observed between the barriers of substituted 1 and the hydrogen 
bonding strength of a similarly substituted phenol (∆GKa) in a bimolecular phenol•NMP 
complex (Figure 3.2). For example, the rotation barrier of para-nitro substituted 1 (X = p-
NO2), which can form the strongest hydrogen bond, was 1.2 kcal/mol lower than 
unsubstituted 1 (X = H). However, we were also surprised to observe a nearly identical 
substituent trend was for the barriers of the non-hydrogen bonding rotors 2. A linear 
correlation with an almost identical slope was measured between the rotational barriers and 
the hydrogen bonding strength of a similarly substituted phenol (Figure 3.2, blue circles). 
Therefore, the overall TS stabilization as measured by the difference in barrier of rotors 2 
and 1 remained constant over the series of substituted rotors (9.9 ± 0.3 kcal/mol).  
Computational studies were conducted to gain further insight into the origins of the 
larger than expected TS stabilization.89 The GS and TS geometries of rotors 1 and 2 were 
optimized at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level of theory and confirmed by vibrational 
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analysis. The energies were recalculated at the B2GP-PLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level. The 
calculated barriers (∆Gcalc) based on the difference in energy of the TS and GS were able 
to reproduce the measured barriers for the complete series of substituted rotors 1 and 2 with 
a RMSD of ± 0.66 kcal/mol. The excellent accuracy provided support for the ability to 
accurately model the bond rotation process and the TS and GS geometries. In the TS of 1 
(X = H), well-defined hydrogen bonds were formed with O-H•••O bond angles of 165.76° 
and very short O•••O distances of 2.50 ± 0.006 Å (Figure 3.5). Interestingly, the TS 
geometry of 2 is nearly identical despite the absence of the intramolecular hydrogen bond, 
providing support for the ability of the rigid framework to preorganize and fix the position 
of the interacting groups. For example, the average O•••O distances of 2 across the series 
of substituted rotors was only 0.02 Å shorter (2.48 ± 0.003 Å) than the substituted 1 rotors. 
 
Figure 3.5 The optimized TS structures (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP) and energies (B2GP-
PLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP) for rotors 1 and 2 and rotor 1 constrained with the phenol 
hydrogen fixed in a non-hydrogen bonding geometry. 
 
The computational studies also provided the ability to test whether steric 
differences between the OH and OCH3 groups in rotors 1 and 2 played a role in the large 
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differences in rotational barriers. The OH proton in rotor 1 was fixed in a non-hydrogen 
bonding geometry pointing away from the imide carbonyl (Figure 3.5, bottom structure) 
and the barrier was recalculated. In this case, due to constraining rotor 1 in the TS only a 
potential energy (ΔE) can be calculated rather than a Gibb’s free energy (ΔG). The barrier 
for non-hydrogen bonding 1 was 19.7 kcal/mol, which was very similar to the barrier for 
the non-hydrogen bonding control rotor 2 (18.6 kcal/mol) and was much higher than the 
barrier of hydrogen bonding 1 (10.1 kcal/mol). The result confirms that OH and OCH3 
groups have similar steric effects, and the difference in barrier between 1 and 2 is due to 
the presence and absence of the intramolecular hydrogen bond. 
Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) analysis was employed to examine 
the components and origins of the TS stabilizing effects of the hydrogen bonds. SAPT is 
commonly used to estimate and study intermolecular interactions, and thus, the method 
was applied to study the hydrogen bond and steric interactions in the bimolecular 
phenol•NMP complex (Figure 3.6A). The atoms of the NMP amide and phenol were 
constrained in a planar geometry, and the O-to-O distance was fixed at 2.5 Å to mimic the 
TS distances in the rotors (Figure 3.5). A hydrogen bonding (HB) and non-hydrogen 
bonding (nHB) geometry of the phenol•NMP complexes were compared to isolate the 
energy contributions from the hydrogen bond. In the HB structure, the phenol proton was 
allowed to form a hydrogen bond with the NMP carbonyl oxygen. In the nHB structure, 
the phenol proton was fixed in a non-hydrogen bonding position pointing away from the 
NMP carbonyl. For both complexes, the total SAPT interaction energy (Etotal) as well as 
the electrostatic (Eelst), exchange repulsion (Eexch), induction (Eind), and dispersion (Edisp) 




Figure 3.6 (A) Hydrogen bonding and non-hydrogen bonding bimolecular complexes used 
in the SAPT analyses with the overlapping VDW radii of the oxygen atoms highlighted in 
red. (B) SAPT energies (Eelst. = electrostatic, Eexch. = exchange, Eind. = induction, Edisp. = 
dispersion, Etotal = sum of all component energies) calculated (CCSD/cc-pVTZ) for the 
phenol•NMP complex (X = H) in the hydrogen bonding and non-hydrogen bonding 
geometries, and the difference energies: ∆E = (hydrogen bonding E) - (non-hydrogen 
bonding E). 
 
The SAPT analysis of the phenol-NMP complex was consistent with previous 
component analyses of hydrogen bonding interactions.96 The intermolecular hydrogen 
bond (Figure 3.6B, red bars) has a large attractive term (-32.1 kcal/mol) made up primarily 
of the electrostatic component between the phenol hydrogen and carbonyl oxygen with 
smaller contributions from the induction, and dispersion components. The attractive term 
is balanced by an almost equally as large repulsive exchange term (+29.2 kcal/mol). Thus, 
the overall hydrogen bonding interaction is only weakly attractive (-2.9 kcal/mol). The 
repulsive exchange component in 1 is a combination of the H•••O repulsion (65%) and the 
O•••O interactions (35%). The significant repulsive interaction between the non-adjacent 
oxygens was initially surprising, but an analysis found that most hydrogen bonds place the 
heavy atoms within vdw radii, leading to significant repulsive interactions. These heavy 
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atom-heavy atom interactions played a significant role in the large TS stabilization of the 
hydrogen bonds. 
The total SAPT energy of the hydrogen bonding (E(HB)) and non-hydrogen 
bonding (E(nHB)) complexes, and difference energy (∆E = E(HB) - E(nHB)) follow the 
rotational barrier trends observed in our molecular rotors. Specifically, the total SAPT 
hydrogen bonding interaction energy in the bimolecular complex is only weakly 
stabilizing; whereas ∆E, which is analogous to the energy difference in rotors 2 and 1, is 
significantly more stabilizing. Some caution must be applied in not overinterpreting these 
similarities as the hydrogen bonds in the TS of the rotors and in the constrained bimolecular 
complexes differ in solvent environment and intra- vs intermolecular nature of the 
interactions. Nevertheless, the SAPT component energies provide insight into the origins 
of the differences in E(HB) and ∆E. 
Analysis of the component SAPT energies revealed that the difference in ∆E and 
E(HB) was primarily due to the repulsive exchange component. The attractive SAPT 
components (Eelst, Eind, and Edisp) of E(HB) and ∆E are similar in magnitude as the attractive 
components are mainly associated with the interactions of the phenolic proton with the 
carbonyl oxygen. Thus, the nHB complex lacks these attractive components of the 
hydrogen bond in the HB complex due to the phenolic proton being positioned further away 
from the carbonyl oxygen. In contrast, the nHB complex contains a significant portion of 
the repulsive exchange component of the hydrogen bond in the HB complex, as the 
phenolic oxygen and carbonyl oxygen are at similar positions and distances in the nHB and 
HB complexes. Thus, the ∆E contains most of the attractive components of the hydrogen 
bond but only two thirds of the repulsive components, leading to a larger ∆E than the 
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hydrogen bonding interaction strength, E(HB). Similar stability and TS stabilizing effects 




Figure 3.7 State equations for calculating the thermodynamic (Eq. 1)  and TS NCI (Eq. 2) 
interaction energies. The energies are calculated from the difference between the NCI 
structures (right) and non-NCI control structures (left). 
 
Another way to understand the disparity between the total SAPT energies for 
E(HB) and ∆E are to consider the atoms involved in the interactions in the HB and nHB 
complexes (Figure 3.7). Normally, hydrogen bond strengths are based on equilibrium 
shown in equation 1. On the left hand side of the equilibrium, the hydrogen bond donor 
and acceptor groups are positioned far apart so that they do not form any interactions. On 
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the right-hand side of the equilibrium, donor and acceptor are closer the heavy atoms and 
proton can form interactions. Thus, equation 1 corresponds to the calculated energy 
(E(HB)) or the measured association energies (∆GKa) for the HB complexes. In contrast, 
equation 2 describes the energy corresponding to the TS stabilization of the hydrogen bond 
as defined by the difference energies in the nHB and HB complexes (∆E) or in the barriers 
of rotors 2 and 1. Like equation 1, the hydrogen-bond not formed in the left-hand complex 
in equation 2 and is formed in the right-hand complex. However, the heavy atoms of the 
donor and acceptor still form an interaction in the left-hand structure. This oxygen-oxygen 
interaction is part of the hydrogen bonding interaction energy in equation 1 but is removed 
from the interaction energy in equation 2. Thus, the TS stabilization energy as defined by 
equation 2 is much larger than the hydrogen bond interaction as defined by equation 1 
because the TS stabilization contains all of the attractive components of the hydrogen bond 
but only two-thirds of the repulsive components. This analysis demonstrates that the 
insertion or positioning of a hydrogen to form a hydrogen bond can greatly stabilize  
3.3 CONCLUSION 
Study of the hydrogen bond stabilization in molecular rotor 1 demonstrates that a 
single neutral hydrogen bond can have a TS stabilization that is significantly greater than 
the strength of the hydrogen bond. The origins of the TS stabilization provide a new design 
strategy for hydrogen bond catalysts. The traditional approach is to optimize the attractive 
component of hydrogen bonding interactions. However, the molecular rotors demonstrate 
that large rate accelerations can be affected by targeting the large repulsive energy term of 
the hydrogen bonding interaction. The key is to rigidly position the interacting groups in 
close proximity in order to ‘prepay’ the repulsive interactions and reduce their destabilizing 
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influence on the transition state. In addition, similarly constrained hydrogen bonds could 
play a role in enzyme active sites. For example, Warshel has proposed an electrostatic 
analog of the TS preorganization hypothesis for enzymatic systems.97 The protein 
framework holds key catalytic and recognition groups in proximity to the enzyme active 
site, overcoming the large repulsive electrostatic penalty for their organization in the 
crowded TS. We propose that the protein framework can also perform a similar 
preorganizing function in reducing the large repulsive component of hydrogen bonds 
allowing them to amplify the catalytic effects. 
3.4 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
3.4.1 GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION 
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts 
are reported in ppm (δ) referenced to solvent residue. All spectra given for characterization 
purposes were taken at room temperature. All chemicals and solvents were purchased from 
commercial suppliers and used as received. Flash chromatography was performed using 
silica gel from Sorbent Technologies (60 Å, 200 – 400 mesh). 
 
 




Phenol rotors 1(X = H, p-NO2, m-NO2, p-Cl, m-Cl, p-CN, p-t-amyl) were prepared 
via a thermal condensation between a substituted aniline and a bicyclic anhydride, and 
anisole rotors 2(X = H, p-NO2, m-NO2, p-Cl, m-Cl, p-CN, p-t-amyl) were prepared via a 
subsequent methylation reaction of the corresponding phenol rotors (Scheme 3.1). Methyl 
Rotor 3 was prepared as described previously and matched the previous characterization.87 
 
Figure 3.8 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = H) 
 
Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = H) (73 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The round 
bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. 
After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was removed 
in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v) to give 1(X = H)as a white powder (135 mg, 87%). 1H NMR 
(400 MHz, dichloromethane-d2) δ 7.29 (ddd, J = 10.8, 9.0, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 7.04-6.95 (m, 3H), 
6.27 (s, 2H), 5.76 (s, 1H), 3.46 (br, 4H), 1.78 (d, J = 11.9 Hz, 1H), 1.62 (d, J = 11.9 Hz, 
1H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, dichloromethane-d2) 177.33, 151.19, 134.86, 130.35, 128.26, 
120.95, 120.20, 118.51, 52.27, 46.20, 45.51. HRMS (EI) m/z calculated for [C15H13NO3]
+ 




Figure 3.9 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = p-NO2) 
 
Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = p-NO2) (103 mg, 0.67 mmol) 
were added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The 
round bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while 
stirring. After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was 
removed in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v)  to give 1(X = p-NO2)as an orange powder (123 mg, 67%). 
1H 
NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 10.06 (br, 1H), 8.07 (dd, J = 2.8, 9.0 Hz, 1H), 7.75 (d, J = 
2.8 Hz, 1H), 7.06 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.15 (t, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H), 3.45-3.44 (m, 2H), 3.27-
3.25 (m, 2H), 1.59-1.55 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 175.76, 159.40, 
140.29, 134.65, 126.05, 125.89, 120.39, 116.80, 51.79, 46.24, 45.12. HRMS (EI) m/z 
calculated for [C15H12N2O5]
+ (M+): 300.0746; found 300.0748. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = m-NO2) 
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Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = m-NO2) (103 mg, 0.67 mmol) 
were added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The 
round bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while 
stirring. After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was 
removed in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v) to give 1(X = m-NO2)as an orange powder (128 mg, 70%). 
1H 
NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 9.50 (br, 1H), 7.67 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (dd, J = 2.5, 
8.6 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 6.13 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H), 3.44-3.43 (m, 2H), 3.27-
3.25 (m, 2H), 1.56 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 175.65, 154.02, 
148.79, 134.64, 130.69, 126.29, 114.32, 111.31, 51.76, 46.24, 45.17. HRMS (EI) m/z 
calculated for [C15H12N2O5]
+ (M+): 300.0746; found 300.0752. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = p-Cl) 
 
Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = p-Cl) (96 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The round 
bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. 
After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was removed 
in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v) to give 1(X = p-Cl) as a white powder (150 mg, 85%). 1H NMR 
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(400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 8.83 (br, 1H), 7.28 (dd, J = 2.6, 8.8 Hz, 1H), 7.00 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 
1H), 6.97 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.28 (t, J = 1.9 Hz, 2H), 3.53-3.52 (m, 2H), 3.39-3.38 (m, 
2H), 1.72-1.67 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 175.93, 152.48, 134.62, 
129.84, 129.11, 123.07, 121.28, 117.98, 51.72, 46.03, 45.10. HRMS m/z calculated for 
[C15H12ClNO3]
+ (M+): 289.0506; found 289.0516. 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = m-Cl) 
 
Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = m-Cl) (96 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The round 
bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. 
After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was removed 
in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v) to give 1(X = m-Cl) as a white powder (144 mg, 82%). 1H NMR 
(400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 9.01 (br, 1H), 7.01 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 6.96-6.90 (m, 2H), 6.24 
(t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H), 3.52-3.51 (m, 2H), 3.39-3.36 (m, 2H), 1.71-1.66 (m, 2H). 13C NMR 
(100 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 175.93, 152.48, 134.62, 129.84, 129.11, 123.07, 121.28, 117.98, 
51.72, 46.03, 45.10. HRMS m/z calculated for [C15H12ClNO3]





Figure 3.13 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = p-CN) 
 
Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = p-CN) (96 mg, 0.67 mmol) were 
added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The round 
bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. 
After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was removed 
in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v) to give 1(X = p-CN) as a white powder (123 mg, 72%). 1H 
NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 9.81 (br, 1H), 7.68 (dd, J = 2.0, 8.6 Hz, 1H), 7.41 (d, J = 
2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.16 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 6.30 (t, J = 1.6 Hz, 2H), 3.56-3.55 (m, 2H), 3.40-
3.38 (m, 2H), 1.72-1.68 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 175.85, 157.57, 
134.67, 134.35, 134.02, 121.08, 117.96, 117.80, 102.87, 51.70, 46.10, 45.15. HRMS m/z 
calculated for [C16H12N2O3]
+ (M+): 280.0848; found 280.0860. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Synthesis of rotor 1(X = p-t-amyl) 
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Anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and aniline (X = p-t-amyl) (120 mg, 0.67 mmol) 
were added to acetic acid (10 mL) in a round bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The 
round bottom flask was then heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 12 hours while 
stirring. After letting the round bottom flask cool to room temperature, the acetic acid was 
removed in vacuo. The crude material was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl 
acetate/hexanes = 1:1, v/v) to give 1(X = p-t-amyl) as a white powder (188 mg, 95%). 1H 
NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d1) δ 7.26 (dd, J = 2.4, 8.8 Hz, 1H), 6.99-6.97 (m, 2H), 6.31 
(t, J = 1.6 Hz, 2H), 5.44 (br, 1H), 3.54-3.50 (m, 4H), 1.84 (dt, J = 9.0, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 1.66 
(d, J = 9.0 Hz,1H), 1.61 (q, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 1.26 (s, 6H), 0.72 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR 
(100 MHz, chloroform-d1) δ 177.56, 148.40, 142.56, 134.88, 127.99, 125.41, 119.50, 
118.52, 52.31, 46.19, 45.45, 37.38, 36.83, 28.39, 9.07. HRMS m/z calculated for 
[C20H23NO3]
+ (M+): 325.1678; found 325.1687. 
 
 
Figure 3.15 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = H) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = H) (50 mg, 0.20 mmol) in a round bottom flask with 25 
mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room temperature for 
12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude product was then 
purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to yield 2(X = H) as 
a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, dichloromethane-d2) δ 7.41-7.28 (m, 
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1H folded and unfolded), 7.08-6.91 (m, 3H folded and unfolded), 6.30 (s, 2H unfolded), 
6.23 (s, 2H folded), 3.80 (s, 3H folded and unfolded), 3.50-3.43 (m, 4H folded and 
unfolded), 1.82-1.77 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 1.64-1.59 (m, 1H folded and unfolded). 
13C NMR has been reported previously.87 HRMS m/z calculated for [C16H15NO3]
+ (M+): 
269.1052; found 269.1057. 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = p-NO2) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = p-NO2) (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) in a round bottom flask with 
25 mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room temperature 
for 12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude product was 
then purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to yield 2(X = 
p-NO2) as a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, tetrachloroethane-d2) δ 8.36-
8.33 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 8.03 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 1H folded), 7.83 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 1H 
unfolded), 7.12-7.09 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 6.36 (s, 2H unfolded), 6.23 (s, 2H 
folded), 3.94 (s, 3H unfolded), 3.93 (s, 3H folded), 3.55-3.50 (m, 4H folded and unfolded), 
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1.86-1.81 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 1.66-1.63 (m, 1H folded and unfolded). 13C NMR 
(100 MHz, chloroform-d1) δ 176.02, 175.86, 160.02, 159.89, 141.10, 140.98, 134.77, 
134.53, 126.74, 126.65, 126.05, 125.55, 121.17, 121.08, 111.65, 111.64, 56.70, 56.42, 
52.51, 52.18, 46.71, 46.23, 45.44, 45.36. HRMS m/z calculated for [C16H14N2O5]
+ (M+): 
314.0903; found 314.0911. 
 
 
Figure 3.17 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = m-NO2) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = m-NO2) (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) in a round bottom flask with 
25 mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room temperature 
for 12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude product was 
then purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to yield 2(X = 
m-NO2) as a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d1) δ 7.84-7.79 
(m, 1H folded and unfolded), 7.77-7.76 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 7.17 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 
1H folded), 7.02 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H unfolded), 6.23 (s, 2H unfolded), 6.15 (s, 2H folded), 
3.83 (s, 3H folded and unfolded), 3.44-3.39 (m, 4H folded and unfolded), 1.76-1.71 (m, 1H 
folded and unfolded), 1.58-1.53 (m, 1H folded and unfolded).13C NMR (100 MHz, 
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chloroform-d1) δ 175.85, 175.68, 155.44, 155.31, 149.09, 149.03, 134.75, 134.51, 130.21, 
129.82, 126.74, 126.67, 115.90, 115.86, 107.39, 107.36, 56.52, 56.28, 52.50, 52.19, 46.77, 
46.31, 45.42. HRMS m/z calculated for [C16H14N2O5]
+ (M+): 314.0903; found 314.0915.  
 
 
Figure 3.18 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = p-Cl) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = p-Cl) (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) in a round bottom flask with 
25 mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room temperature 
for 12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude product was 
then purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to yield 2(X = 
p-Cl) as a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, tetrachloroethane-d2) δ 7.31- 
7.28 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 6.99 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H folded), 6.87-6.84 (m, 1H folded 
and unfolded), 6.80 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H unfolded), 6.19 (br, 2H unfolded), 6.10 (t, J = 1.6 
Hz, 1H folded), 3.69 (s, 3H unfolded), 3.68 (s, 3H folded), 3.40-3.32 (m, 4H folded and 
unfolded), 1.72-1.67 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 1.53-1.48 (m, 1H folded and unfolded). 
13C NMR (101 MHz, tetrachloroethane -d2) δ 176.43, 176.30, 153.84, 153.74, 134.77, 
134.56, 130.62, 130.53, 129.63, 129.13, 125.24, 125.10, 121.80, 121.67, 113.40, 113.36, 
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56.39, 56.15, 52.57, 52.23, 46.70, 46.18, 45.49, 45.46. HRMS m/z calculated for 
[C16H14ClNO3]
+ (M+): 303.0662; found 303.0675. 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = m-Cl) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = m-Cl) (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) in a round bottom flask with 
25 mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room temperature 
for 12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude product was 
then purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to yield 2(X = 
m-Cl) as a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 7.84-7.80 (m, 
1H folded and unfolded), 7.52 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H folded), 7.38 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H unfolded), 
7.34-7.29 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 6.34 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, unfolded), 6.18 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 
folded), 3.91 (s, 3H folded), 3.89 (s, 3H unfolded), 3.58-3.50 (m, 2H folded and unfolded), 
3.40-3.35 (m, 2H folded and unfolded), 1.72-1.65 (m, 2H folded and unfolded). 13C NMR 
(100 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 175.52, 175.40, 158.88, 158.87, 134.95, 134.69, 134.42, 133.58, 
133.18, 122.80, 122.44, 117.83, 117.72, 113.25, 113.19, 103.73, 103.54, 56.00, 55.69, 
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51.77, 51.65, 46.50, 45.78, 45.23, 45.03. HRMS m/z calculated for [C16H14ClNO3]
+ (M+): 
303.0662; found 303.0674. 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = p-CN) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = p-CN) (50 mg, 0.18 mmol) in a round bottom flask with 
25 mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room temperature 
for 12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude product was 
then purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to yield 2(X = 
p-CN) as a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 7.16 (d, J = 2.1 
Hz, 1H unfolded), 7.13 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H folded), 7.08 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H unfolded), 7.02-
7.00 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 6.93 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H folded), 6.25 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H 
unfolded), 6.16 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H folded), 3.82 (s, 3H, folded), 3.81 (s, 3H, unfolded), 3.53-
3.46 (m, 2H folded and unfolded), 3.38-3.34 (m, 2H folded and unfolded), 1.70-1.63 (m, 
2H folded and unfolded). 13C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d6) δ 175.73, 175.61, 156.04, 
156.03, 135.06, 134.88, 134.56, 134.37, 130.80, 130.48, 120.91, 120.59, 120.30, 120.21, 
112.79, 112.75, 55.81, 55.53, 51.81, 51.60, 46.39, 45.67, 45.18, 44.98. HRMS m/z 
calculated for [C17H14N2O3]




Figure 3.21 Synthesis of rotor 2(X = p-t-amyl) 
 
Potassium carbonate (223 mg, 1.83 mmol) and iodomethane (0.095 mL, 1.52 
mmol) were both added to 1(X = p-t-amyl) (50 mg, 0.15 mmol) in a round bottom flask 
with 25 mL of acetone and a stir bar. The round bottom was then stirred at room 
temperature for 12 hours. The acetone was removed using a rotary evaporator. The crude 
product was then purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:3, v/v) to 
yield 2(X = p-t-amyl) as a white powder (52 mg, 99%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
7.37-7.32 (m, 1H folded and unfolded), 7.04-6.99 (m, 2H unfolded and 1H folded), 6.83 (d, 
J = 2.4 Hz, 1H folded), 6.27 (t, J = 1.6 Hz, unfolded), 6.15 (t, J = 1.6 Hz, folded), 3.74 (s, 
3H folded), 3.73 (s, 1H folded), 3.50-3.43 (m, 2H folded and unfolded), 3.37-3.33 (m, 2H 
folded and unfolded), 1.71-1.58 (m, 4H folded and unfolded), 1.23 (s, 6H folded and 
unfolded), 0.69-0.65 (m, 3H folded and unfolded). 13C NMR (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
175.99, 175.85, 152.97, 152.95, 141.36, 141.20, 134.51, 134.34, 127.43, 127.23, 127.20, 
126.75, 121.42, 121.17, 111.68, 111.64, 55.28, 55.07, 51.83, 51.52, 46.30, 45.59, 45.17, 
44.96, 37.02, 36.93, 36.54, 36.50, 27.97, 27.87, 8.52, 8.50. HRMS m/z calculated for 
[C21H25NO3]
+ (M+): 339.1844; found 339.1834. 
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3.4.3 1H AND 13C NMR SPECTRA 
 
Figure 3.22 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = H) (400 MHz, dichloromethane-d2) 
 
Figure 3.23 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = H) (100 MHz, dichloromethane-d2) 
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Figure 3.24 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-NO2) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
 
Figure 3.25 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-NO2) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.26 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = m-NO2) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.27 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = m-NO2) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.28 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-Cl) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
 
Figure 3.29 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-Cl) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.30 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = m-Cl) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.31 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = m-Cl) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.32 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-CN) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.33 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-CN) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.34 1H NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-t-amyl) (400 MHz, chloroform-d1) 
 
Figure 3.35 13C NMR spectra of rotor 1(X = p-t-amyl) (100 MHz, chloroform-d1) 
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Figure 3.36 1H NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-NO2) (400 MHz, tetrachloroethane-d4) 
 
Figure 3.37 13C NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-NO2) (400 MHz, tetrachloroethane-d4) 
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Figure 3.38 1H NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = m-NO2) (400 MHz, chloroform-d1) 
 
Figure 3.39 13C NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = m-NO2) (100 MHz, chloroform-d1) 
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Figure 3.40 1H NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-Cl) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.41 13C NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-Cl) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.42 1H NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = m-Cl) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.43 13C NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = m-Cl) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.44 1H NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-CN) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.45 13C NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-CN) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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Figure 3.46 1H NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-t-amyl) (400 MHz, acetone-d6) 
 
Figure 3.47 13C NMR spectra of rotor 2(X = p-t-amyl) (100 MHz, acetone-d6) 
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3.4.4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF ROTATIONAL BARRIERS 
The rotational barriers of rotors 1 and 2 (Table 3.1) were determined via 
coalescence temperature analysis (Figure 3.48) and corroborated by NMR line-shape 
analysis of chemical exchange signals (Figure 3.49). The coalescence temperature and line-
shape analyses were carried out in accordance with literature precedence.16,80 Line-shape 
analysis was performed using the Bruker Topspin software. The rotational barrier for each 
rotor was obtained from the coalescence temperature analysis using Equations 3.3-3.4. The 
TS enthalpy (ΔH‡) and entropy (ΔS‡) for the unsubstituted phenol and anisole rotors were 
obtained from the Eyring plots (Figure 3.50) following Equation 3.5. The rotation barriers 
were determined by plugging the enthalpy and entropy along with a temperature into 
Equation 3.6. 
Due to the large difference in coalescence temperatures for the phenol and anisole 
rotors two different solvents with similar chemical properties but different melting/boiling 
temperatures were chosen. Dichloromethane-d2 (melting point = -95, boiling point = 40 
°C) was an appropriate choice as a solvent for the phenol rotors 1 which have an average 
coalescence temperature of -61 °C. Meanwhile, tetrachloroethane-d2 (melting point = -45, 
boiling point = 145 °C) was an appropriate choice as a solvent for the anisole rotors 2 which 
have an average coalescence temperature of 97 °C. 
∆𝐺‡ = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (
𝑘𝑐ℎ
𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑐




















 ................................................................ Equation 3.5 
∆𝐺‡ = ∆𝐻‡ − 𝑇∆𝑆‡ .......................................................................................... Equation 3.6 
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Table 3.1 Experimental rotational barrier (ΔG‡, kcal/mol) for rotors 1 and 2 via coalescence 
temperature and exchange line-shape analyses. 
 
Rotor coalescence temperature exchange line-shape analysis 
Isotope 
effect 





ΔG‡ab ΔH‡a ΔS‡a kH/kD 
1 H 10.89 -55 54.40 10.75 10.58 -5.68 x 10-4 
0.926e 
1 H 10.91 -55 52.26    
1c H 10.91 -55 52.27    
1d H 10.77 -57 56.71    
1d H 10.87 -55 58.04    
1 p-NO2 9.73 -67 202.12     
1 m-NO2 9.99 -62 196.26     
1 p-Cl 10.39 -60 97.15     
1 m-Cl 10.08 -65 111.99     
1 p-CN 9.96 -65 147.19     
1 p-t-amyl 10.91 -55 52.71     
2 H 20.77 113 12.89 20.14 20.16 6.19 x 10-5  
2 p-NO2 19.35 82 8.98     
2 m-NO2 19.58 86 8.98     
2 p-Cl 20.11 98 10.93     
2 m-Cl 20.15 95 8.18     
2 p-CN 20.36 103 11.47     
2 p-t-amyl 20.35 105 13.33     
a energy in kcal/mol. b at 298.15 K. c mixed with H2O. 
d mixed with D2O, no phenolic signal 
was observed in the 1H NMR spectra. e Average isotope effect. 
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Figure 3.48 Spectral regions of rotor 1 (A) and rotor 2 (B and C) in VT NMR experiment: 
A) ethene protons on rotor 1 coalesced at -55 oC (dichloromethane-d2); B) ethene protons 
on rotor 2 did not reach coalescence up to 117 oC; C) methoxy protons on rotor 2 coalesced 
at 113 oC (tetrachloroethane-d2).  
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Figure 3.49 1H NMR exchange line-shape analysis for unsubstituted phenol rotor 1 in 
dichloromethane-d2 showing the overlaid experimental (blue lines) and simulated (green 





Figure 3.50 Eyring plots for rotors 1 and 2 
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3.4.5 INTERMOLECULAR HYDROGEN BOND ASSOCIATION MEASUREMENTS 
The intermolecular hydrogen bond strength between N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) 
and substituted phenols (X = H, p-NO2, m-NO2, p-Cl, m-Cl, p-CN, p-t-amyl) were 
measured (Figure 3.51) in dichloromethane-d2 to gauge the strength of the intramolecular 
hydrogen bond in phenol rotors 1. NMP was chosen due to its structural similarity to the 





Figure 3.51 Intermolecular hydrogen bond between N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and 
substituted phenols. 
 
The association constants for the hydrogen bonded complexes of NMP with 
(substituted) phenols in dichloromethane-d2 were measured via 
1H NMR titration 
experiments. The change in chemical shift (Δδ) of phenolic proton was monitored as NMP 
guest was gradually added into the (substituted) phenol host solution (20 mmol/L) in 
dichloromethane-d2. Subsequent addition of NMP continued until the phenol protons 
chemical shift remained constant.98 The association constants (Ka) were obtained through 
fitting the experimental binding isotherm using Equations 3.6-3.10. An example of the 
fitted and experimental isotherms for the host-guest complex of m-nitrophenol and NMP 
is shown in Figure 3.52. The Gibbs free association energies (ΔGKa) of the hydrogen 
bonded host-guest complexes were then calculated from the measured association 
constants (ΔGKa = -R×T×lnKa) and tabulated in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.52 Experimentally measured and fitted isotherms (in dichloromethane-d2 ) of 
NMP (guest) binding of m-nitrophenol (host) based on chemical shift change (Δδ) of the 
phenolic proton as NMP guest was gradually added.
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Table 3.2 Gibbs free association energy (ΔGKa, kcal/mol)a for the hydrogen bonded host-
guest complexes of N-methyl pyrrolidone and (substituted) phenols in dichloromethane-d2 
 
Guest Substituent on phenol host ΔGKa (kcal/mol) 
NMP p-NO2 -3.40 
NMP m-NO2 -3.09 
NMP p-Cl -2.05 
NMP m-Cl -2.71 
NMP p-CN -2.97 
NMP p-t-Amyl -2.15 
NMP H -1.49 























 ................................................................................... Equation 3.9 
𝑏 = [𝐺]𝑖 ∙ (
𝐾𝑎
1000
) − [𝐻]𝑖 ∙ (
𝐾𝑎
1000
) + 1 ............................................................. Equation 3.10 
 
3.4.6 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURES 
3.4.6.1 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION FOR PHENOL ROTOR 1(X = H), C15H13NO3 
X-ray intensity data from a colorless needle were collected at 100(2) K using a 
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector 
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo K radiation,  = 0.71073 Å). The raw area 
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker 
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.99,100 Final unit cell parameters were determined 
by least-squares refinement of 9106 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was 
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solved with SHELXT.101,102 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix 




Figure 3.53 Crystal structure of rotor 1(X = H) 
 
The compound crystallizes in the space group P21/n of the monoclinic system. The 
asymmetric unit consists of one C15H13NO3 molecule, which is disordered. The -C6H4OH 
substituent is disordered over two orientations via a 180° rotation about the N1-C10 bond. 
Only the hydroxyl group atoms are affected; all other atoms are exactly superimposed. The 
major component occupancy fraction (atom label suffixes A) refined to 0.685(3). All non-
hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms 
bonded to carbon were located in Fourier difference maps before being placed in 
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and 
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) = 
1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.99 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) 
for methylene hydrogens. Hydroxyl hydrogen atoms were located in difference maps. They 
were refined isotropically with a similar distance restrains (SHELX SADI). The largest 
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residual electron density peak in the final difference map is 0.39 e-/Å3, located 0.75 Å from 
C5. 
3.4.6.2 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION FOR PHENOL ROTOR 1(X = P-CL), C15H12CLNO3 
X-ray intensity data from a colorless needle were collected at 100(2) K using a 
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector 
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area 
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker 
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.99,100 Final unit cell parameters were determined 
by least-squares refinement of 9958 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was 
solved with SHELXT.101,104 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix 
least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-2017101,104 using 
OLEX2.103 
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic 
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space group P21/c, which was verified 
by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of two crystallographically independent 
but chemically identical molecules. The molecules were numbered identically except for 
label suffixes A or B. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement 
parameters. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon were located in Fourier difference maps 
before being placed in geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with 
d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å 
and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.99 Å and Uiso(H) = 
1.2Ueq(C) for methylene hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) 
for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the 
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orientation of maximum observed electron density. The two independent hydroxy 
hydrogen atoms were located in difference Fourier maps and refined freely. The largest 




Figure 3.54 Crystal structure of rotor 1(X = p-Cl) 
 
3.4.6.3 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION FOR PHENOL ROTOR 1(X = M-CL), C15H12CLNO3 
X-ray intensity data from a colorless plate were collected at 100(2) K using a 
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector 
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo K radiation,  = 0.71073 Å). The raw area 
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker 
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.99,100 Final unit cell parameters were determined 
by least-squares refinement of 9909 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was 
solved with SHELXT.102,104 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix 
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Figure 3.55 Crystal structure of rotor 1(X = m-Cl) 
 
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic 
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space groups Ia and I2/a. A 
reasonable solution and refinement was obtained in I2/a. The refinement was hampered by 
whole-molecule disorder present in the crystal. This was suggested by the appearance of 
diffuse streaking between Bragg peaks in the area detector diffraction pattern images of 
several surveyed crystals, both at low and at room temperature. Initial structure solutions 
returned a pattern of electron density consistent with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. 
A single molecule model refined poorly, giving high R-values and a pattern of residual 
electron density eventually seen to correspond to another complete molecule in a different 
orientation, but partially overlapped with the main molecule. The two disorder components 
are related by an apparent non--crystallographic mirror plane perpendicular to the b axis at 
y = 0.25. The whole-molecular disorder was also observed in the lower symmetry space 
groups Ia and I2. Examination of the diffraction pattern for an alternative unit cell or for 
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twinning was fruitless. The disordered asymmetric unit in I2/a consists of one 
C15H12ClNO3 molecule, with disorder population fractions of 0.879(2) (no atom label 
suffix) and 0.121(2) (atom label suffixes B). A further structural complication is that the -
C6H3ClOH substituent of each disorder component is itself disordered over two 
conformations within each component. This is manifested only in the position of the -OH 
group. For stability, -OH group occupancies were fixed at values providing the most 
reasonable displacement parameter values, and are: main whole-molecule component, 
O3A/O3C = 50/50 (0.44/0.44), minor component O3B/O3D = 60/40 (0.07/0.05). A total 
of 64 restraints were used in the disorder modeling. The geometry of the minor component 
was restrained to be similar to that of the major using SHELX SAME instructions. The two 
N1-C10 distances and all C-O(hydroxyl) distances between components were further 
restrained to be similar to those of the same type. All non-hydrogen atoms of the major 
disorder component were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Those of the 
minor were refined isotropically except when they were nearly superimposed with an atom 
from the major component, in which case both atoms were refined with equal anisotropic 
displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon placed in geometrically 
idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 
1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for 
aromatic hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.99 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methylene 
hydrogen atoms. Hydroxyl hydrogen atoms could not be reliably located and were not 
calculated. The largest residual electron density peak in the final difference map is 0.35 e-
/Å3, located 0.91 Å from O3B. 
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3.4.6.4 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION FOR ANISOLE ROTOR 2(X = P-NO2), C16H14N2O5 
X-ray intensity data from a colorless block were collected at 100(2) K using a 
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector 
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo K radiation,  = 0.71073 Å). The raw area 
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker 
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.99,100 Final unit cell parameters were determined 
by least-squares refinement of 9963 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was 
solved with SHELXT.101,104 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix 




Figure 3.56 Crystal structure of rotor 2(X = p-NO2) 
 
The compound crystallizes in the triclinic system. The space group P-1 (No. 2) was 
confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All non-
hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms 
bonded to carbon were located in difference Fourier maps before being placed in 
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and 
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Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) = 
1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) 
for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the 
orientation of maximum observed electron density. The largest residual electron density 
peak in the final difference map is 0.38 e-/Å3, located 0.62 Å from C14. 
3.4.6.5 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION FOR ANISOLE ROTOR 2(X = M-CL), 
C16H14CLNO3 
X-ray intensity data from a colorless block were collected at 100(2) K using a 
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector 
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area 
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker 
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.99,100 Final unit cell parameters were determined 
by least-squares refinement of 9800 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was 
solved with SHELXT.101,104 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix 
least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-2017101,104 using 
OLEX2.103 
The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. The pattern of systematic 
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space group P212121, which was 
confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All non-
hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms 
bonded to carbon were located in Fourier difference maps before being placed in 
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and 
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) = 
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1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.99 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for 
methylene hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) for methyl 
hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the orientation 
of maximum observed electron density. The largest residual electron density peak in the 
final difference map is 0.26 e-/Å3, located 0.68 Å from C13. The absolute structure (Flack) 
parameter after the final refinement cycle was 0.013(13), indicating the correct absolute 
structure and the absence of racemic twinning. 
 
Figure 3.57 Crystal structure of rotor 2(X = m-Cl) 
 
3.4.6.6 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION FOR ANISOLE ROTOR 2(X = P-CN), C17H14N2O3 
X-ray intensity data from a colorless rectangular plate were collected at 100(2) K 
using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area 
detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw 
area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the 
Bruker APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.99,100 Final unit cell parameters were 
determined by least-squares refinement of 9963 reflections taken from the data set. The 
structure was solved with SHELXT.101,104 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and 
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full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-2017101,104 
using OLEX2.103 
The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. The pattern of systematic 
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space groups Pna21 and Pnma. 
Intensity statistics suggested an acentric structure. Pna21 was assigned by SHELXT and 
was confirmed by structure refinement and with ADDSYM.105–108 The asymmetric unit 
consists of one molecule. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic 
displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms were located in Fourier difference maps before 
being placed in geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-
H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and 
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 
1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid 
group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Though lacking any atoms 
heavier then oxygen, the final absolute structure (Flack) parameter of 0.11(14) suggests the 
correct absolute structure has been established. This was aided by the high-quality, 
relatively high resolution data (dmax = 0.71 Å). The largest residual electron density peak 
in the final difference map is 0.28 e-/Å3, located 0.70 Å from C11.
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Figure 3.58 Crystal structure of rotor 2(X = p-CN) 
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Table 3.3 Crystal data and structure refinement for 1(X = H) 
 
Empirical formula  C15H13NO13  
Formula weight  255.26  
Temperature/K  100(2)  
Crystal system  monoclinic  
Space group  P21/n  
a/Å  10.7032(5)  
b/Å  6.6627(3)  
c/Å  16.9382(8)  
α/°  90  
β/°  92.303(2)  
γ/°  90  
Volume/Å3  1206.92(10)  
Z  4  
ρcalcg/cm
3  1.405  
μ/mm-1  0.099  
F(000)  536.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.52 × 0.26 × 0.2  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data collection/°  4.422 to 60.36  
Index ranges  -15 ≤ h ≤ 15, -9 ≤ k ≤ 9, -23 ≤ l ≤ 23  
Reflections collected  56388  
Independent reflections  3575 [Rint = 0.0454, Rsigma = 0.0223]  
Data/restraints/parameters  3575/1/191  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.046  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0401, wR2 = 0.0967  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.0525, wR2 = 0.1027  
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3  0.39/-0.21  
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Table 3.4 Crystal data and structure refinement for 1(X = p-Cl) 
 
Empirical formula  C15H12ClNO3  
Formula weight  289.71  
Temperature/K  100(2)  
Crystal system  monoclinic  
Space group  P21/c  
a/Å  21.3570(9)  
b/Å  6.8190(3)  
c/Å  20.0691(8)  
α/°  90  
β/°  115.0080(10)  
γ/°  90  
Volume/Å3  2648.72(19)  
Z  8  
ρcalcg/cm
3  1.453  
μ/mm-1  0.295  
F(000)  1200.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.6 × 0.14 × 0.08  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data collection/°  4.48 to 60.106  
Index ranges  -30 ≤ h ≤ 29, -9 ≤ k ≤ 9, -28 ≤ l ≤ 28  
Reflections collected  61497  
Independent reflections  7769 [Rint = 0.0490, Rsigma = 0.0344]  
Data/restraints/parameters  7769/0/370  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.017  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0426, wR2 = 0.0909  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.0669, wR2 = 0.1019  
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3  0.42/-0.47  
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Table 3.5 Crystal data and structure refinement for 1(X = m-Cl). 
 
Empirical formula  C15H12ClNO3  
Formula weight  289.71  
Temperature/K  100(2)  
Crystal system  monoclinic  
Space group  I2/a  
a/Å  17.4699(12)  
b/Å  6.8917(5)  
c/Å  22.137(2)  
α/°  90  
β/°  103.5700(16)  
γ/°  90  
Volume/Å3  2590.8(3)  
Z  8  
ρcalcg/cm
3  1.485  
μ/mm-1  0.301  
F(000)  1200.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.28 × 0.22 × 0.06  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data collection/°  4.798 to 55.446  
Index ranges  -22 ≤ h ≤ 22, -9 ≤ k ≤ 9, -28 ≤ l ≤ 28  
Reflections collected  49286  
Independent reflections  3036 [Rint = 0.0385, Rsigma = 0.0153]  
Data/restraints/parameters  3036/64/272  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.301  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0524, wR2 = 0.1264  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.0557, wR2 = 0.1277  
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3  0.35/-0.29  
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Table 3.6 Crystal data and structure refinement for 2(X = p-NO2). 
 
Empirical formula  C16H14N2O5  
Formula weight  314.29  
Temperature/K  100(2)  
Crystal system  triclinic  
Space group  P-1  
a/Å  7.7842(5)  
b/Å  9.7899(6)  
c/Å  10.0423(6)  
α/°  81.677(2)  
β/°  82.193(2)  
γ/°  67.584(2)  
Volume/Å3  697.29(8)  
Z  2  
ρcalcg/cm
3  1.497  
μ/mm-1  0.113  
F(000)  328.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.54 × 0.44 × 0.36  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data collection/°  4.524 to 60.384  
Index ranges  -11 ≤ h ≤ 11, -13 ≤ k ≤ 13, -14 ≤ l ≤ 14  
Reflections collected  31746  
Independent reflections  4121 [Rint = 0.0480, Rsigma = 0.0333]  
Data/restraints/parameters  4121/0/210  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.029  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0440, wR2 = 0.1003  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.0645, wR2 = 0.1111  
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3  0.38/-0.31  
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Table 3.7 Crystal data and structure refinement for 2(X = p-Cl). 
 
Empirical formula  C16H14ClNO3  
Formula weight  303.73  
Temperature/K  100(2)  
Crystal system  orthorhombic  
Space group  P212121  
a/Å  9.8726(5)  
b/Å  10.9075(5)  
c/Å  12.7229(6)  
α/°  90  
β/°  90  
γ/°  90  
Volume/Å3  1370.07(11)  
Z  4  
ρcalcg/cm
3  1.473  
μ/mm-1  0.288  
F(000)  632.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.48 × 0.42 × 0.3  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data collection/°  4.92 to 60.168  
Index ranges  -13 ≤ h ≤ 13, -15 ≤ k ≤ 15, -17 ≤ l ≤ 17  
Reflections collected  49019  
Independent reflections  4021 [Rint = 0.0391, Rsigma = 0.0199]  
Data/restraints/parameters  4021/0/192  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.029  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0272, wR2 = 0.0636  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.0309, wR2 = 0.0655  
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3  0.26/-0.20  
Flack parameter 0.013(13) 
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Table 3.8 Crystal data and structure refinement for 2(X = p-CN). 
 
Empirical formula  C17H14N2O3  
Formula weight  294.30  
Temperature/K  100(2)  
Crystal system  orthorhombic  
Space group  Pna21  
a/Å  25.6129(11)  
b/Å  7.2650(3)  
c/Å  7.5367(3)  
α/°  90  
β/°  90  
γ/°  90  
Volume/Å3  1402.41(10)  
Z  4  
ρcalcg/cm
3  1.394  
μ/mm-1  0.097  
F(000)  616.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.36 × 0.2 × 0.1  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data collection/°  5.828 to 60.164  
Index ranges  -36 ≤ h ≤ 36, -10 ≤ k ≤ 10, -10 ≤ l ≤ 10  
Reflections collected  73700  
Independent reflections  4118 [Rint = 0.0300, Rsigma = 0.0125]  
Data/restraints/parameters  4118/1/201  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.032  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0278, wR2 = 0.0735  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.0298, wR2 = 0.0748  
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3  0.28/-0.17  
Flack parameter 0.11(13) 
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3.4.7 ROTATIONAL BARRIER CALCULATIONS 
Following instructions from a benchmark study on determining the accurate level 
of theory for rotational barriers, we optimized the ground state and transition state for our 
rotors using a triple zeta basis set (def2-TZVP) with multiple density functionals and 
corrected for thermodynamic contributions. Geometries the ground (GS) and transition 
(TS) states were optimized at B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level of theory using Turbomole 
suite of programs (version 6.5).109–111 The m4 grid was used; convergence criteria were 10-
8 Hartree and 10-5 atomic units as the maximum norm of the cartesian gradient.112 
Vibrational analysis was also carried out at B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level with a 
vibrational scaling factor of 0.965 and the experimentally determined coalescence 
temperatures. Single-point calculations were carried out on the B3LYP-D3(BJ)-optimized 
geometries at B2GP-PLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level of theory (using ultrafine grid) using 
Gaussian 09 package (Figure 3.59 and Table 3.9 and 3.10).113–115 The XYZ coordinates for 
the ground and transition state structures of 1 and 2 are in Tables 3.13-3.15. 
To eliminate error in GS energy, the calculated GS energies for the syn- and anti- 
conformers were averaged. Systematic errors imposed by the averaging should be 
cancelled out in the difference of the rotational barriers because both the phenol and anisole 
rotors have the ground states averaged. The hydrogen bond stability in the GS and TS 
phenol rotors was assessed by comparing the calculated energies for the hydrogen bonding 
(HB) versus non-hydrogen-bonding (nHB) configurations (Figure 3.60). The non-
hydrogen bonding configuration was constructed by freezing the C(6)-C(1)-O-H dihedral 
angle to 0 (with C(2) being the connection point to the imide moiety) and then re-
optimizing the GS structures at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level within this constraint.
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Table 3.9 Calculated (ΔG‡ calc., kcal/mol)a and experimental (ΔG‡ exp., kcal/mol)b 
rotational barrier energies for rotors 1 and 2 as well as the error (kcal/mol)c for the 
calculations reported as the difference between the calculated and experimental values. 
 




(kcal/mol) Temperature (°C) 
Error 
(kcal/mol) 
1 H 10.08 10.89 -55 -0.82 
1 m-Cl 9.54 10.08 -65 -0.53 
1 m-NO2 9.51 9.99 -62 -0.49 
1 p-Cl 9.84 10.39 -60 -0.54 
1 p-CN 9.15 9.96 -65 -0.81 
1 p-NO2 8.99 9.73 -67 -0.75 
1 p-t-Amyl 10.13 10.91 -55 -0.78 
2 H 20.13 20.77 113 -0.64 
2 m-Cl 19.60 20.15 95 -0.55 
2 m-NO2 18.83 19.58 86 -0.75 
2 p-Cl 19.60 20.11 98 -0.51 
2 p-CN 19.41 20.36 103 -0.94 
2 p-NO2 19.17 19.35 82 -0.19 
2 p-t-Amyl 19.70 20.35 105 -0.65 
aB2GP-PLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP; b. via coalescence temperature; c ΔG‡ calc.- ΔG‡ exp. 
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Figure 3.59 Correlation of the calculated (ΔG‡ calc.) and experimental (ΔG‡ exp.) rotational 
barriers for the phenol (left) and anisole (right) rotors. Structures were calculated at the 





























































Figure 3.60 Calculated rotational barriers for the unsubstituted phenol 1 and anisole 2 
rotors with (ΔG‡) and without (ΔE‡) thermodynamic corrections. 
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Table 3.10 Statistical values for the error of the calculated (B2GP-PLYP-D3(BJ)/def2-
TZVP) rotational barriers for the phenol and anisole rotors. 
 
Rotors average error standard error 
Phenol rotors 1 -0.67 0.14 
Anisole rotors 2 -0.60 0.22 
All rotors 1 and 2 -0.64 0.18 
 




Figure 3.61 Two configurations of the bimolecular complex of NMP and phenol (X=H) 
used for SAPT analysis: hydrogen bonding (HB, left) and non-hydrogen bonding (nHB, 
right). 
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3.4.8 SYMMETRY ADAPTED PERTURBATION THEORY CALCULATIONS 
The origins of the amplified catalyzing effect (ACE) of the transition state hydrogen 
bond in the phenol rotors 1 were investigated symmetry adapted perturbation theory 
(SAPT(CCSD)/cc-pVTZ). SAPT calculations can deconstruct interaction energy of an 
intermolecular complex into four fundamental energy terms: electrostatics (Eelst), 
exchange-repulsion (Eexch), induction/polarization (Eind) and London dispersion (Edisp). The 
SAPT calculations were carried out on a simple bimolecular complex comprised of NMP 
and phenol in two distinct configurations of the NMP-phenol complex, i.e., hydrogen 
bonding (HB) and non-hydrogen bonding (nHB) (Figure 3.61) using the Q-Chem84 
software package.  
To mimic the transition state in the rotors, the NMP amide (-NCH3-CO-CH2-) motif 
and phenol were kept coplanar to each other by a dihedral constraint of 0° between the 
residing planes. The ∠OHO was locked at 180° for the configuration with a hydrogen bond 
(Figure 3.61, left). The O-to-O distances (D) was systematically altered from 3.00 to 2.00 
Å (over 11 steps of 0.1 Å intervals) to generate a potential energy profile using the M06-
2X/6-31G* level of theory. The complex without a hydrogen bond (Figure 3.61, right) was 
made by freezing all the atoms in the complex with a hydrogen bond at each discrete D 
except the phenolic hydrogen, which had a dihedral angle constrained to 0o with the carbon 
ortho to the hydroxyl group. The geometry of the complex without a hydrogen bond was 
then optimized at the M06-2X/6-31G* level of theory for each discrete D with constraints 
on all the frozen atoms except the phenolic hydrogen. 
The component terms (Eelst, Eexch, Eind, and Edisp) for the NMP-phenol HB and nHB 
configurations (Figure 3.61) at 11 discrete O-to-O distances (D) between 2.0 and 3.0 Å 
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were obtained and tabulated in Table 3.11. The ACE’s were characterized as the difference 
(ΔE = 𝐸𝐇𝐁 -𝐸𝐧𝐇𝐁) in the calculated total and component energy terms between the NMP-
phenol HB and nHB configurations. The XYZ coordinates of the NMP-phenol complex in 
both configurations at 11 different O-to-O distances are listed in Table 3.16-3.23. 
 
Table 3.11 SAPT total (Etotal, kcal/mol) and component energies (Eelst, Eexch, Eind, and Edisp, 
kcal/mol) for the NMP-phenol complex in two configurations (Figure 3.61) at 11 different 
O-to-O distances (D) as well as the differences in energy (ΔE = EHB - EnHB) between the 
two configurations. 







3.0 -8.75 4.42 -1.28 -3.19 -8.80 
2.9 -10.05 6.51 -1.56 -3.78 -8.87 
2.8 -11.68 9.55 -1.93 -4.50 -8.56 
2.7 -13.73 13.94 -2.47 -5.39 -7.65 
2.6 -16.33 20.24 -3.26 -6.52 -5.87 
2.5 -19.65 29.17 -4.51 -7.94 -2.93 
2.4 -23.90 41.73 -6.58 -9.82 1.43 
2.3 -29.29 59.18 -10.16 -12.08 7.65 
2.2 -35.99 83.08 -16.47 -15.09 15.54 
2.1 -43.94 115.26 -27.60 -18.97 24.75 
2.0 -52.44 157.62 -47.13 -24.00 34.04 







3.0 1.95 1.64 -0.58 -2.30 0.72 
2.9 1.99 2.36 -0.66 -2.66 1.04 
2.8 1.98 3.41 -0.76 -3.09 1.54 
2.7 1.86 4.93 -0.88 -3.59 2.31 
2.6 1.58 7.14 -1.03 -4.20 3.48 
2.5 1.04 10.35 -1.23 -4.94 5.22 
2.4 -0.12 14.98 -1.50 -5.85 7.51 
2.3 -1.40 22.29 -1.89 -6.96 12.05 
2.2 -3.80 31.01 -2.51 -8.33 16.37 
2.1 -7.51 44.22 -3.55 -10.06 23.11 
2.0 -13.11 62.63 -5.36 -12.23 31.93 
ΔE = 𝐸𝐇𝐁- 𝐸𝐧𝐇𝐁 
D (Å) Δ𝐸elst Δ𝐸exch Δ𝐸ind Δ𝐸disp Δ𝐸total 
3.0 -10.70 2.77 -0.70 -0.89 -9.51 
2.9 -12.04 4.14 -0.89 -1.11 -9.91 
2.8 -13.65 6.14 -1.17 -1.41 -10.10 
2.7 -15.58 9.01 -1.58 -1.80 -9.96 
2.6 -17.91 13.09 -2.23 -2.31 -9.35 
2.5 -20.70 18.82 -3.28 -3.00 -8.15 
2.4 -23.78 26.75 -5.09 -3.97 -6.09 
2.3 -27.89 36.88 -8.28 -5.12 -4.41 
2.2 -32.19 52.07 -13.96 -6.75 -0.83 
2.1 -36.43 71.04 -24.05 -8.92 1.63 




Figure 3.62 SAPT energies for the NMP-phenol complex between 2.0 and 3.0 Å in the 






































































Δ𝐸 = 𝐸𝐇𝐁- 𝐸𝐧𝐇𝐁(C)
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The relative insensitivity of the ACE’s in substituted phenol rotors against 
electrostatic alterations was examined via a series of similar SAPT calculations on 
bimolecular complexes comprised of NMP and substituted phenols (X = H, p-NO2, m-NO2, 
p-CN, p-Cl, and m-Cl). In this study, the O-to-O distance (D) at 2.5 Å is the only distance 
used to mimic the TS of the phenol and control rotors. The geometric constraints described 
previously for the unsubstituted phenol were applied on the NMP-substituted phenol 
complexes in the configurations with and without (Figure 3.61) hydrogen bond. The 
geometric optimizations and SAPT calculations were carried out at the same levels of 
theory as described above. The component terms (Eelst, Eexch, Eind, and Edisp) for the six 
bimolecular complexes of NMP and substituted phenols with and without hydrogen bond 
were obtained and tabulated in Table 3.12.  
The hydrogen bond ACE’s were characterized similarly as above. The ACE for 
each hydrogen bond was based on the difference (Δ𝐸 = EHB - EnHB) in the calculated total 
(ΔEtotal) and component energy terms (ΔEelst, ΔEexch, ΔEind, and ΔEdisp) between the 
configurations of with and without hydrogen bond for the six bimolecular complexes (X = 
H, p-NO2, m-NO2, p-CN, p-Cl, and m-Cl). These energy differences were plotted against 
the measured association energies (ΔGKa) to explore the origins of the relatively constant 
ACE’s observed in substituted phenol rotors (Figure 3.63). The electrostatic term (ΔEelst) 
of the hydrogen bond ACE was relatively constant despite the presence of EWG 
substituents, resulting a flat trend line in the correlation plot against the measured 
association energy (Figure 3.63A). However, moderate changes were observed in the 
exchange (ΔEexch) and induction (ΔEind) terms as well as the total energy (ΔEtotal) of the 
hydrogen bond ACE’s upon introducing EWG substituents. Nevertheless, these changes 
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were significantly less in comparison to the observed changes in association energy for the 
host-guest complex of NMP and substituted phenols in solution. 
 
Table 3.12 SAPT total (Etotal, kcal/mol) and component energies (Eelst, Eexch, Eind, and Edisp, 
kcal/mol) for the NMP-phenol complex in two configurations (Figure 3.61) at 2.5 Å as 
well as the differences in energy (EΔ = EHB - EnHB) between the two configurations. 
EHB for the configuration with hydrogen bond 
Fundamental energy H p-NO2 m-NO2 p-Cl m-Cl p-CN 
𝐸elst
𝐇𝐁  -19.65 -21.72 -21.32 -20.43 -20.32 -21.31 
𝐸exch
𝐇𝐁  29.17 28.54 28.68 28.93 28.89 28.69 
𝐸indu
𝐇𝐁  -4.51 -5.13 -5.02 -4.73 -4.71 -5.01 
𝐸dips
𝐇𝐁  -7.94 -7.84 -7.85 -7.91 -7.91 -7.87 
𝐸total
𝐇𝐁  -2.93 -6.16 -5.51 -4.15 -4.05 -5.49 
EnHB for the configuration without hydrogen bond 
 H p-NO2 m-NO2 p-Cl m-Cl p-CN 
𝐸elst
𝐧𝐇𝐁 1.04 -1.02 -0.65 0.26 0.36 -0.61 
𝐸exch
𝐧𝐇𝐁  10.35 10.17 10.23 10.25 10.31 10.21 
𝐸indu
𝐧𝐇𝐁  -1.23 -1.23 -1.26 -1.23 -1.23 -1.23 
𝐸disp
𝐧𝐇𝐁 -4.94 -4.91 -4.90 -4.94 -4.95 -4.92 
𝐸total
𝐧𝐇𝐁  5.22 3.00 3.42 4.33 4.49 3.44 
Δ𝐸 = EHB - EnHB 
 H p-NO2 m-NO2 p-Cl m-Cl p-CN 
ΔEelst. -20.70 -20.70 -20.67 -20.69 -20.68 -20.69 
ΔEexch. 18.82 18.38 18.44 18.68 18.58 18.48 
ΔEind. -3.28 -3.90 -3.76 -3.50 -3.49 -3.77 
ΔEdisp. -3.00 -2.93 -2.94 -2.97 -2.96 -2.95 




Figure 3.63 Correlations of the calculated hydrogen bond ACE total (ΔEtotal, kcal/mol) and 
component energy terms (ΔEelst, ΔEexch, ΔEind, and ΔEdisp kcal/mol) with the experimentally 
measured association energies (ΔGKa, kcal/mol) in the bimolecular complexes of NMP and 
substituted phenols. The calculated total and component terms were tabulated in Table 
3.12, and the experimentally measured association energies were tabulated in Table 3.2.
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H       0.694200   -2.215100    3.956500 
C       0.510500   -1.160600    3.739700 
C       1.423500   -0.591800    2.630900 
C       0.721900    0.723600    2.350200 
C      -0.585300    0.534700    2.534200 
C      -0.788700   -0.913000    2.941700 
H       0.555000   -0.577900    4.659300 
H       2.491300   -0.543500    2.822700 
H       1.204600    1.598500    1.941900 
H      -1.384000    1.226000    2.308800 
H      -1.734400   -1.157400    3.416200 
C      -0.473900   -1.788500    1.674800 
H      -0.750600   -2.827400    1.853100 
C       1.037400   -1.571800    1.463800 
H       1.628200   -2.485200    1.527000 
C       1.171100   -0.996100    0.071000 
C      -1.130200   -1.314000    0.396600 
N      -0.116900   -0.887700   -0.471200 
O       2.184300   -0.683700   -0.499000 
O      -2.307600   -1.290200    0.143700 
C      -0.372500   -0.331700   -1.754700 
C      -0.847100    0.749000   -4.259500 
C      -0.846800   -1.133200   -2.778200 
C      -0.145800    1.035000   -1.970100 
C      -0.375600    1.566600   -3.237600 
C      -1.091800   -0.597900   -4.037100 
H      -1.022500   -2.181400   -2.577500 
H      -0.197300    2.613600   -3.431600 
H      -1.464000   -1.228800   -4.832600 
H      -1.024900    1.178500   -5.237100 
O       0.273800    1.750700   -0.900300 
C       0.619800    3.111900   -1.090500 
H       1.424100    3.215800   -1.823700 
H       0.963900    3.470300   -0.123300 
H      -0.244100    3.702700   -1.408200 
H       0.545500   -1.695200    4.203500 
C       1.051000   -0.775300    3.901800 
C       1.918500   -0.937800    2.633700 
C       2.195900    0.518900    2.308500 
C       1.125200    1.227000    2.672300 
C       0.107300    0.259900    3.250000 
H       1.609100   -0.364300    4.742400 
H       2.779900   -1.596700    2.684600 
H       3.064700    0.872300    1.772300 
H       0.939800    2.275700    2.491200 
H      -0.679100    0.691400    3.861800 
C      -0.427300   -0.606800    2.053500 
H      -1.272600   -1.216000    2.372000 
C       0.809200   -1.425000    1.632900 
H       0.674200   -2.503300    1.711400 
C       1.055700   -1.065200    0.184200 
C      -0.821800    0.184700    0.826200 
N       0.069500   -0.150100   -0.201400 
O       1.940600   -1.466100   -0.528200 
O      -1.715900    0.984400    0.726700 
C      -0.008800    0.415100   -1.502600 
C      -0.193700    1.528800   -4.029000 
C       0.971300    1.283300   -1.949800 
C      -1.091900    0.078200   -2.326000 
C      -1.182700    0.653200   -3.592000 
C       0.887500    1.843600   -3.219000 
H       1.798500    1.514500   -1.292800 
H      -2.012400    0.417900   -4.241500 
H       1.656100    2.520600   -3.565700 
H      -0.275800    1.963900   -5.016800 
O      -1.976400   -0.812100   -1.817500 
C      -3.154000   -1.091900   -2.556600 
H      -3.734200   -0.181900   -2.730500 
H      -3.733000   -1.779600   -1.945300 
H      -2.920200   -1.566000   -3.514200 
H       4.600500    0.452000    0.194900 
C       3.963200   -0.433100    0.248200 
C       2.821000   -0.308600    1.281300 
C       1.971900   -1.501100    0.889300 
C       2.080400   -1.660500   -0.431000 
C       2.999400   -0.572900   -0.950300 
H       4.572200   -1.323200    0.401500 
H       3.086200   -0.222800    2.330900 
H       1.311500   -2.033100    1.558900 
H       1.525400   -2.347500   -1.053400 
H       3.425200   -0.723400   -1.937800 
C       2.230700    0.801100   -0.801500 
H       2.769900    1.590800   -1.321300 
C       2.125600    0.986600    0.705600 
H       2.626800    1.873200    1.088400 
C       0.651000    1.108800    0.995000 
C       0.809700    0.762600   -1.290700 
N      -0.076100    0.685500   -0.178500 
O       0.216400    1.555800    2.016300 
O       0.504900    0.799300   -2.457600 
C      -1.445900    0.231300   -0.324000 
C      -4.065200   -0.742100   -0.810600 
C      -1.824400   -0.328800   -1.550800 
C      -2.428100    0.233800    0.702300 
C      -3.717800   -0.229500    0.427500 
C      -3.102300   -0.806600   -1.799500 
H      -1.108300   -0.369500   -2.348000 
H      -4.457000   -0.203000    1.212800 
H      -3.329300   -1.217700   -2.773900 
H      -5.073800   -1.093500   -0.985500 
O      -2.092100    0.648300    1.938100 
C      -3.069400    0.731900    2.955400 
H      -3.886100    1.403700    2.674700 
H      -2.549100    1.136700    3.820200 
H      -3.479700   -0.251900    3.204000 
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Table 3.14 XYZ coordinates for the GS and TS structure of phenol rotor 1 with hydrogen 
bond 
   
H      -0.044600   -3.904900   -1.875500 
C       0.276700   -3.667100   -0.859200 
C       1.335700   -2.544800   -0.794100 
C       1.318100   -2.239200    0.692900 
C       0.072800   -2.431100    1.131100 
C      -0.770900   -2.868800   -0.052200 
H       0.596400   -4.574200   -0.348100 
H       2.306700   -2.729900   -1.242900 
H       2.147400   -1.823800    1.246500 
H      -0.317000   -2.206300    2.113100 
H      -1.717200   -3.350000    0.175200 
C      -0.912000   -1.618700   -0.996400 
H      -1.637900   -1.816300   -1.784600 
C       0.522900   -1.397900   -1.503300 
H       0.631300   -1.466600   -2.585300 
C       0.889100   -0.008500   -1.054400 
C      -1.286500   -0.338100   -0.289700 
N      -0.187800    0.554200   -0.387700 
O       1.968200    0.533000   -1.209000 
O      -2.318300   -0.094500    0.273900 
C      -0.206500    1.860100    0.195800 
C      -0.396800    4.345000    1.429200 
C      -1.319400    2.670500   -0.019500 
C       0.839700    2.310400    1.015100 
C       0.723900    3.556800    1.629000 
C      -1.419600    3.908500    0.592500 
H      -2.115700    2.310300   -0.653800 
H       1.540600    3.884400    2.258100 
H      -2.291700    4.524600    0.421100 
H      -0.467400    5.308300    1.917700 
O       1.951300    1.573900    1.269800 
H       2.230900    1.149400    0.434400 
H      -0.397300   -5.329400   -0.583000 
C      -0.112200   -5.066600    0.437700 
C       0.910000   -3.910700    0.513700 
C       0.842100   -3.585000    1.994400 
C      -0.408200   -3.810200    2.402200 
C      -1.205700   -4.288700    1.202700 
H       0.220900   -5.955500    0.971900 
H       1.898700   -4.073000    0.095700 
H       1.647600   -3.143500    2.563200 
H      -0.829800   -3.592900    3.372800 
H      -2.143000   -4.795000    1.411600 
C      -1.357500   -3.057100    0.234700 
H      -2.056700   -3.286800   -0.568200 
C       0.082600   -2.803900   -0.240100 
H       0.221200   -2.896700   -1.316600 
C       0.391300   -1.390800    0.177500 
C      -1.784700   -1.777400    0.912800 
N      -0.698000   -0.868500    0.857600 
O       1.424100   -0.786800   -0.044000 
O      -2.844600   -1.549100    1.429000 
C      -0.730900    0.411600    1.495500 
C      -0.969200    2.882300    2.747700 
C      -1.219600    0.497000    2.797800 
C      -0.324500    1.572800    0.822000 
C      -0.457900    2.803600    1.463400 
C      -1.340700    1.725000    3.425700 
H      -1.524100   -0.406600    3.304100 
H      -0.142500    3.687300    0.925200 
H      -1.727000    1.777800    4.434500 
H      -1.066600    3.848200    3.226600 
O       0.162700    1.560600   -0.444600 
H       0.770600    0.799100   -0.528000 
H       0.007800   -3.963800   -1.850000 
C       0.350800   -3.681100   -0.852500 
C       1.356700   -2.509000   -0.854600 
C       1.375300   -2.164000    0.622400 
C       0.154800   -2.399200    1.108300 
C      -0.705600   -2.907300   -0.032900 
H       0.730000   -4.556600   -0.327200 
H       2.319100   -2.657300   -1.334200 
H       2.207500   -1.704500    1.135700 
H      -0.210900   -2.170000    2.098600 
H      -1.623100   -3.420100    0.238200 
C      -0.930000   -1.695500   -1.016100 
H      -1.677200   -1.951000   -1.765900 
C       0.458300   -1.426100   -1.568700 
H       0.546300   -1.516400   -2.650400 
C       0.769400   -0.013100   -1.176100 
C      -1.342500   -0.416200   -0.342500 
N      -0.267500    0.541700   -0.420100 
O       1.816400    0.515700   -1.505500 
O      -2.417800   -0.263300    0.171800 
C      -0.305400    1.858900    0.232400 
C      -0.603100    4.328000    1.595700 
C      -1.459700    2.181400    0.967800 
C       0.731400    2.833900    0.199200 
C       0.540500    4.042500    0.885200 
C      -1.616000    3.380700    1.636600 
H      -2.260800    1.472000    1.012700 
H       1.357800    4.748500    0.825500 
H      -2.531600    3.562800    2.182600 
H      -0.701600    5.275900    2.109100 
O       1.921800    2.761000   -0.414400 
H       2.008900    1.911100   -0.910800 
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H       4.429200    0.836400   -0.484600 
C       3.968700   -0.014200    0.022500 
C       2.899200    0.393000    1.060200 
C       2.248800   -0.952200    1.323200 
C       2.290600   -1.652200    0.188800 
C       2.966700   -0.789700   -0.860800 
H       4.739500   -0.657700    0.445400 
H       3.220100    0.957800    1.930400 
H       1.727100   -1.212600    2.231700 
H       1.815400   -2.601400   -0.011100 
H       3.348900   -1.300200   -1.739700 
C       1.969800    0.379500   -1.194100 
H       2.323100    0.947300   -2.054600 
C       1.928300    1.191200    0.115800 
H       2.267700    2.221100    0.009100 
C       0.477300    1.194000    0.543000 
C       0.542400   -0.057200   -1.441700 
N      -0.246900    0.454800   -0.403600 
O      -0.003400    1.727900    1.508400 
O       0.128600   -0.727100   -2.353100 
C      -1.642000    0.207700   -0.290700 
C      -4.368600   -0.260000   -0.060700 
C      -2.528200    0.779300   -1.191900 
C      -2.119000   -0.620800    0.727600 
C      -3.488900   -0.839700    0.842800 
C      -3.892400    0.547300   -1.086600 
H      -2.132500    1.406900   -1.978900 
H      -3.861300   -1.473200    1.640400 
H      -4.575600    0.996000   -1.794500 
H      -5.430500   -0.443500    0.039500 
O      -1.211700   -1.187300    1.567200 
H      -1.671600   -1.733300    2.214300 
H      -0.888800   -4.359800   -0.791300 
C      -0.053600   -4.026300   -0.171700 
C       0.841800   -2.972900   -0.861600 
C       1.662400   -2.497800    0.324200 
C       0.883600   -2.557600    1.406000 
C      -0.475700   -3.072900    0.968500 
H       0.510200   -4.886600    0.187500 
H       1.395800   -3.273100   -1.745900 
H       2.656400   -2.080600    0.253600 
H       1.113100   -2.201600    2.400000 
H      -1.121200   -3.463800    1.749200 
C      -1.140000   -1.936200    0.110700 
H      -2.179200   -2.182000   -0.105800 
C      -0.239800   -1.867700   -1.138800 
H      -0.763500   -2.072000   -2.072100 
C       0.295800   -0.453500   -1.171300 
C      -1.080000   -0.555500    0.726400 
N      -0.251200    0.233800   -0.079200 
O       1.072200    0.019600   -1.959600 
O      -1.622700   -0.178600    1.733600 
C       0.044800    1.595000    0.199100 
C       0.628900    4.257000    0.712300 
C       0.824300    1.938500    1.293000 
C      -0.462000    2.588400   -0.641000 
C      -0.155300    3.921300   -0.383000 
C       1.117800    3.269100    1.558700 
H       1.195000    1.149000    1.932300 
H      -0.538800    4.693900   -1.040200 
H       1.724800    3.530800    2.414300 
H       0.856200    5.297800    0.903100 
O      -1.245500    2.196800   -1.680900 
H      -1.533200    2.970000   -2.178500 
H      -1.677100    4.947600   -6.177500 
C      -1.750500    3.914400   -5.831500 
C      -0.477400    3.411000   -5.116200 
C      -1.001600    2.128400   -4.498800 
C      -2.283000    2.325800   -4.182500 
C      -2.643300    3.743900   -4.582400 
H      -2.051900    3.266900   -6.653700 
H       0.440800    3.337600   -5.690400 
H      -0.394300    1.266100   -4.264800 
H      -2.933200    1.657100   -3.637500 
H      -3.700800    3.972500   -4.670800 
C      -1.871500    4.709200   -3.603600 
H      -2.219500    5.733100   -3.730800 
C      -0.413200    4.484600   -3.961700 
H       0.117200    5.373000   -4.301400 
C       0.229400    3.992700   -2.699700 
C      -1.983000    4.340500   -2.150200 
N      -0.708400    3.866600   -1.670600 
O       1.422200    3.748900   -2.654300 
O      -3.004300    4.441000   -1.524900 
C      -0.499600    3.326700   -0.318800 
C      -0.351300    2.308500    2.324100 
C      -1.615500    3.277000    0.535300 
C       0.731400    2.833900    0.199200 
C       0.759800    2.342200    1.512700 
C      -1.555800    2.782700    1.824500 
H      -2.557600    3.641300    0.179200 
H       1.720000    1.982500    1.856900 
H      -2.453900    2.775200    2.427000 
H      -0.277400    1.918200    3.331000 
O       1.921800    2.761000   -0.414400 
H       2.602000    2.368700    0.185400 
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Table 3.16 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex with a hydrogen bond at D = 2.0 Å 
(left), D = 2.1 Å (middle) and D = 2.2 (right) 
C       -2.925187      1.666576      0.664758 
H       -3.051441      1.676828     -0.425183 
C       -1.762255      2.574389      1.048332 
H       -1.646690      3.403127      0.345873 
C       -0.569087      1.649635      0.997023 
C       -2.470926      0.293722      1.117578 
N       -1.044427      0.346526      0.929937 
O        0.598166      2.000901      1.058326 
C        5.356258      0.070336      0.902502 
C        3.335517      1.967545      1.018898 
C        5.685838      1.431683      0.966394 
C        4.015045     -0.341775      0.896678 
C        3.000196      0.616124      0.955564 
C        4.664291      2.381321      1.024679 
H        6.720771      1.766301      0.971569 
H        3.746713     -1.394857      0.846888 
H        1.960334      0.297147      0.950486 
H        4.901141      3.441048      1.074424 
C       -0.208932     -0.810533      1.147248 
H       -0.248635     -1.079846      2.206450 
H        0.826404     -0.587101      0.875706 
H       -0.578668     -1.638996      0.537702 
H       -1.871113      2.952892      2.069240 
H       -3.872936      1.972689      1.116193 
H       -2.679500      0.130458      2.180374 
H       -2.909650     -0.510614      0.520836 
O        2.369896      2.928600      1.076906 
H        1.504867      2.475682      1.067835 
H        6.154011     -0.679807      0.856781 
C       -2.958647      1.683265      0.664756 
H       -3.084884      1.694877     -0.425173 
C       -1.787159      2.579992      1.048376 
H       -1.663825      3.407708      0.346034 
C       -0.602785      1.644014      0.996831 
C       -2.517341      0.306111      1.117330 
N       -1.090421      0.345464      0.929584 
O        0.567739      1.984227      1.058094 
C        5.396388      0.054364      0.902526 
C        3.393670      1.970563      1.019373 
C        5.738820      1.412527      0.966600 
C        4.051341     -0.345056      0.896745 
C        3.045592      0.622379      0.955859 
C        4.726295      2.371765      1.025111 
H        6.776868      1.737352      0.971744 
H        3.773067     -1.395548      0.846815 
H        2.002761      0.313242      0.950815 
H        4.973150      3.429199      1.075000 
C       -0.265878     -0.819470      1.146651 
H       -0.308041     -1.088559      2.205815 
H        0.771502     -0.605788      0.875061 
H       -0.643472     -1.644310      0.537008 
H       -1.892357      2.959349      2.069351 
H       -3.903426      1.998249      1.116313 
H       -2.727365      0.144662      2.180117 
H       -2.963691     -0.493953      0.520500 
O        2.437177      2.940688      1.077605 
H        1.567906      2.495965      1.068533 
H        6.187015     -0.703276      0.856627 
C       -2.992360      1.699382      0.664759 
H       -3.118572      1.712305     -0.425158 
C       -1.812702      2.585318      1.048415 
H       -1.681870      3.411976      0.346183 
C       -0.636928      1.638572      0.996638 
C       -2.563612      0.318190      1.117098 
N       -1.136407      0.344538      0.929241 
O        0.536658      1.968073      1.057856 
C        5.436904      0.038951      0.902545 
C        3.451777      1.973340      1.019832 
C        5.791729      1.393921      0.966789 
C        4.088265     -0.348169      0.896815 
C        3.091397      0.628401      0.956151 
C        4.788010      2.362357      1.025521 
H        6.832700      1.709252      0.971896 
H        3.800406     -1.396069      0.846755 
H        2.045787      0.328800      0.951146 
H        5.044515      3.417485      1.075544 
C       -0.322519     -0.827908      1.146073 
H       -0.367053     -1.096756      2.205201 
H        0.716747     -0.623668      0.874430 
H       -0.707678     -1.649176      0.536341 
H       -1.914350      2.965471      2.069453 
H       -3.934187      2.022914      1.116438 
H       -2.775017      0.158510      2.179878 
H       -3.017297     -0.477678      0.520187 
O        2.504187      2.952151      1.078283 
H        1.630891      2.515386      1.069217 
H        6.220576     -0.725870      0.856472 
 
Table 3.17 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex with a hydrogen bond at D = 2.3 Å 
(left), D = 2.4 Å (middle) and D = 2.5 (right) 
C       -3.026323      1.714948      0.664767 
H       -3.152504      1.729136     -0.425138 
C       -1.838860      2.590382      1.048448 
H       -1.700792      3.415951      0.346320 
C       -0.671494      1.633301      0.996444 
C       -2.609748      0.329962      1.116880 
N       -1.182382      0.343737      0.928910 
O        0.504961      1.952420      1.057612 
C        5.477797      0.024076      0.902561 
C        3.509834      1.975898      1.020278 
C        5.844575      1.375852      0.966963 
C        4.125794     -0.351122      0.896888 
C        3.137590      0.634201      0.956440 
C        4.849450      2.353102      1.025911 
H        6.888290      1.681981      0.972028 
H        3.828691     -1.396434      0.846707 
H        2.089375      0.343844      0.951480 
H        5.115263      3.405918      1.076058 
C       -0.378858     -0.835879      1.145513 
H       -0.425678     -1.104470      2.204608 
H        0.662149     -0.640784      0.873813 
H       -0.771301     -1.653630      0.535699 
H       -1.937065      2.971276      2.069547 
H       -3.965221      2.046719      1.116568 
H       -2.822469      0.172007      2.179655 
H       -3.070490     -0.461787      0.519897 
O        2.570926      2.963028      1.078941 
H        1.693808      2.533990      1.069886 
H        6.254683     -0.747627      0.856318 
C       -3.060534      1.729984      0.664780 
H       -3.186678      1.745393     -0.425113 
C       -1.865609      2.595199      1.048477 
H       -1.720556      3.419652      0.346446 
C       -0.706460      1.628194      0.996251 
C       -2.655760      0.341433      1.116676 
N       -1.228344      0.343047      0.928590 
O        0.472681      1.937251      1.057363 
C        5.519059      0.009719      0.902573 
C        3.567838      1.978254      1.020709 
C        5.897368      1.358306      0.967122 
C        4.163901     -0.353924      0.896962 
C        3.184149      0.639791      0.956726 
C        4.910626      2.344008      1.026281 
H        6.943659      1.655514      0.972140 
H        3.857882     -1.396654      0.846668 
H        2.133494      0.358393      0.951814 
H        5.185421      3.394510      1.076544 
C       -0.434901     -0.843414      1.144971 
H       -0.483926     -1.111735      2.204035 
H        0.607711     -0.657176      0.873211 
H       -0.834360     -1.657704      0.535082 
H       -1.960476      2.976783      2.069634 
H       -3.996529      2.069698      1.116701 
H       -2.869735      0.185159      2.179448 
H       -3.123292     -0.446275      0.519627 
O        2.637396      2.973354      1.079579 
H        1.756647      2.551821      1.070541 
H        6.289325     -0.768582      0.856164 
C       -3.094987      1.744510      0.664796 
H       -3.221089      1.761097     -0.425084 
C       -1.892927      2.599781      1.048502 
H       -1.741130      3.423096      0.346562 
C       -0.741807      1.623245      0.996058 
C       -2.701655      0.352607      1.116484 
N       -1.274289      0.342459      0.928280 
O        0.439851      1.922548      1.057111 
C        5.560679     -0.004141      0.902581 
C        3.625788      1.980422      1.021126 
C        5.950115      1.341269      0.967267 
C        4.202564     -0.356582      0.897038 
C        3.231056      0.645182      0.957008 
C        4.971550      2.335076      1.026632 
H        6.998824      1.629826      0.972236 
H        3.887942     -1.396743      0.846640 
H        2.178113      0.372469      0.952148 
H        5.255014      3.383267      1.077004 
C       -0.490652     -0.850539      1.144447 
H       -0.541803     -1.118580      2.203480 
H        0.553440     -0.672882      0.872622 
H       -0.896871     -1.661427      0.534489 
H       -1.984556      2.982006      2.069715 
H       -4.028107      2.091884      1.116838 
H       -2.916825      0.197972      2.179255 
H       -3.175724     -0.431138      0.519376 
O        2.703599      2.983164      1.080199 
H        1.819398      2.568918      1.071181 
H        6.324489     -0.788769      0.856011 
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Table 3.18 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex with a hydrogen bond at D = 2.6 Å 
(left), D = 2.7 Å (middle) and D = 2.8 (right) 
C       -3.129679      1.758546      0.664816 
H       -3.255735      1.776270     -0.425052 
C       -1.920793      2.604141      1.048523 
H       -1.762483      3.426302      0.346668 
C       -0.777515      1.618447      0.995866 
C       -2.747441      0.363491      1.116305 
N       -1.320217      0.341964      0.927979 
O        0.406501      1.908294      1.056855 
C        5.602648     -0.017523      0.902586 
C        3.683682      1.982420      1.021531 
C        6.002825      1.324725      0.967400 
C        4.241761     -0.359103      0.897116 
C        3.278291      0.650383      0.957286 
C        5.032235      2.326311      1.026965 
H        7.053806      1.604895      0.972315 
H        3.918835     -1.396712      0.846620 
H        2.223202      0.386090      0.952483 
H        5.324067      3.372198      1.077438 
C       -0.546117     -0.857283      1.143939 
H       -0.599320     -1.125033      2.202945 
H        0.499338     -0.687939      0.872048 
H       -0.958852     -1.664827      0.533918 
H       -2.009281      2.986964      2.069789 
H       -4.059957      2.113309      1.116978 
H       -2.963751      0.210452      2.179076 
H       -3.227805     -0.416371      0.519143 
O        2.769538      2.992489      1.080800 
H        1.882055      2.585321      1.071807 
H        6.360162     -0.808222      0.855858 
C       -3.164604      1.772111      0.664839 
H       -3.290611      1.790933     -0.425016 
C       -1.949186      2.608291      1.048540 
H       -1.784582      3.429283      0.346766 
C       -0.813566      1.613794      0.995674 
C       -2.793125      0.374091      1.116138 
N       -1.366126      0.341552      0.927689 
O        0.372660      1.894471      1.056596 
C        5.644956     -0.030446      0.902589 
C        3.741519      1.984259      1.021922 
C        6.055503      1.308661      0.967521 
C        4.281468     -0.361494      0.897194 
C        3.325836      0.655403      0.957561 
C        5.092691      2.317713      1.027282 
H        7.108620      1.580697      0.972379 
H        3.950526     -1.396569      0.846607 
H        2.268736      0.399276      0.952816 
H        5.392604      3.361307      1.077849 
C       -0.601303     -0.863668      1.143447 
H       -0.656486     -1.131120      2.202427 
H        0.445408     -0.702381      0.871487 
H       -1.020319     -1.667927      0.533369 
H       -2.034626      2.991669      2.069857 
H       -4.092074      2.134003      1.117120 
H       -3.010523      0.222607      2.178909 
H       -3.279554     -0.401966      0.518928 
O        2.835216      3.001358      1.081383 
H        1.944611      2.601065      1.072420 
H        6.396330     -0.826972      0.855707 
C       -3.199759      1.785223      0.664865 
H       -3.325713      1.805107     -0.424977 
C       -1.978084      2.612241      1.048554 
H       -1.807400      3.432055      0.346855 
C       -0.849944      1.609279      0.995484 
C       -2.838715      0.384413      1.115981 
N       -1.412016      0.341215      0.927408 
O        0.338355      1.881064      1.056336 
C        5.687594     -0.042929      0.902589 
C        3.799299      1.985952      1.022301 
C        6.108157      1.293061      0.967631 
C        4.321667     -0.363762      0.897274 
C        3.373677      0.660252      0.957831 
C        5.152929      2.309285      1.027583 
H        7.163280      1.557208      0.972430 
H        3.982983     -1.396326      0.846603 
H        2.314689      0.412044      0.953149 
H        5.460648      3.350599      1.078238 
C       -0.656215     -0.869718      1.142970 
H       -0.713310     -1.136865      2.201926 
H        0.391650     -0.716240      0.870939 
H       -1.081291     -1.670753      0.532841 
H       -2.060567      2.996137      2.069919 
H       -4.124457      2.153997      1.117264 
H       -3.057152      0.234445      2.178754 
H       -3.330989     -0.387917      0.518728 
O        2.900638      3.009800      1.081950 
H        2.007062      2.616183      1.073018 
H        6.432982     -0.845051      0.855557 
 
Table 3.19 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex with a hydrogen bond at D = 2.9 Å 
(left) and D = 3.0 (right) 
C       -3.235138      1.797900      0.664894 
H       -3.361036      1.818810     -0.424936 
C       -2.007469      2.616004      1.048565 
H       -1.830907      3.434632      0.346936 
C       -0.886632      1.604897      0.995296 
C       -2.884217      0.394464      1.115834 
N       -1.457885      0.340947      0.927136 
O        0.303611      1.868057      1.056075 
C        5.730552     -0.054988      0.902586 
C        3.857021      1.987511      1.022669 
C        6.160793      1.277912      0.967732 
C        4.362336     -0.365914      0.897354 
C        3.421797      0.664937      0.958098 
C        5.212959      2.301025      1.027869 
H        7.217803      1.534404      0.972468 
H        4.016174     -1.395991      0.846605 
H        2.361037      0.424411      0.953479 
H        5.528221      3.340077      1.078606 
C       -0.710862     -0.875454      1.142509 
H       -0.769802     -1.142290      2.201441 
H        0.338065     -0.729545      0.870405 
H       -1.141782     -1.673323      0.532333 
H       -2.087082      3.000381      2.069977 
H       -4.157101      2.173319      1.117409 
H       -3.103646      0.245972      2.178610 
H       -3.382126     -0.374216      0.518543 
O        2.965809      3.017839      1.082499 
H        2.069403      2.630709      1.073602 
H        6.470104     -0.862486      0.855408 
C       -3.270735      1.810161      0.664925 
H       -3.396575      1.832062     -0.424892 
C       -2.037322      2.619587      1.048573 
H       -1.855076      3.437026      0.347009 
C       -0.923614      1.600643      0.995109 
C       -2.929638      0.404251      1.115697 
N       -1.503732      0.340742      0.926872 
O        0.268451      1.855435      1.055813 
C        5.773822     -0.066643      0.902581 
C        3.914685      1.988947      1.023025 
C        6.213414      1.263198      0.967822 
C        4.403456     -0.367955      0.897434 
C        3.470182      0.669467      0.958360 
C        5.272791      2.292934      1.028141 
H        7.272199      1.512263      0.972494 
H        4.050067     -1.395572      0.846613 
H        2.407760      0.436394      0.953807 
H        5.595343      3.329742      1.078954 
C       -0.765249     -0.880895      1.142062 
H       -0.825971     -1.147416      2.200973 
H        0.284654     -0.742327      0.869883 
H       -1.201811     -1.675659      0.531844 
H       -2.114149      3.004413      2.070029 
H       -4.190002      2.191998      1.117555 
H       -3.150014      0.257197      2.178477 
H       -3.432980     -0.360855      0.518372 
O        3.030733      3.025499      1.083032 
H        2.131631      2.644673      1.074173 
H        6.507683     -0.879308      0.855261 
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Table 3.20 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex without a hydrogen bond at D = 
2.0 Å (left), D = 2.1 Å (middle) and D = 2.2 (right) 
C       -2.968730      1.620656      0.663104 
H       -3.094984      1.630908     -0.426837 
C       -1.805797      2.528469      1.046677 
H       -1.690233      3.357206      0.344218 
C       -0.612629      1.603715      0.995368 
C       -2.514469      0.247802      1.115924 
N       -1.087970      0.300605      0.928283 
O        0.554623      1.954981      1.056671 
C        5.312715      0.024415      0.900847 
C        3.291974      1.921625      1.017243 
C        5.642295      1.385763      0.964740 
C        3.971503     -0.387695      0.895023 
C        2.956654      0.570203      0.953910 
C        4.620749      2.335401      1.023024 
H        6.677228      1.720381      0.969914 
H        3.703170     -1.440777      0.845233 
H        1.916791      0.251227      0.948831 
H        4.857598      3.395128      1.072770 
C       -0.252475     -0.856453      1.145594 
H       -0.292178     -1.125767      2.204796 
H        0.782862     -0.633021      0.874052 
H       -0.622211     -1.684917      0.536048 
H       -1.914655      2.906971      2.067585 
H       -3.916479      1.926768      1.114538 
H       -2.723043      0.084538      2.178719 
H       -2.953193     -0.556535      0.519182 
O        2.326353      2.882679      1.075251 
H        2.724063      3.761451      1.114167 
H        6.110469     -0.725728      0.855126 
C       -3.002659      1.637761      0.663098 
H       -3.128896      1.649372     -0.426831 
C       -1.831172      2.534487      1.046718 
H       -1.707837      3.362204      0.344377 
C       -0.646798      1.598510      0.995173 
C       -2.561354      0.260607      1.115672 
N       -1.134434      0.299959      0.927926 
O        0.523726      1.938723      1.056437 
C        5.352375      0.008859      0.900868 
C        3.349657      1.925058      1.017715 
C        5.694807      1.367023      0.964943 
C        4.007328     -0.390560      0.895088 
C        3.001579      0.576874      0.954201 
C        4.682283      2.326261      1.023454 
H        6.732855      1.691847      0.970086 
H        3.729054     -1.441053      0.845158 
H        1.958749      0.267738      0.949157 
H        4.929137      3.383695      1.073342 
C       -0.309891     -0.864975      1.144994 
H       -0.352054     -1.134064      2.204157 
H        0.727489     -0.651292      0.873403 
H       -0.687485     -1.689814      0.535350 
H       -1.936369      2.913844      2.067693 
H       -3.947438      1.952744      1.114655 
H       -2.771378      0.099157      2.178459 
H       -3.007704     -0.539457      0.518842 
O        2.393164      2.895184      1.075947 
H        2.800263      3.770090      1.114949 
H        6.143002     -0.748780      0.854969 
C       -3.036821      1.654284      0.663099 
H       -3.163033      1.667208     -0.426818 
C       -1.857163      2.540220      1.046755 
H       -1.726332      3.366879      0.344523 
C       -0.681390      1.593474      0.994977 
C       -2.608073      0.273092      1.115437 
N       -1.180869      0.299441      0.927581 
O        0.492197      1.922975      1.056196 
C        5.392442     -0.006147      0.900885 
C        3.407315      1.928243      1.018172 
C        5.747267      1.348824      0.965129 
C        4.043804     -0.393267      0.895155 
C        3.046935      0.583303      0.954491 
C        4.743549      2.317259      1.023861 
H        6.788239      1.664155      0.970236 
H        3.755945     -1.441167      0.845095 
H        2.001325      0.283703      0.949486 
H        5.000053      3.372387      1.073884 
C       -0.366980     -0.873006      1.144413 
H       -0.411514     -1.141853      2.203541 
H        0.672286     -0.668766      0.872770 
H       -0.752139     -1.694274      0.534680 
H       -1.958811      2.920373      2.067793 
H       -3.978648      1.977816      1.114778 
H       -2.819479      0.113412      2.178218 
H       -3.061758     -0.522775      0.518527 
O        2.459725      2.907053      1.076622 
H        2.875814      3.778120      1.115703 
H        6.176114     -0.770968      0.854812 
 
Table 3.21 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex without a hydrogen bond at D = 
2.3 Å (left), D = 2.4 Å (middle) and D = 2.5 (right) 
C       -3.071213      1.670248      0.663105 
H       -3.197395      1.684436     -0.426800 
C       -1.883750      2.545682      1.046786 
H       -1.745682      3.371251      0.344658 
C       -0.716384      1.588601      0.994782 
C       -2.654639      0.285262      1.115217 
N       -1.227273      0.299037      0.927248 
O        0.460071      1.907720      1.055950 
C        5.432907     -0.020624      0.900898 
C        3.464944      1.931198      1.018615 
C        5.799685      1.331152      0.965300 
C        4.080903     -0.395822      0.895226 
C        3.092700      0.589501      0.954778 
C        4.804560      2.308402      1.024249 
H        6.843400      1.637281      0.970365 
H        3.783801     -1.441134      0.845044 
H        2.044485      0.299144      0.949817 
H        5.070373      3.361218      1.074396 
C       -0.423748     -0.880579      1.143851 
H       -0.470569     -1.149170      2.202946 
H        0.617258     -0.685484      0.872151 
H       -0.816192     -1.698330      0.534037 
H       -1.981955      2.926576      2.067885 
H       -4.010112      2.002019      1.114905 
H       -2.867360      0.127307      2.177993 
H       -3.115380     -0.506487      0.518234 
O        2.526036      2.918328      1.077278 
H        2.950736      3.785590      1.116431 
H        6.209793     -0.792327      0.854655 
C       -3.105834      1.685673      0.663116 
H       -3.231978      1.701082     -0.426777 
C       -1.910909      2.550888      1.046813 
H       -1.765856      3.375341      0.344782 
C       -0.751760      1.583883      0.994587 
C       -2.701060      0.297121      1.115012 
N       -1.273644      0.298736      0.926926 
O        0.427381      1.892940      1.055699 
C        5.473759     -0.034593      0.900909 
C        3.522538      1.933942      1.019045 
C        5.852068      1.313995      0.965458 
C        4.118601     -0.398235      0.895298 
C        3.138849      0.595480      0.955062 
C        4.865326      2.299696      1.024617 
H        6.898359      1.611202      0.970476 
H        3.812582     -1.440966      0.845004 
H        2.088194      0.314082      0.950150 
H        5.140121      3.350198      1.074880 
C       -0.480201     -0.887725      1.143307 
H       -0.529226     -1.156046      2.202371 
H        0.562411     -0.701487      0.871547 
H       -0.879660     -1.702016      0.533418 
H       -2.005776      2.932471      2.067970 
H       -4.041829      2.025387      1.115037 
H       -2.915035      0.140848      2.177784 
H       -3.168592     -0.490586      0.517963 
O        2.592096      2.929043      1.077915 
H        3.025047      3.792542      1.117133 
H        6.244025     -0.812893      0.854500 
C       -3.140678      1.700578      0.663131 
H       -3.266781      1.717165     -0.426750 
C       -1.938619      2.555849      1.046837 
H       -1.786822      3.379164      0.344897 
C       -0.787498      1.579313      0.994392 
C       -2.747346      0.308675      1.114819 
N       -1.319981      0.298527      0.926614 
O        0.394159      1.878616      1.055445 
C        5.514987     -0.048073      0.900916 
C        3.580096      1.936490      1.019461 
C        5.904423      1.297337      0.965602 
C        4.156873     -0.400514      0.895373 
C        3.185364      0.601250      0.955342 
C        4.925859      2.291144      1.024967 
H        6.953133      1.585894      0.970570 
H        3.842250     -1.440675      0.844974 
H        2.132421      0.328537      0.950483 
H        5.209322      3.339335      1.075338 
C       -0.536343     -0.894471      1.142781 
H       -0.587495     -1.162512      2.201815 
H        0.507748     -0.716814      0.870957 
H       -0.942563     -1.705359      0.532824 
H       -2.030248      2.938074      2.068049 
H       -4.073799      2.047952      1.115173 
H       -2.962516      0.154040      2.177590 
H       -3.221416     -0.475070      0.517711 
O        2.657907      2.939232      1.078533 
H        3.098768      3.799016      1.117810 




Table 3.22 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex without a hydrogen bond at D = 
2.6 Å (left), D = 2.7 Å (middle) and D = 2.8 (right) 
C       -3.175745      1.714984      0.663149 
H       -3.301802      1.732709     -0.426718 
C       -1.966860      2.560579      1.046857 
H       -1.808549      3.382740      0.345002 
C       -0.823581      1.574885      0.994199 
C       -2.793507      0.319930      1.114639 
N       -1.366284      0.298402      0.926313 
O        0.360435      1.864732      1.055188 
C        5.556581     -0.061085      0.900920 
C        3.637616      1.938858      1.019864 
C        5.956758      1.281164      0.965734 
C        4.195694     -0.402664      0.895450 
C        3.232224      0.606821      0.955620 
C        4.986169      2.282749      1.025299 
H        7.007740      1.561334      0.970649 
H        3.872769     -1.440273      0.844953 
H        2.177135      0.342528      0.950817 
H        5.278000      3.328636      1.075772 
C       -0.592184     -0.900844      1.142272 
H       -0.645387     -1.168594      2.201278 
H        0.453272     -0.731501      0.870381 
H       -1.004918     -1.708389      0.532252 
H       -2.055348      2.943402      2.068123 
H       -4.106024      2.069747      1.115312 
H       -3.009817      0.166891      2.177409 
H       -3.273872     -0.459933      0.517477 
O        2.723471      2.948927      1.079134 
H        3.171918      3.805047      1.118464 
H        6.314095     -0.851784      0.854192 
C       -3.211029      1.728910      0.663172 
H       -3.337036      1.747733     -0.426683 
C       -1.995611      2.565091      1.046873 
H       -1.831007      3.386083      0.345099 
C       -0.859991      1.570593      0.994007 
C       -2.839550      0.330891      1.114471 
N       -1.412552      0.298352      0.926022 
O        0.326235      1.851271      1.054929 
C        5.598530     -0.073646      0.900922 
C        3.695094      1.941058      1.020255 
C        6.009078      1.265461      0.965854 
C        4.235043     -0.404694      0.895527 
C        3.279411      0.612203      0.955894 
C        5.046266      2.274513      1.025615 
H        7.062194      1.537497      0.970712 
H        3.904101     -1.439770      0.844941 
H        2.222311      0.356076      0.951149 
H        5.346179      3.318107      1.076182 
C       -0.647728     -0.906868      1.141780 
H       -0.702911     -1.174320      2.200760 
H        0.398982     -0.745581      0.869820 
H       -1.066745     -1.711128      0.531702 
H       -2.081051      2.948469      2.068190 
H       -4.138499      2.090803      1.115453 
H       -3.056948      0.179407      2.177242 
H       -3.325979     -0.445166      0.517261 
O        2.788791      2.958158      1.079716 
H        3.244518      3.810669      1.119095 
H        6.349905     -0.870172      0.854040 
C       -3.246527      1.742375      0.663198 
H       -3.372481      1.762259     -0.426645 
C       -2.024853      2.569394      1.046887 
H       -1.854168      3.389208      0.345187 
C       -0.896712      1.566431      0.993817 
C       -2.885484      0.341565      1.114314 
N       -1.458785      0.298368      0.925740 
O        0.291586      1.838216      1.054669 
C        5.640825     -0.085776      0.900921 
C        3.752530      1.943105      1.020634 
C        6.061389      1.250214      0.965964 
C        4.274898     -0.406609      0.895606 
C        3.326908      0.617404      0.956164 
C        5.106160      2.266437      1.025916 
H        7.116512      1.514360      0.970762 
H        3.936214     -1.439174      0.844935 
H        2.267920      0.369196      0.951481 
H        5.413879      3.307752      1.076571 
C       -0.702984     -0.912565      1.141303 
H       -0.760078     -1.179712      2.200258 
H        0.344881     -0.759087      0.869272 
H       -1.128059     -1.713600      0.531174 
H       -2.107336      2.953290      2.068252 
H       -4.171225      2.111150      1.115596 
H       -3.103920      0.191597      2.177087 
H       -3.377757     -0.430764      0.517061 
O        2.853869      2.966952      1.080282 
H        3.316587      3.815912      1.119704 
H        6.386213     -0.887898      0.853890 
 
Table 3.23 XYZ coordinates for NMP-phenol complex without a hydrogen bond at D = 
2.9 Å (left) and D = 3.0 (right) 
C       -3.282236      1.755397      0.663226 
H       -3.408134      1.776307     -0.426603 
C       -2.054567      2.573500      1.046897 
H       -1.878005      3.392128      0.345268 
C       -0.933729      1.562394      0.993628 
C       -2.931315      0.351960      1.114167 
N       -1.504983      0.298444      0.925468 
O        0.256513      1.825553      1.054408 
C        5.683455     -0.097492      0.900919 
C        3.809923      1.945008      1.021001 
C        6.113695      1.235408      0.966064 
C        4.315238     -0.408417      0.895686 
C        3.374699      0.622434      0.956430 
C        5.165861      2.258522      1.026202 
H        7.170705      1.491900      0.970800 
H        3.969076     -1.438494      0.844937 
H        2.313940      0.381907      0.951812 
H        5.481123      3.297573      1.076938 
C       -0.757960     -0.917957      1.140841 
H       -0.816900     -1.184793      2.199774 
H        0.290967     -0.772049      0.868737 
H       -1.188880     -1.715827      0.530666 
H       -2.134180      2.957878      2.068309 
H       -4.204199      2.130816      1.115741 
H       -3.150744      0.203469      2.176943 
H       -3.429223     -0.416719      0.516876 
O        2.918711      2.975335      1.080832 
H        3.388145      3.820804      1.120292 
H        6.423006     -0.904990      0.853741 
C       -3.318149      1.767993      0.663258 
H       -3.443989      1.789894     -0.426559 
C       -2.084736      2.577420      1.046905 
H       -1.902490      3.394858      0.345342 
C       -0.971028      1.558475      0.993441 
C       -2.977052      0.362083      1.114030 
N       -1.551146      0.298574      0.925205 
O        0.221037      1.813267      1.054146 
C        5.726409     -0.108810      0.900914 
C        3.867272      1.946779      1.021357 
C        6.166000      1.221030      0.966155 
C        4.356042     -0.410122      0.895767 
C        3.422769      0.627299      0.956692 
C        5.225377      2.250766      1.026474 
H        7.224785      1.470095      0.970827 
H        4.002653     -1.437739      0.844946 
H        2.360346      0.394226      0.952140 
H        5.547930      3.287574      1.077286 
C       -0.812662     -0.923063      1.140394 
H       -0.873385     -1.189584      2.199306 
H        0.237240     -0.784494      0.868216 
H       -1.249225     -1.717827      0.530176 
H       -2.161562      2.962245      2.068362 
H       -4.237416      2.149830      1.115888 
H       -3.197428      0.215030      2.176810 
H       -3.480394     -0.403023      0.516705 
O        2.983319      2.983331      1.081365 
H        3.459210      3.825370      1.120860 
H        6.460269     -0.921475      0.853594 
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A series of 6 molecular rotors were synthesized to investigate the ability of n•••π(ar) 
interaction to stabilize transition states (TSs) of bond rotation. Steric contributions to the 
rotational barrier were isolated using control rotors, which could not form the n•••π(ar) 
interactions. The TS stabilization of up to ∼4 kcal/mol was consistent with the formation 
of a strong n•••π(ar) interaction between the imide carbonyl oxygens and the ortho R-group 
in the planar TS. Rotors with a n→π* interaction in the TS were used as a reference to 
determine if the n•••π(ar) acts similarly. Computational studies effectively modeled the TS 
stabilization and geometry, and NBO analysis suggests the stabilizing nature of n•••π(ar) 
interactions in stabilizing the TS are governed by electrostatics. 
4.2 MAIN TEXT 
The n•••π(ar) interaction is a non-covalent interaction between a lone pair and the π-
face of an aromatic ring.116–118 The n•••π(ar) interaction has been cited as a contributor to 
protein stability, small molecule catalysts, and molecular conformations.119–122 However, 
there are limited experimental studies quantifying the n•••π(ar) interaction strength.88,123 
Therefore, the goal of this work is to systematically measure TS stabilizing effects of the 
n•••π(ar) interaction between the oxygen of a carbonyl and a substituted aromatic ring using 
an N-phenylimide molecular rotor to address three questions: (1) Is the n•••π(ar) interaction 
a stabilizing TS interaction? (2) How much stabilization can the n•••π(ar) interaction 
provide? (3) What is the fundamental nature of the n•••π(ar) interaction? 
Stabilizing TS n•••π(ar) interactions can modulate the rate of rotation and lower the 
rotational barriers of our molecular rotors providing the opportunity to study this 
interaction. The N-phenylimide molecular rotor (Figure 4.1) has been successfully used to 
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measure the kinetic effects of non-covalent interactions such as intermolecular and 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding, metal coordination, and n→π* interactions.15,72,73,77 The 
N-phenylimide rotor forms distinct syn- and anti-conformations, which slowly interconvert 
due to restricted rotation about the C-N single bond (Figure 4.1). The R-group at the ortho-
position of the N-phenyl rotor is held in close proximity to the imide carbonyl oxygen in 
the planar transition state of the bond rotation, usually within the VDW radii. Thus, the 
magnitude of the non-covalent TS interactions can be assessed by measuring, changes in 
the rate of rotation of the molecular rotor. 
In a previous study, we measured the ability of C=O•••C=O (n→π*) interactions 
that stabilize the TSs via charge-transfer, and we were curious if charge-transfer was also 
governing the C=O•••Ph (n•••π(ar)) interaction. The n•••π(ar) interaction has been described 
as both electrostatic and charge transfer interactions. Electrostatic interactions are attractive 
and repulsive interactions formed between partial charges on the two interacting groups. 
Charge-transfer interactions are attractive interactions formed from the overlap and mixing 
of orbitals. Differentiating electrostatic and charge-transfer interactions can be difficult as 
both can involve oppositely charged groups or surfaces. For example, electrostatic potential 
(ESP) maps have been used to predict whether electrostatic and charge-transfer interactions 
can occur (see section 1.4.1.4 of this dissertation for a description of how ESP maps are 
calculated).13,124 Electron deficient regions on ESP maps have been referred to as π* and 
σ* holes which can interact with electron rich lone pairs. However, using ESP maps to 
identify charge-transfer interactions does not provide direct evidence for causation. 
Specifically, the hypothesis that all electron deficient regions (π* and σ* holes) of an ESP 
map will participate in a charge-transfer interactions with a lone pair has not been validated. 
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Methods for characterizing and identifying n→π* charge-transfer driven interaction have 
been extensively discussed by Raines and coworkers.12 For example, a characteristic 
indicator for the formation of charge-transfer interactions are geometrical changes in the 
acceptor group due to the partial covalent bonding in the n→π* interactions. 
 
 
Scheme 4.1 Isomerization process for the molecular rotors used in this study. 
 
The rotational barriers were measured using exchange spectroscopy (EXSY).78,92 
All rotors were studied at temperatures in the slow exchange regime (0 – 90 °C) where the 
syn- and anti-conformers gave distinct sets of peaks. Eyring plots measured the enthalpy 
and entropy of the rotational barriers, and free energy (∆G‡exp) of rotation was calculated 
for 25 °C for all rotors (Table 4.2). The measured ∆G‡exp values ranged from 17.4 kcal/mol 
(R = Ph-F5) to 21.5 kcal/mol (R = Ph). 
The TS n•••π(ar) interaction was initially assessed for rotors with substituted phenyl 
groups with varying numbers of EWG’s on the phenyl substituents. Rotors with an 
increasing number of fluorinated substituents (Ph-F1, Ph-F3 and Ph-F5) had successively 
lower rotational barriers. Rotors with an increasing number of nitro substituents also had 
lower rotational barriers.
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H 21.5 20.6 2.571 7.52 0.00 -20.9 
F1 20.8 20.8 2.572 7.08 0.34 -13.3 
F3 19.8 19.8 2.553 6.83 1.02 2.0 
F5 17.4 16.9 2.564 5.82 1.70 15.8 
NO2 19.4 19.4 2.526 8.03 0.71 -2.4 
(NO2)2 18.13 17.84 2.536 6.66 1.42 14.5 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Correlation plot of the experimentally measured rotational barriers for n→π* 
rotors and n•••π(ar) rotors versus the steric B-values of the R groups. The steric trendline is 
drawn through the rotors that have ortho R groups without a π* orbital (black circles) and 
thus lack n→π* interactions. The blue circles correspond to the rotors that form n→π* 
interactions and the green circles correspond to the rotors that form n•••π(ar) interactions.
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In a previous study,15 we established that the rotational barriers of most N-
phenylimide molecular rotors were well correlated with Mazzanti’s steric parameter16–20 
(B-value). Rotors which had rotational barriers that deviated from the steric correlation line 
most likely formed additional stabilizing interaction in the TS. For example, this was how 
rotors which formed stabilizing TS n→π* interactions (Figure 4.1, blue circles) were 
identified, and the interaction energies were measured. If we add the n•••π(ar) rotors to this 
plot, we can likewise test whether they also form stabilizing TS NCIs and quantify the TS 
stabilization (Figure 4.1, green circles). Interestingly, the unsubstituted phenyl rotor was 
very close to the steric trend line (∆∆G‡exp = -0.3 kcal/mol) suggesting that the unsubstituted 
phenyl rotor does not form any additional TS NCIs. However, the n•••π(ar) interaction 
becomes stabilizing after electron withdrawing groups were added to the phenyl arm. The 
absence of a stabilizing interaction between the unsubstituted phenyl ring and the imide 
carbonyl was unexpected, as multiple literature sources claim that the n•••π(ar) interaction 
was stabilizing regardless of the nature of the aromatic surface.119,123,125 
The TS stabilization for the substituted n•••π(ar) rotors was correlated with various 
electrostatic parameters. Specifically, the TS stabilization (as measured by the difference 
between the n•••π(ar) rotors barrier heights and the steric trendline) was plotted against the 
ESP values for the center of the substituted phenyl rings, as well as against the sum of the 
Hammett sigma meta values for the substituents. The strong linear correlation of the phenyl 
rotational barrier with these electrostatic parameters, provides evidence that the n•••π(ar) 
interactions in the rotors had a strong electrostatic component. The same trend was 
observed in a separate study of th n•••π(ar) interaction.88 The correlation between the ESP 
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values of rotors that form n→π* interactions are provided in Figure 4.2 for comparison 
(Figure 4.2A, blue circles).15 
 
Figure 4.2 Correlation plot of the measured TS stabilization (ΔΔG⧧ exp) and the calculated 
ESP parameters (ESP) for the n•••π(ar) and n→π* rotors. (B) Correlation plot of the 
measured TS stabilization (ΔΔG⧧ exp) and the calculated NBO energy for the n•••π(ar) and 
n→π* rotors. 
 
Computational studies were conducted to corroborate the experimental results, and 
to model TS structures, which could be utilized in perturbative calculations that breakdown 
the interacting into fundamental energies. First the rotational barriers for n•••π(ar) rotors 
were calculated at the B3LYP-D3/6-311G* level of theory, the GS and TS structures were 
verified by frequency analysis, with thermodynamic corrections.  
The calculations of the rotational barrier for the N-phenylimide molecular rotor 
were benchmarked in previous chapters at the B3LYP-D3/6-311G* level of theory. The 
calculated rotational barriers were determined by taking the difference in Gibb’s free 
energy between the calculated TS and GS structures. The energies of the two GS’s of the 
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rotors were averaged because their energy difference was below the accuracy for DFT 
functionals. The averaged GS energies were then subtracted from the TS energy to yield 
the calculated rotational barrier. Utilizing this method, the calculations were able to 
reproduce the experimental rotational barriers with an accuracy of ± 1.3 kcal/mol, 
suggesting that the TS and GS geometries were also accurate. The calculations also 
overestimated the rotational barriers by 0.9 kcal/mol on average. 
For the intramolecular n•••π(ar) TS interactions, there was no structural evidence of 
a charge-transfer interaction. One indicator of a charge-transfer interaction is structural 
alteration of the acceptor groups like pyramidalization and bond elongation. There was no 
evidence of geometric changes in the acceptor groups in the TSs. Furthermore, in all six 
rotors, the O•••C distance between the imide carbonyl and the first carbon of the aromatic 
ring was very constant despite the variations in the TS stabilization energies (2.55 ± 0.02 
Å). The C-C bond lengths in the ortho-phenyl group were the same in the GSs and TSs 
(1.396 ± 0.003 Å). There was also no apparent change in pyramidalization of the first 
carbon of the aromatic ring (6.99 ± 0.7°) (as measured by Θ in Figure 2.3). 
Natural bond orbital (NBO) calculations were used to quantify the stabilization 
from mixing two orbitals. The NBO analysis was performed to estimate the stabilization 
from the n•••π(ar) interaction gained from charge-transfer. NBO calculations were 
performed on the TS geometries of the rotors. The charge-transfer interaction energies 
(NBO energy) between the lone pair of the imide oxygen and the π* of the ipso-carbon of 
the acceptor phenyl group were small and showed little variation in comparison to the wide 
range of TS stabilization energies. The analysis shows that there was very little stabilization 
gained by mixing the orbitals of the interacting groups for the n•••π(ar) interaction. 
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In order to test whether the n→π* and n•••π(ar) interactions were comprised of 
similar fundamental interactions, their correlation to two parameters, electrostatic potential 
and natural bond order, and geometrical alterations were assessed. The TS stabilization 
(ΔΔG‡exp.) for both the n→π* and n•••π(ar) interactions have strong correlations with the 
ESP parameter. The n→π* interactions were correlated well with the NBO energies, but 
the n•••π(ar) interactions appear to be independent of the NBO energies. There were 
dramatic geometrical alterations in the TS of the n→π* rotors. However, there was no 
significant geometrical alteration of the TS acceptor carbons for the n•••π(ar) interactions. 
From the above information, it is apparent that the n•••π(ar) interaction has little or no 
contribution from charge-transfer and is primarily driven by electrostatics 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Linear free energy plot for the n•••π(ar) and n→π* rotors. 
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Using three parameters (NBO, B-value, and ESP) an additive LFER model can be 
constructed to predict the barriers for both the n→π* and n•••π(ar) rotors. By normalizing 
the parameters from 0 to 1, the coefficients of the LFER model can be utilized to determine 
the importance of each parameter to the rotational barrier. As expected, the n•••π(ar) 
interaction is best explained by the ESP parameter which had the largest coefficient (27.1). 
The coefficient for the B-value parameter is -22.7 in the n•••π(ar) model to balance the ESP 
parameter; removing the B-value parameter from the n•••π(ar) model has a negligible impact 
on the correlation. This is due to a small range of B-values for the rotors containing the 
n•••π(ar) interaction (B-values = 7.7-7.5 kcal/mol). Meanwhile the n→π* interaction is 
equally explained by both ESP and NBO parameters which had coefficients of 11.9 and 
8.1 respectively.  
4.3 CONCLUSION 
The N-phenylimide molecular rotor was successfully employed to measure the 
kinetic and TS stabilizing effects of the n•••π(ar) interaction. A clear trend was observed. 
When more electron withdrawing groups were added onto the phenyl arm, the barrier 
decreased. The maximum experimentally observed TS stabilization was ~5 kcal/mol. This 
TS effect is twice the n•••π(ar) interaction strength observed in thermodynamically stable 
structures and complexes.88 The nature of the n•••π(ar) interaction was compared with the 
previously studied n→π* interactions using the same N-phenylimide molecular rotor 
framework. The n→π* interaction had a significant contribution from both charge-transfer 
and electrostatics. In contrast, the n•••π(ar) interaction is governed mostly by electrostatic 
interaction and not by charge-transfer. No geometrical changes were observed for the 
interacting groups nor were the barriers correlated with the NBO energies for the n•••π(ar) 
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interaction. This study also demonstrates that ESP maps can identify places where charge-
transfer could occur on a molecule, but ESP maps alone do not accurately predict the 
formation of charge-transfer interactions. To accurately identify charge-transfer 
interactions ESP maps need to be used with NBO analysis. 
4.3 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
4.3.1 GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION 
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 and 500 MHz spectrometer. Chemical 
shifts are reported in ppm (δ) referenced to solvent residue. All spectra given for 
characterization purposes were taken at room temperature. All chemicals and solvents were 
purchased from commercial suppliers and used as received. Flash chromatography was 
performed using silica gel from Sorbent Technologies (60 Å, 200 – 400 mesh).  
 
Scheme 4.2 General route for synthesizing molecular rotors. 
 
4.3.2 SYNTHESIS 
All of the rotors were prepared via a thermal condensation between an ortho 
substituted aniline  and a bicyclic anhydride (Scheme 4.2).87 Rotors 12 was reported 
previously, the synthesis and characterization will not be detailed here. The rest of the 
rotors are newly reported compounds and fully characterized. 
 
Figure 4.4 General route for the synthesis of the ortho-phenyl substituted anilines 
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2-Aminophenylboronic acid pinicol (0.100 mg, 0.46 mmol), 1-bromo-3,5-
dinitrobenzene (0.338 mg, 1.37 mmol), Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (0.026 
mg, 0.02 mmol), and potassium carbonate (0.315 mg, 2.28 mmol) were added to a round 
bottom flask, which was then connected to a Schlenk line connected water jacketed 
condenser. The round bottom flask was purged 3x with N2 gas. Deionized H2O (which was 
bubbled with N2 gas) was mixed with THF in a 2:1 mixture and 10 mL of the THF:H2O 
mixture was then added to the purged round bottom flask. The round bottom was then 
heated at 75 oC for 36 hours. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude 
material was purified by column chromatography to give aniline 11. 
 
Figure 4.5 Synthesis of rotor (Ph-F) 
 
cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 4'-
fluoro-[1,1'-biphenyl]-2-amine (125 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-dram vial with a 
magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 
12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude material 
was purified by column chromatography to give the desired product as a white powder 
(187 mg, 92%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, tetrachloroethane-d2) δ 7.47-6.90 (m, 8H syn and 
anti), 6.18 (s, 2H anti), 5.27 (s, 2H syn), 3.32 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.67-1.39 (m, 2H syn 
and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, tetrachloroethane-d2) δ 177.18, 176.78, 163.62, 161.17, 
140.24, 134.70, 134.47, 130.95, 130.14, 130.06, 130.00, 129.93, 128.94, 128.78, 115.52, 
115.31, 114.87, 114.66, 52.82, 52.47, 46.79, 45.71, 45.45, 44.86. 19F NMR (376 MHz, 
tetrachloroethane-d2), 113.88 (s, 1F anti), 114.22 (s, 1F syn). 
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Figure 4.6 Synthesis of rotor (Ph-F3) 
 
cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 
3',4',5'-trifluoro-[1,1'-biphenyl]-2-amine (150 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-dram 
vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil 
bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude 
material was purified by column chromatography to give the desired product as a white 
powder (205 mg, 91%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.42-7.18 (m, 3H syn and 
anti), 7.01-6.91 (m, 1H syn and anti), 6.83-6.74 (m, 2H syn and anti), 6.21 (s, 2H anti), 
5.53 (s, 2H syn), 3.37-3.17 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.70-1.62 (m, 1H syn and anti), 1.49-1.45 
(m, 1H syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 176.88, 176.55, 152.12, 
152.06, 149.67, 149.63, 149.53, 134.66, 134.45, 130.44, 129.83, 129.50, 128.82, 113.99, 
113.94, 113.78, 112.84, 112.78, 112.68, 112.62, 53.05, 52.36, 46.87, 45.68, 45.41, 44.80. 
19F NMR (376 MHz, chloroform-d) -133.98 (d, 2F, J=20 Hz, anti), -133.98 (d, 2F, J=20 
Hz, syn), -161.44 (t, 1F, J=20 Hz, anti), -161.90 (d, 1F, J=20 Hz, syn). 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Synthesis of rotor (Ph-F5) 
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cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 
2',3',4',5',6'-pentafluoro-[1,1'-biphenyl]-2-amine (174 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-
dram vial with a magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a 
silicon oil bath for 12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, 
the crude material was purified by column chromatography to give the desired product as 
a white powder (212 mg, 86%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 7.61-7.53 (m, 2H syn 
and anti), 7.44-7.35 (m, 1H syn and anti), 7.27-7.18 (m, 1H, syn and anti), 6.27 (s, 2H, 
anti), 5.73 (s, 2H, syn), 3.47-3.30 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.79-1.75 (m, 1H syn and anti), 
1.58-1.57 (m, 1H syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 175.90, 175.60, 
134.66, 134.24, 131.87, 131.33, 130.77, 130.56, 129.33, 129.27, 129.03, 128.49, 53.17, 
52.29, 46.64, 45.66, 45.44, 44.91. 19F NMR (376 MHz, chloroform-d) δ -138.30 (dd, 2H, 
J=20, 8 Hz syn), -140.70 (dd, 2H, J=20, 8 Hz anti), 153.87 (t, 1H, J=20 Hz anti), 154.79 
(t, 1H, J=20 Hz syn), 161.39 (td, 2H J=20, 8 Hz anti), 161.92 (td, 2H, J=20, 8 Hz syn). 
 
Figure 4.8 Synthesis of rotor (Ph-NO2) 
 
cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 4'-
nitro-[1,1'-biphenyl]-2-amine (144 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-dram vial with a 
magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 
12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude material 
was purified by column chromatography to give the desired product as a white powder 
(204 mg, 93%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 8.17-8.13 (m, 2H syn and anti), 7.52-
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7.30 (m, 5H syn and anti), 6.98-6.96 (m, 1H syn and anti), 6.18 (s, 2H anti), 5.22 (s, 2H 
syn), 3.33-3.12 (m, 4H syn and anti), 1.67-1.42 (m, 2H syn and anti). 13C NMR (100 MHz, 
chloroform-d) δ 176.71, 176.07, 148.49, 142.12, 136.00, 134.70, 134.47, 130.87, 130.75, 
130.57, 130.29, 129.89, 129.85, 129.68, 129.27, 128.51, 117.82, 52.97, 52.40, 46.74, 
45.67, 45.52, 44.75. 
 
Figure 4.9 Synthesis of rotor (Ph-(NO2)2) 
 
cis-5-Norbornene-endo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (100 mg, 0.61 mmol) and 3',5'-
dinitro-[1,1'-biphenyl]-2-amine (174 mg, 0.67 mmol) were added to a 20-dram vial with a 
magnetic stir bar. The vial was then capped and heated to 120 °C in a silicon oil bath for 
12 hours while stirring. After letting the vial cool to room temperature, the crude material 
was purified by column chromatography to give the desired product as a white powder 
(207 mg, 84%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 9.00 (t, J=2 Hz 1H syn), 8.93 (t, J=2 
Hz anti), 8.39 (d, J=2 Hz anti), 8.34 (d, J=2 Hz syn), 7.52-7.42 (m, 3H syn and anti), 7.25-
7.13 (m, 1H syn and anti), 6.22 (s, 2H anti), 5.29 (s, 2H syn), 3.42-3.16 (m, 4H syn and 
anti), 1.71-1.43 (m, 2H syn and anti).13C NMR (100 MHz, chloroform-d) δ 177.03, 176.61, 
147.33, 145.32, 138.88, 134.73, 134.66, 130.68, 130.55, 130.13, 129.92, 129.77, 129.45, 
129.01, 123.75, 123.11, 100.00, 52.50, 46.83, 45.71, 45.57, 44.90.
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3.4.3 1H, 13C, AND 19F NMR SPECTRA 
 
Figure 4.10 1H NMR spectra of rotor 13 (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
Figure 4.11 13C NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-H) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 4.12 19F NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-H) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
Figure 4.13 1H NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-p-F) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 4.14 13C NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-p-F) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
Figure 4.15 19F NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-m,m,p-F3) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 4.16 1H NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-m,m,p-F3) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
Figure 4.17 13C NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-F5) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 4.18 19F NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-F5) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
Figure 4.19 1H NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-p-NO2) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 4.20 13C NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-p-NO2) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
Figure 4.21 1H NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-m,m-(NO2)2) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
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Figure 4.22 13C NMR spectra of rotor (Ph-m,m-(NO2)2) (400 MHz, chloroform-d) 
 
4.3.4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATIONAL BARRIERS 
The rotational barriers of the rotors (Table 4.2) were determined via exchange 
spectroscopy (EXSY) NMR experiments. EXSY NMR is observable by running nuclear 
overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) NMR experiments. In the spectra obtained from 
the NOESY experiments, out of phase signals off the diagonal of the 2D spectra originate 
from the nuclear overhauser effect, while in phase signals off the diagonal originate from 
exchange dynamics.78 Integration of the signals were performed using topspin software, 
and rate constants were obtained using the EXSYCalc software.  
The rotational barrier for each rotor were extrapolated to room temperature for 
consistency. The TS enthalpy (ΔH‡) and entropy (ΔS‡) for rotor were obtained from the 
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Eyring plots (Figure 4.18) following Equation 4.1. The rotation barriers were determined 
by plugging the enthalpy and entropy along with a temperature into Equation 4.2. 
Due to the large difference in temperature ranges needed to determine each 
rotational barrier two different solvents with similar chemical properties but different 
melting/boiling temperatures were chosen. Dichloromethane-d2 (melting point = -95, 
boiling point = 40 °C) was an appropriate choice as a solvent for the rotors which required 
a temperature range below 25 °C. Meanwhile, tetrachloroethane-d2 (melting point = -45, 
boiling point = 145 °C) was an appropriate choice as a solvent for the rotors which required 

















 ................................................................ Equation 4.1 
∆𝐺‡ = ∆𝐻‡ − 𝑇∆𝑆‡ .......................................................................................... Equation 4.2 
 
Table 4.2 Experimental rotational barriers for the rotors in chapter 4 via EXSY NMR 
Rotor rotational barrier (kcal/mol) 
 syn → anti anti→syn average 
Rotor ΔG‡a ΔH‡ TΔS‡a ΔG‡a ΔH‡ TΔS‡a ΔG‡a 
H 21.25 22.84 1.57 21.70 23.18 1.47 21.48 
F1 20.08 20.70 0.62 20.94 22.92 1.99 20.51 
F3 19.33 20.15 0.82 19.76 20.48 0.73 19.54 
F5 17.31 18.64 1.33 17.50 18.21 0.71 17.41 
NO2 18.99 21.05 2.06 19.69 21.64 1.95 19.34 
(NO2)2 17.88 17.53 -0.35 18.38 17.75 -0.62 18.13 




Figure 4.23 Eyring plot for the Ph-F5 rotor 
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4.3.5 ROTATIONAL BARRIER CALCULATIONS 
Following instructions from a benchmark study on determining the accurate level 
of theory for rotational barriers, we optimized the ground state (GS) and transition state 
(TS) for our rotors using B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* and corrected for thermodynamic 
contributions. All calculations were performed using Spartan ‘18. Convergence criteria 
were 10-4 Hartree and 10-4 atomic units as the maximum norm of the cartesian gradient. 
Vibrational analysis was also carried out at B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* and at 25 °C. The XYZ 
coordinates for the GS and TS structures are in tables 4.3 – 4.7. To eliminate error in GS 
energy, the calculated GS energies for the syn- and anti- conformers were averaged. The 
calculations overestimated the barriers on average by 0.9 kcal/mol with a standard 




Figure 4.24 Correlation of the calculated (ΔG‡calc) and experimental (ΔG‡exp) rotational 
barriers used in this dissertation. Structures were calculated at the B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* 
level of theory with thermodynamic corrections. 
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Table 4.3 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of Ph-F1 
  
 
H        1.823549     -1.658324     -5.081935 
C        1.732086     -1.270732     -4.072491 
C        1.476966     -0.290085     -1.485950 
C        0.515471     -1.361929     -3.404464 
C        2.825145     -0.673968     -3.449148 
C        2.696725     -0.190116     -2.152701 
C        0.361796     -0.862635     -2.106663 
H       -0.342198     -1.811109     -3.894524 
H        3.774339     -0.591525     -3.967598 
H        3.538981      0.265693     -1.644756 
N        1.399669      0.178604     -0.138605 
C        1.435483      1.538316      0.212644 
C        1.433518      1.619138      1.728278 
C        1.333223      0.155207      2.216129 
C        1.309975     -0.690345      0.960260 
H        2.340840      2.130903      2.056164 
O        1.454381      2.449428     -0.575936 
O        1.224779     -1.890268      0.880348 
C       -0.002835      0.145981      3.048230 
H       -0.105844     -0.721861      3.696911 
H        2.171545     -0.163410      2.839175 
C        0.156948      2.294778      2.357263 
H        0.203646      3.381830      2.377347 
C        0.114243      1.541494      3.708745 
H        1.020844      1.666370      4.309981 
H       -0.760626      1.799154      4.308683 
C       -1.043531      1.672693      1.662576 
H       -1.617934      2.146983      0.877718 
C       -1.133420      0.401365      2.064379 
H       -1.789868     -0.361522      1.667958 
C       -0.980944     -0.918247     -1.458744 
C       -3.541868     -1.036726     -0.396639 
C       -1.449795     -2.096684     -0.870741 
C       -1.816145      0.202811     -1.488317 
C       -3.103757      0.151104     -0.961159 
C       -2.734184     -2.162320     -0.334860 
F       -4.790589     -1.096043      0.119682 
H       -1.455340      1.122477     -1.935764 
H       -0.796449     -2.958604     -0.814522 
H       -3.765257      1.009271     -0.982774 
H       -3.113566     -3.067147      0.125823 
H       -5.305197      1.085285      0.130265 
C       -4.224819      0.984254      0.133830 
C       -1.463321      0.707517      0.132388 
C       -3.614979      0.060740     -0.708298 
C       -3.449413      1.784603      0.970224 
C       -2.066827      1.637724      0.974344 
C       -2.223649     -0.085033     -0.737528 
H       -4.216898     -0.546711     -1.376388 
H       -3.919803      2.511317      1.623769 
H       -1.444789      2.229972      1.635528 
N       -0.051345      0.518198      0.216285 
C        0.890293      1.482079     -0.167953 
C        2.260845      0.958505      0.214400 
C        2.014459     -0.442406      0.815450 
C        0.514286     -0.640422      0.775964 
H        2.905769      0.960289     -0.665737 
O        0.622436      2.532885     -0.695929 
O       -0.114119     -1.590262      1.167273 
C        2.597911     -0.313833      2.275313 
H        2.778549     -1.272408      2.757518 
H        2.502818     -1.253972      0.273267 
C        2.946861      1.741572      1.398492 
H        3.446151      2.655406      1.082678 
C        3.813017      0.598637      1.979909 
H        4.516722      0.171503      1.258558 
H        4.348723      0.894187      2.884028 
C        1.908221      1.879868      2.503251 
H        1.362406      2.789108      2.723789 
C        1.700569      0.664224      3.020191 
H        0.947282      0.376829      3.743179 
C       -1.591773     -1.040650     -1.682507 
C       -0.446278     -2.813649     -3.486145 
C       -0.667260     -0.591621     -2.633607 
C       -1.924816     -2.399203     -1.655216 
C       -1.355830     -3.293617     -2.556599 
C       -0.090029     -1.474532     -3.541526 
F        0.109316     -3.676793     -4.367000 
H       -0.415396      0.462671     -2.675432 
H       -2.617591     -2.762567     -0.904545 
H       -1.598314     -4.349934     -2.542426 
H        0.615809     -1.139763     -4.293056 
H        1.224689     -0.528517     -5.170643 
C        1.185954     -0.417921     -4.092142 
C        1.063944     -0.196359     -1.259145 
C        0.195889     -1.046372     -3.356432 
C        2.099026      0.372699     -3.411167 
C        2.035260      0.475608     -2.030466 
C        0.077933     -0.945340     -1.958297 
H       -0.558213     -1.632493     -3.869936 
H        2.875315      0.913043     -3.942983 
H        2.780465      1.073183     -1.539893 
N        1.150114     -0.014805      0.181089 
C        2.263244      0.601378      0.835576 
C        1.886329      0.918568      2.259937 
C        0.528738      0.259666      2.477521 
C        0.208568     -0.427504      1.173419 
H        2.677508      0.571295      2.925209 
O        3.343853      0.850157      0.361315 
O       -0.688995     -1.210819      1.030513 
C       -0.420737      1.477657      2.826378 
H       -1.358634      1.173066      3.286422 
H        0.501011     -0.479404      3.278811 
C        1.592378      2.455482      2.513491 
H        2.492411      3.042257      2.685939 
C        0.573813      2.311786      3.670377 
H        0.967846      1.774503      4.538747 
H        0.159131      3.270195      3.988371 
C        0.670281      2.929097      1.400664 
H        0.982845      3.526148      0.552948 
C       -0.519375      2.347244      1.585463 
H       -1.373581      2.374489      0.920048 
C       -1.172242     -1.607675     -1.464436 
C       -3.563346     -2.844483     -0.791818 
C       -1.232614     -2.992671     -1.298393 
C       -2.345968     -0.861528     -1.331120 
C       -3.547428     -1.472640     -0.985372 
C       -2.425428     -3.619040     -0.950536 
F       -4.728605     -3.448111     -0.454177 
H       -0.332803     -3.585619     -1.421476 
H       -2.319293      0.211135     -1.492270 
H       -2.484968     -4.691384     -0.802663 
H       -4.464313     -0.905974     -0.868875 
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Table 4.4 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of Ph-F3 
  
 
H        1.982412     -1.939299     -4.964477 
C        1.840469     -1.476228     -3.993636 
C        1.455520     -0.297315     -1.504701 
C        0.586626     -1.500934     -3.393372 
C        2.906505     -0.850368     -3.352762 
C        2.712249     -0.269097     -2.104880 
C        0.369563     -0.902657     -2.147309 
H       -0.250313     -1.969796     -3.900414 
H        3.885795     -0.822876     -3.818002 
H        3.535329      0.199403     -1.577115 
N        1.331745      0.235762     -0.182514 
C        1.138012      1.593396      0.115805 
C        1.269446      1.752776      1.621026 
C        1.447823      0.318595      2.169272 
C        1.427594     -0.586775      0.956265 
H        2.123981      2.403634      1.821177 
O        0.905851      2.447736     -0.703499 
O        1.486439     -1.788769      0.925149 
C        0.243280      0.162620      3.164106 
H        0.351374     -0.675456      3.849865 
H        2.393616      0.165830      2.694576 
C       -0.004349      2.272768      2.382602 
H       -0.117189      3.354844      2.358599 
C        0.236077      1.594806      3.756692 
H        1.183464      1.879409      4.225791 
H       -0.584435      1.759576      4.457142 
C       -1.183736      1.454464      1.883691 
H       -1.936836      1.820433      1.199968 
C       -1.033020      0.205601      2.336235 
H       -1.631270     -0.661174      2.084636 
C       -0.996302     -0.902922     -1.563396 
C       -3.595058     -0.894685     -0.528340 
C       -1.634436     -2.108566     -1.256828 
C       -1.664762      0.306579     -1.356803 
C       -2.949957      0.293949     -0.846199 
C       -2.922445     -2.091902     -0.748083 
F       -3.596890      1.452510     -0.615834 
F       -4.834851     -0.888612     -0.023846 
F       -3.548794     -3.241109     -0.445883 
H       -1.192524      1.254461     -1.583764 
H       -1.136001     -3.060611     -1.390940 
H       -5.306802      1.146162      0.053246 
C       -4.226656      1.045855      0.065362 
C       -1.458347      0.773501      0.079924 
C       -3.613524      0.081716     -0.725894 
C       -3.451619      1.886663      0.860797 
C       -2.069505      1.742918      0.873095 
C       -2.221528     -0.063057     -0.748324 
H       -4.213709     -0.558927     -1.363634 
H       -3.921671      2.646433      1.475683 
H       -1.452278      2.378074      1.496189 
N       -0.042685      0.619491      0.159260 
C        0.858365      1.675347     -0.062448 
C        2.246872      1.168702      0.262383 
C        2.068815     -0.315755      0.648710 
C        0.575995     -0.566542      0.599519 
H        2.899988      1.332521     -0.596177 
O        0.544609      2.779594     -0.429930 
O       -0.009132     -1.574379      0.902250 
C        2.674385     -0.389431      2.102600 
H        2.918885     -1.400111      2.422941 
H        2.576112     -1.013143     -0.020514 
C        2.887718      1.795959      1.560940 
H        3.326889      2.777783      1.395226 
C        3.829000      0.629236      1.948714 
H        4.544196      0.367099      1.162784 
H        4.361992      0.808512      2.884541 
C        1.854810      1.692187      2.673468 
H        1.259854      2.520039      3.039291 
C        1.733855      0.401172      3.000512 
H        1.015241     -0.041922      3.678444 
C       -1.606682     -1.071556     -1.647181 
C       -0.471160     -2.977066     -3.356434 
C       -0.630832     -0.693447     -2.575183 
C       -2.012579     -2.407549     -1.583357 
C       -1.446082     -3.340178     -2.433977 
C       -0.075738     -1.645600     -3.412933 
F       -1.823642     -4.627772     -2.376510 
F        0.071157     -3.887693     -4.174500 
F        0.857861     -1.291161     -4.313190 
H       -0.313214      0.337163     -2.672506 
H       -2.739214     -2.740837     -0.853188 
H        1.222676     -0.511604     -5.183523 
C        1.187634     -0.406997     -4.104477 
C        1.072478     -0.195056     -1.268397 
C        0.189388     -1.024671     -3.371000 
C        2.116504      0.361317     -3.419532 
C        2.056390      0.459766     -2.038223 
C        0.079644     -0.929479     -1.972567 
H       -0.572599     -1.598880     -3.886327 
H        2.902847      0.888620     -3.949404 
H        2.813286      1.040277     -1.545167 
N        1.153523     -0.014383      0.171415 
C        2.264413      0.603260      0.832540 
C        1.882285      0.912788      2.256779 
C        0.521809      0.257026      2.465447 
C        0.203148     -0.419393      1.156579 
H        2.669725      0.559116      2.923070 
O        3.344525      0.857138      0.361199 
O       -0.705182     -1.189457      1.002845 
C       -0.425579      1.476193      2.817730 
H       -1.365985      1.171947      3.272645 
H        0.488377     -0.487079      3.261840 
C        1.591999      2.449140      2.517448 
H        2.493167      3.032074      2.696450 
C        0.568924      2.302060      3.669852 
H        0.957895      1.758674      4.536615 
H        0.156138      3.259918      3.991652 
C        0.675435      2.931544      1.403708 
H        0.992348      3.534762      0.562002 
C       -0.516943      2.352951      1.581259 
H       -1.370665      2.390524      0.915718 
C       -1.166954     -1.594287     -1.475710 
C       -3.560322     -2.848308     -0.755574 
C       -1.208782     -2.977985     -1.305007 
C       -2.338376     -0.846916     -1.341614 
C       -3.513090     -1.476478     -0.969721 
C       -2.395943     -3.585077     -0.934899 
F       -4.643157     -0.763158     -0.811915 
F       -4.704540     -3.449412     -0.398655 
F       -2.445886     -4.915604     -0.745344 
H       -0.322827     -3.589493     -1.421243 
H       -2.347730      0.224620     -1.498495 
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Table 4.5 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of Ph-F5 
   
H        1.916855     -1.720156     -5.053005 
C        1.785305     -1.309667     -4.057676 
C        1.433273     -0.274656     -1.496178 
C        0.565105     -1.449530     -3.408756 
C        2.829884     -0.634067     -3.431374 
C        2.655268     -0.125353     -2.150304 
C        0.365567     -0.920463     -2.130033 
H       -0.256127     -1.959817     -3.899936 
H        3.782102     -0.511327     -3.935839 
H        3.462888      0.390950     -1.646132 
N        1.314392      0.206232     -0.158618 
C        1.531803      1.552690      0.202289 
C        1.462534      1.634736      1.712977 
C        1.263144      0.183626      2.203847 
C        1.101139     -0.644510      0.943223 
H        2.384146      2.098497      2.070471 
O        1.752895      2.443037     -0.575903 
O        0.838220     -1.817343      0.861204 
C       -0.019858      0.275646      3.110439 
H       -0.135140     -0.560294      3.797407 
H        2.112254     -0.208766      2.767786 
C        0.220829      2.384994      2.325491 
H        0.314198      3.468816      2.298472 
C        0.190336      1.687448      3.709365 
H        1.122511      1.791604      4.274239 
H       -0.648916      2.010840      4.327696 
C       -1.034545      1.795061      1.698490 
H       -1.621377      2.271412      0.924816 
C       -1.182263      0.554118      2.173655 
H       -1.912162     -0.184656      1.870637 
C       -0.977594     -1.022770     -1.508716 
C       -3.553804     -1.203133     -0.397589 
C       -1.556782     -2.257519     -1.217989 
C       -1.732368      0.114978     -1.234112 
C       -3.004337      0.039040     -0.685058 
C       -2.829122     -2.358078     -0.669579 
F       -1.229419      1.331414     -1.488526 
F       -3.689078      1.155618     -0.404257 
F       -4.771335     -1.288093      0.144147 
F       -3.361515     -3.553738     -0.396664 
F       -0.888906     -3.386820     -1.470410 
H       -4.362942      1.091617      2.219664 
C       -3.284787      1.042709      2.112062 
C       -0.517374      0.920500      1.814026 
C       -2.649857      1.825477      1.156337 
C       -2.533341      0.198931      2.926292 
C       -1.153794      0.135496      2.773764 
C       -1.260928      1.788398      0.999694 
H       -3.231787      2.481816      0.519378 
H       -3.020674     -0.416891      3.674463 
H       -0.558882     -0.518916      3.397195 
N        0.895781      0.819514      1.669083 
C        1.782951      0.946283      2.759572 
C        3.185641      0.734677      2.235584 
C        3.030716      0.465377      0.723560 
C        1.538408      0.477112      0.464898 
H        3.787631      1.613873      2.472036 
O        1.447926      1.154499      3.896330 
O        0.975336      0.226856     -0.571287 
C        3.706127     -0.944308      0.533242 
H        3.966913     -1.168826     -0.498985 
H        3.508688      1.215347      0.089920 
C        3.892663     -0.573284      2.757103 
H        4.323514     -0.467167      3.750652 
C        4.852670     -0.817195      1.565964 
H        5.527870      0.022000      1.370893 
H        5.431746     -1.736649      1.670204 
C        2.917410     -1.724924      2.558296 
H        2.343398     -2.188479      3.351032 
C        2.811790     -1.949301      1.244440 
H        2.130324     -2.625936      0.744201 
C       -0.620110      2.638667     -0.031041 
C        0.653229      4.160635     -2.024609 
C        0.387881      3.548127      0.281118 
C       -0.976403      2.522235     -1.375214 
C       -0.356037      3.268676     -2.366850 
C        1.029032      4.299847     -0.694555 
F       -1.924373      1.654009     -1.746346 
F       -0.712593      3.127848     -3.647316 
F        1.259319      4.881753     -2.970684 
F        1.997978      5.160365     -0.359816 
F        0.778944      3.709233      1.555701 
H        1.249044     -0.463884     -5.154444 
C        1.197380     -0.372396     -4.075538 
C        1.055347     -0.200609     -1.246605 
C        0.211001     -1.024367     -3.361487 
C        2.088811      0.420313     -3.373038 
C        2.014547      0.502569     -1.993348 
C        0.095767     -0.944875     -1.967371 
H       -0.533850     -1.611316     -3.888806 
H        2.859034      0.983051     -3.889284 
H        2.742732      1.111414     -1.488576 
N        1.125608     -0.051907      0.193610 
C        2.248237      0.525107      0.860840 
C        1.852123      0.886540      2.268573 
C        0.477467      0.261878      2.468180 
C        0.155531     -0.414390      1.161676 
H        2.620090      0.534883      2.958695 
O        3.343479      0.705280      0.399689 
O       -0.775672     -1.156319      1.006127 
C       -0.446877      1.496239      2.772245 
H       -1.399052      1.225094      3.224204 
H        0.421101     -0.473154      3.272109 
C        1.584793      2.424067      2.470062 
H        2.489737      3.002565      2.646120 
C        0.543231      2.335912      3.603640 
H        0.912186      1.818176      4.494840 
H        0.138910      3.311482      3.878591 
C        0.696568      2.875825      1.323823 
H        1.033434      3.443391      0.464229 
C       -0.506397      2.325229      1.501422 
H       -1.342819      2.341558      0.812460 
C       -1.142620     -1.616257     -1.477524 
C       -3.531747     -2.849376     -0.725454 
C       -1.234661     -2.992824     -1.381208 
C       -2.283331     -0.874048     -1.214282 
C       -3.469417     -1.468510     -0.833472 
C       -2.412631     -3.615612     -1.000753 
F       -2.219767      0.466172     -1.255386 
F       -4.546259     -0.728686     -0.554934 
F       -4.670981     -3.438040     -0.359374 
F       -2.476124     -4.945779     -0.902541 
F       -0.163953     -3.754395     -1.637708 
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Table 4.6 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of Ph-NO2 
  
 
H        2.079457     -1.603831     -5.102468 
C        1.984468     -1.210544     -4.095772 
C        1.723041     -0.215622     -1.513333 
C        0.772466     -1.320993     -3.422466 
C        3.067882     -0.587895     -3.480948 
C        2.937466     -0.098412     -2.186701 
C        0.618182     -0.812360     -2.128860 
H       -0.078449     -1.789523     -3.906055 
H        4.012974     -0.491300     -4.004187 
H        3.774340      0.373979     -1.685394 
N        1.641432      0.248509     -0.165554 
C        1.693429      1.606842      0.194187 
C        1.689071      1.677829      1.709742 
C        1.580009      0.211707      2.189832 
C        1.540087     -0.625751      0.929428 
H        2.598372      2.183140      2.041837 
O        1.724180      2.520549     -0.590453 
O        1.432386     -1.823132      0.840281 
C        0.249256      0.207415      3.030528 
H        0.144757     -0.661138      3.677773 
H        2.420418     -0.117623      2.804302 
C        0.416353      2.356994      2.343057 
H        0.467221      3.443697      2.364907 
C        0.375544      1.601028      3.693203 
H        1.284851      1.720682      4.291175 
H       -0.495788      1.861155      4.296916 
C       -0.789947      1.741848      1.651988 
H       -1.369485      2.225013      0.876256 
C       -0.885062      0.470683      2.053136 
H       -1.551455     -0.287999      1.665168 
C       -0.721481     -0.880300     -1.478723 
C       -3.274664     -1.017072     -0.408251 
C       -1.187831     -2.074068     -0.918130 
C       -1.550990      0.247044     -1.477735 
C       -2.834324      0.185772     -0.949352 
C       -2.466827     -2.149058     -0.378961 
H       -1.187511      1.174438     -1.905549 
H       -0.535126     -2.937130     -0.887069 
H       -3.491326      1.044926     -0.949702 
H       -2.843874     -3.062493      0.060946 
N       -4.639343     -1.093156      0.160893 
O       -4.993691     -2.159744      0.645575 
O       -5.330467     -0.084107      0.114533 
H        0.309404     -5.312547      1.293799 
C        0.311653     -4.232239      1.194539 
C        0.308322     -1.467035      0.924079 
C       -0.495327     -3.625061      0.238853 
C        1.113028     -3.453384      2.026575 
C        1.117832     -2.070440      1.882793 
C       -0.525465     -2.233240      0.098596 
H       -1.135637     -4.229267     -0.395505 
H        1.741087     -3.921941      2.776414 
H        1.753743     -1.448245      2.501379 
N        0.392321     -0.055449      0.740699 
C        0.042191      0.881228      1.725633 
C        0.435478      2.251498      1.211707 
C        1.011909      2.013696     -0.201382 
C        0.943111      0.518224     -0.419797 
H       -0.433685      2.910587      1.235217 
O       -0.467447      0.605505      2.782760 
O        1.305851     -0.104582     -1.384622 
C        2.484064      2.568851     -0.085921 
H        2.955532      2.752945     -1.049088 
H        0.467829      2.523389     -0.998404 
C        1.642937      2.907497      1.986045 
H        1.348248      3.400640      2.910113 
C        2.223311      3.777332      0.845459 
H        1.509361      4.499911      0.437736 
H        3.141095      4.292522      1.134837 
C        2.731366      1.848196      2.095770 
H        2.958128      1.290077      2.995932 
C        3.226552      1.646129      0.870142 
H        3.933349      0.885197      0.563315 
C       -1.441331     -1.607246     -0.886492 
C       -3.190220     -0.468490     -2.715307 
C       -2.391584     -0.664829     -0.469167 
C       -1.385733     -1.964347     -2.239143 
C       -2.258672     -1.400633     -3.159809 
C       -3.270053     -0.091438     -1.378456 
H       -2.454273     -0.400171      0.580390 
H       -0.633316     -2.668986     -2.573576 
H       -2.222473     -1.661280     -4.209013 
H       -4.016865      0.627741     -1.069857 
N       -4.123012      0.137511     -3.689591 
O       -4.904833      0.984618     -3.276206 
O       -4.057776     -0.242445     -4.851446 
H        1.440594     -0.391709     -5.168819 
C        1.414211     -0.271641     -4.091154 
C        1.317389     -0.015852     -1.258596 
C        0.417738     -0.873856     -3.342404 
C        2.354049      0.498299     -3.423711 
C        2.302997      0.617478     -2.043595 
C        0.317251     -0.758718     -1.944238 
H       -0.348562     -1.452776     -3.846040 
H        3.141561      1.010798     -3.966098 
H        3.066330      1.199415     -1.562270 
N        1.406026      0.186274      0.177614 
C        2.510798      0.823464      0.830538 
C        2.141815      1.106826      2.264153 
C        0.786834      0.441063      2.477185 
C        0.457773     -0.215879      1.161649 
H        2.938310      0.745035      2.915288 
O        3.577128      1.111727      0.347991 
O       -0.462958     -0.970063      0.998096 
C       -0.162634      1.650348      2.856852 
H       -1.097431      1.334956      3.315655 
H        0.764924     -0.315286      3.262508 
C        1.848081      2.636749      2.553179 
H        2.748143      3.220996      2.733161 
C        0.836238      2.467313      3.712246 
H        1.235225      1.912083      4.566890 
H        0.422522      3.418149      4.053094 
C        0.919685      3.131200      1.454497 
H        1.227007      3.748035      0.619156 
C       -0.268467      2.544546      1.633941 
H       -1.128334      2.588542      0.976776 
C       -0.930371     -1.421575     -1.443024 
C       -3.315073     -2.675834     -0.783095 
C       -0.973359     -2.806712     -1.254802 
C       -2.116772     -0.685198     -1.348651 
C       -3.311299     -1.303049     -1.009224 
C       -2.159140     -3.439192     -0.911297 
H       -0.064225     -3.388365     -1.356842 
H       -2.098533      0.383325     -1.532431 
H       -2.204472     -4.506830     -0.743035 
H       -4.234211     -0.745565     -0.920624 
N       -4.579375     -3.341350     -0.415313 
O       -4.551593     -4.549823     -0.215114 
O       -5.585820     -2.647350     -0.330092 
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Table 4.7 XYZ coordinates of the GS and TS structures of Ph-(NO2)2 
  
 
H        2.233421     -1.611966     -5.025677 
C        2.108069     -1.196626     -4.031558 
C        1.771544     -0.146194     -1.475352 
C        0.892257     -1.336158     -3.372333 
C        3.155687     -0.514152     -3.417784 
C        2.989589      0.000476     -2.137614 
C        0.699654     -0.797018     -2.096012 
H        0.066079     -1.845793     -3.857354 
H        4.103943     -0.393306     -3.929927 
H        3.803267      0.512553     -1.638039 
N        1.664667      0.320236     -0.131191 
C        1.831872      1.668769      0.241920 
C        1.827957      1.726243      1.756043 
C        1.635357      0.266562      2.227991 
C        1.489852     -0.550535      0.960488 
H        2.766825      2.175032      2.087357 
O        1.951720      2.579464     -0.536509 
O        1.262695     -1.730104      0.861628 
C        0.345196      0.343749      3.125408 
H        0.217182     -0.512439      3.784700 
H        2.479371     -0.126852      2.798445 
C        0.607849      2.475007      2.411040 
H        0.715848      3.557561      2.419279 
C        0.570702      1.733035      3.769792 
H        1.504156      1.807631      4.337049 
H       -0.264505      2.045528      4.398965 
C       -0.653020      1.922410      1.763872 
H       -1.237546      2.441670      1.015224 
C       -0.809535      0.664382      2.190439 
H       -1.542104     -0.058527      1.855700 
C       -0.644717     -0.893104     -1.468880 
C       -3.253307     -1.077601     -0.406325 
C       -1.181385     -2.135547     -1.122982 
C       -1.410550      0.257780     -1.270991 
C       -2.695354      0.143497     -0.751234 
C       -2.468109     -2.203430     -0.602947 
H       -1.023240      1.232980     -1.532975 
H       -0.604179     -3.041960     -1.240340 
H       -4.251926     -1.149489     -0.001586 
N       -3.032627     -3.529503     -0.243353 
O       -2.373712     -4.516821     -0.531487 
O       -4.120428     -3.543781      0.313384 
N       -3.505804      1.366967     -0.550457 
O       -2.957402      2.444087     -0.749572 
O       -4.665311      1.225287     -0.196246 
H       -5.382952     -0.303068      1.410384 
C       -4.302559     -0.334556      1.320612 
C       -1.527537     -0.403544      1.076073 
C       -3.663300      0.465301      0.381054 
C       -3.552042     -1.169982      2.143927 
C       -2.168257     -1.206530      2.016605 
C       -2.270257      0.456849      0.247987 
H       -4.247055      1.126546     -0.250870 
H       -4.042195     -1.798943      2.879019 
H       -1.572966     -1.859007      2.642555 
N       -0.109067     -0.486998      0.955559 
C        0.763240     -0.289146      2.046858 
C        2.175056     -0.482443      1.543983 
C        2.043364     -0.801259      0.038755 
C        0.554751     -0.850406     -0.233367 
H        2.750025      0.420975      1.754494 
O        0.404639     -0.021702      3.164866 
O        0.001595     -1.141179     -1.263504 
C        2.775256     -2.188216     -0.106125 
H        3.059194     -2.429927     -1.128259 
H        2.495411     -0.044080     -0.605542 
C        2.917077     -1.752308      2.109639 
H        3.331387     -1.605050      3.104941 
C        3.900681     -1.991869      0.937263 
H        4.548487     -1.134410      0.729540 
H        4.511046     -2.886487      1.074289 
C        1.986012     -2.942913      1.928962 
H        1.419195     -3.407570      2.726398 
C        1.907342     -3.206246      0.620240 
H        1.259690     -3.921852      0.129358 
C       -1.623918      1.316746     -0.771369 
C       -0.325663      2.853935     -2.762453 
C       -0.503288      2.088859     -0.458159 
C       -2.099160      1.330038     -2.086317 
C       -1.457660      2.103871     -3.043932 
C        0.134610      2.812913     -1.455625 
H       -0.110671      2.116841      0.547627 
H       -2.943233      0.720810     -2.379494 
H        0.178129      3.429338     -3.524938 
N        1.384812      3.528815     -1.119761 
O        1.786683      4.369294     -1.907781 
O        1.945989      3.211134     -0.077050 
N       -1.978479      2.101538     -4.435220 
O       -1.350700      2.734969     -5.270042 
O       -3.002712      1.470916     -4.651179 
H        1.599608     -0.282779     -5.121940 
C        1.548700     -0.161804     -4.045530 
C        1.404896      0.084479     -1.213952 
C        0.565324     -0.804209     -3.312583 
C        2.435630      0.658542     -3.365260 
C        2.362246      0.773695     -1.985645 
C        0.440845     -0.686801     -1.917695 
H       -0.173953     -1.406919     -3.828838 
H        3.200390      1.213430     -3.898075 
H        3.089783      1.394487     -1.496798 
N        1.484964      0.260007      0.222900 
C        2.607228      0.864094      0.884697 
C        2.226053      1.172193      2.308239 
C        0.870459      0.505081      2.521360 
C        0.541257     -0.149939      1.205380 
H        3.018014      0.826512      2.973134 
O        3.686142      1.101148      0.405741 
O       -0.377237     -0.909660      1.041671 
C       -0.083019      1.714236      2.896129 
H       -1.013491      1.398760      3.363385 
H        0.849367     -0.250988      3.306854 
C        1.921597      2.705847      2.571664 
H        2.819142      3.297436      2.740146 
C        0.915869      2.544923      3.737568 
H        1.321833      2.002336      4.597033 
H        0.498793      3.497637      4.068416 
C        0.984877      3.182638      1.471891 
H        1.283546      3.795209      0.630249 
C       -0.200935      2.595285      1.664866 
H       -1.068505      2.632918      1.017219 
C       -0.808788     -1.342621     -1.419723 
C       -3.239845     -2.569789     -0.677998 
C       -0.885508     -2.727223     -1.279781 
C       -1.964218     -0.578284     -1.246547 
C       -3.145389     -1.199049     -0.865858 
C       -2.090854     -3.309820     -0.905402 
H       -0.018173     -3.353607     -1.436230 
H       -1.947550      0.494007     -1.383014 
H       -4.165511     -3.038598     -0.379796 
N       -2.156807     -4.783513     -0.742590 
O       -1.146871     -5.423799     -0.999113 
O       -3.215771     -5.263277     -0.365910 
N       -4.352478     -0.369161     -0.639034 
O       -4.233874      0.843251     -0.758533 
O       -5.387789     -0.946313     -0.342696 
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4.3.6 ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL MAP CALCULATIONS 
 Electrostatic potential maps were calculated for the substituents of the molecular 
rotors with a methyl group replaced for the rest of the rotor (Figure 4.25). The ESP maps 
located in Figure 4.25 show the positive and negative regions around the molecules. 
Regions in yellow, orange, and red have a partial negative charge, with the red regions 
being the most negative and yellow the least. Regions in green, cyan, and blue have a partial 
positive charge, with the blue regions being the most positive and green the least. The 
values for the aromatic groups were selected for the center of the rings, while the values 
for the carbonyl, acetylene, and cyanide groups were obtained by selecting the first carbon 
attached to the phenyl rotor. The ESP maps were calculated at the B3LYP-D3/6-311G* 
level of theory. 
4.3.7 NATURAL BOND ORBITAL CALCULATIONS 
Natural bond order (NBO) calculations were carried out using Q-Chem version 5.0 
which incorporates the NBO version 5.0 program. Geometry optimizations were performed 
using Spartan’18 at the B3LYP-D3/6-311G* level of theory and ground state 
conformations were confirmed by 0 negative IR frequencies. Coordinates (Tables 4.3 – 
4.7) were subsequently imported to Q-Chem for NBO analysis. NBO calculations were 
performed as a single point calculation, at the ωB97M-V/6-311G* level of theory on the 
imported geometries. The calculations were performed on the optimize TS structures of the 
rotors to examine the possible contribution of an orbital-orbital n→π* interaction. The 
n→π* interaction energy from the imide carbonyl oxygen lone pair (n) and the anti-
bonding orbital on the R-group (π*) are reported in table.
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Table 4.8 ESP parameters calculated at the B3LYP-D3/6-311G* level of theory 
 





















Figure 4.25 ESP maps for the R-groups used in this study. 
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Table 4.9 NBO energy from the n→π* orbital-orbital interaction 
 




















There are many different directions that future research on molecular rotors can be 
proceeded. Three specific directions were explored in which the N-phenylimide rotors were 
utilized to answer interesting questions; (1) Is there enhanced repulsion in lone pair – lone 
pair interactions? (2) What is the most accurate level of theory to calculate rotational 
barriers? (3) Can the rotational barriers be modeled using empirical parameters? 
5.2 LONE PAIR – LONE PAIR REPULSION 
There are many theories which describe lone pairs. One of the most common is the 
valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model.126 VSEPR theory is commonly 
taught to in undergraduate classes and is useful to predict geometrical arrangements of 
atoms. VSEPR predicts the orientation of lone pairs off an oxygen of water, but this model 
assumes that lone pairs take up more physical space and has greater steric size than bonded 
atoms. We now know that the VSEPR model is correct for the wrong reasons. Molecular 
orbital theory and hybridization can also predict the locations of lone pairs based on orbital 
orientation rather than a space filling model. There are many studies on interactions 
involving a lone pair such as Chapters 2, 3, and 4 in this dissertation, but there are very few 
studies of lone pair – lone pair interactions. The goal of this section is to answer the 
question: does the lone pair – lone pair interaction involve extra destabilization? 
The rotational barriers were measured using exchange spectroscopy (EXSY).78,92 
All rotors were studied in the slow exchange regime (0 – 90 °C) where the syn- and anti-
conformers gave distinct sets of peaks. Eyring plots provided the enthalpy and entropy of 
the rotational barriers, and free energy (∆G‡exp) of rotation was recalculated at 25 °C for all 
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rotors (Table 2.1). The measured ∆G‡exp values ranged from 20.2 (R = OCH3) to 24.2 (R = 
I). 
The rotational barrier of the rotors in this study is primarily governed by steric 
hindrance. There are two types of rotors, one where the first atom of the R-group has a lone 
pair (lone pair series) and another where the first atoms does not have a lone pair (alkyl 
series). By correlating the rotational barriers to the B-value (steric) parameter, two separate 
trend lines were identified (Figure 5.1). The rotors which have a lone pair on the first atom 
(Figure 5.1, black circles) have slightly higher rotational barriers with than the rotors which 
do not have lone pairs on the first atom (Figure 5.1, black circles). 
The difference between these two lines is essentially negligible. For example, the 
difference between the two lines is 0.9 kcal/mol when the B-value is 10 kcal/mol. Thus, 
the lone pair – lone pair interaction does not appear to have any apparent extra repulsive 
interactions. The reason for the small difference between these two lines is most likely due 
to electrostatic attraction in the alkyl series and electrostatic repulsion in the lone pair 
series.  
5.3 ACCURACY IN CALCULATING ROTATIONAL BARRIERS 
There are many different functional and basis set pairs that could be used to 
calculate rotational barriers. Thankfully, there are general functionals which perform 
adequately for most purposes. For example, the B3LYP functional is accurate for many 
different applications and works well with both a small basis sets like 6-31G* and a small 
grid size like SG-1 (50,194). However, the M06-2X functional is also accurate for many 
different applications but works best with a large basis sets like aug-cc-pVTZ and large 
grid size like SG-3 (99,590). 
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When deciding which functional and basis set pair to use for benchmarking, the 
available computing needs to be considered. For example, if only a few functionals can be 
used in a benchmark, then general functionals should be tested rather than specific ones. 
Doing so will at least provide an adequately accurate series of calculations. 
The B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* level of theory was found to be adequately for the 
geometry optimization conducted in this dissertation. A few different combinations of 
functional and basis set pairs were also calculated to test for accuracy (Table 5.1). The 
B3LYP-D3(0)/6-311G* functional and basis set pair was the most accurate pair. However, 
the provided benchmark is limited in scope. If more computational resources are available 
larger basis sets like the 6-311++G(2df,2pd) and aug-cc-VTZ could be tested, along with 
double hybrid functionals like the ωB97M(2). 
5.4 EMPIRICAL MODEL OF ROTATIONAL BARRIERS 
The primary origin of the rotational barriers in this dissertation is steric hindrance. 
Thus, a simple empirical steric model can be created which can encompass multiple 
systems to predict rotational barrier energies. The empirical system is based on the 
combination of the overlap of substituents in the planar TS and the electrostatic interactions 
between the substituents.  
The empirical model used by Sternhell21 was expanded to 3 additional molecular 
rotors (Figure 5.2). The size of each substituent was optimized to provide the best fit, and 
the electrostatic charge for each substituent is from the MMFF charge for the overlapping 
atom. Similar substituents were examined for each system, which enabled a more accurate 
estimate of the steric radii relative to the original study. The overlap of the substituents in 
the TS is based on the molecular mechanic optimized GS structures. The GS structure was 
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rotated to approximate their overlap in the TS. The optimized radii are found in Table 5.2. 
The correlation plot of the combination or individual rotors along with their independent 
correlations can be found in Figure 5.3.  
This empirical modal can be used to make quick approximations of rotational 
barriers, or even predict is a molecule will have atropisomers. The root mean square 
deviation of this model is 0.76 kcal/mol which is more accurate than the DFT benchmark 
on the same rotors. The versatility of this model should be further increased by adding in 
more molecular rotors with similar overlapping substituents in their TSs.
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Table 5.1 Statistical analysis for the calculated rotational barriers in this dissertation. 
Basis set B3LYP B3LYP-D3(0) B97 ωB97M-V 
6-31G* 1.26 1.15 1.38  
6-311G* 2.08 1.10  1.30 
def2-TZVP  1.53   
All values are root mean square deviations. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Steric correlation plot
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Scheme 5.1 rotational barrier for the steric substituents 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Four different molecular rotors used to study substituents effective radii.15–21,94
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Table 5.2 Effective radii of the substituents 
Substituent Sternhell this work Substituent Sternhell this work 
NH2 1.79 2.17 Ph-F2  2.25 
NHCH3 1.91 2.36 Ph-F3  2.41 
NHPh  1.78 Ph-F4  1.62 
NHCOCH3 1.58 1.84 Ph-F5  1.87 
N(CH3)2 1.61 2.05 CH=CH2  2.19 
N+(CH3)3 2.27 3.74 CΞCH  1.89 
NO2 1.61 2.12 CΞN 1.51 1.80 
OH 1.53 1.84 CHO  2.47 
OCH3 1.52 1.85 COOH  2.21 
OCH2F  2.28 COOCH3 1.62 2.13 
OCHF2  2.16 COCH3 1.56 2.09 
OCF3  1.75 (CO)C(CH3)3  2.10 
OPh  1.91 SH 1.8 2.03 
OCH2OCH3  1.96 SCH3 1.82 2.34 
CH3 1.8 2.29 SCF3  2.48 
CH2F  1.37 SPh  2.31 
CHF2  1.94 F 1.47 1.58 
CF3 2.2 2.68 Cl 1.73 2.17 
CH2CH3  2.35 Br 1.86 2.47 
CH(CH3)2 2.2 2.66 I 1.97 2.65 
C(CH3)3  3.42 C=O  1.92 
CH2Ph  2.45 H 1.2 0.86 
Ph 1.62 2.14 C=S  2.74 




Figure 5.3 (Left) correlation plot of the individual rotors to the predicted rotational barrier 
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APPENDIX A EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS
 This appendix lists out empirical parameters for common substituents off 
an aromatic ring. These parameters can be utilized to explain non-covalent interactions 
governed by exchange and electrostatics.
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Table A.1 Empirical parameters used to model steric hindrance for common substituents. 
R A B Es
 υ S.S. C.R. B1 B5 L 
CH3 1.70 7.4 0.00 0.52 19.3 33.7 1.52 2.04 2.87 
CH2CH3 1.75 8.7 -0.07    1.52 3.17 4.11 
CH(CH3)2 2.15 1.1 -0.47 0.76 22.2 36.7 1.90 3.17 4.11 
C(CH3)3 >4.5 15.4 -1.54    2.60 3.17 4.11 
C≡CH 0.41 6.0     1.60 1.60 4.66 
C≡N 0.17 5.9  0.40 15.8  1.60 1.60 4.23 
Ph 3.0 7.5 -2.55  17.6 31.7 1.71 3.11 6.28 
Ph-F5  7.7     1.60   
CH=CH2 1.35 8.2     1.60 3.09 4.29 
CHO 0.80 10.2     1.60 2.36 3.53 
COCH3 1.17 8.0     1.60 3.13 4.06 
COPh       1.60   
COOH 1.35* 7.7     1.60 2.66 3.91 
COOCH3 1.27 7.7   17.5  1.64 3.36 4.73 
OH 0.87* 5.4  0.32 16.1 23.0 1.35 1.93 2.74 
OCH3 0.60 5.6 1.11 0.36 16.0 25.0 1.35 3.07 3.98 
OCF3  5.5     1.35 3.61 4.57 
OPh       1.35   
OCH2OCH3  5.7  0.63   1.35   
SH 0.17    19.4  1.70   
SCH3 0.70 8.6  0.64 19.5  1.70   
SCF3       1.70   
SPh 0.80 8.3     1.70   
NH2 1.45* 8.1  0.35 19.3 29.9 1.35 1.97 2.78 
NHCH3 1.00*    20.2  1.35 3.08 3.53 
NHPh       1.35 5.95 4.53 
NHCOCH3     17.0  1.35 3.61 5.09 
N(CH3)2 2.10 6.9  0.43 17.5 30.0 1.35 3.08 3.53 
N(Ph)2       1.35   
N+(CH3)3  18.1   22.5     
NO2 1.05 7.6 -1.07  17.4  1.35 2.44 3.44 
F 0.15 4.4  0.27 14.2  1.35 1.35 2.65 
Cl 0.43 7.7 0.09 0.55 18.8  1.80 1.80 3.52 
Br 0.38 8.7 -0.06 0.65 19.8  1.95 1.95 3.82 
I 0.43 10.0 -0.29 0.78 20.6  2.15 2.15 4.23 
CF3 2.10 10.5 -1.16 0.90 22.0 37.5 1.99 2.61 3.30 
* Solvent dependent, (A) A-value cyclohexane isomerization,30–33 (B) B-value parameter 
by Mazzanti,16–20 (Es) Taft steric parameter,
22,23,27 (υ) Charton steric parameter,24 (S.S.) 
Biphenyl rotational barriers,21 (C.R.) N-arylthiazoline-2-thione rotational barriers,94 (B1, 




Table A.2 Empirical parameters used to model electrostatics for common substituents. 
R σm σp F R 
CH3 -0.07 -0.17 0.01 -0.18 
CH2CH3 -0.07 -0.15 0.00 -0.15 
CH(CH3)2 -0.04 -0.15 0.04 -0.19 
C(CH3)3 -0.10 -0.20 -0.02 -0.18 
CCH 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.01 
CN 0.56 0.66 0.51 0.15 
Ph 0.06 -0.01 0.12 -0.13 
Ph-F5 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.00 
CHCH2 0.06 -0.04 0.13 -0.17 
CHO 0.35 0.42 0.33 0.09 
COCH3 0.38 0.50 0.33 0.17 
COPh 0.34 0.43 0.31 0.12 
COOH 0.37 0.45 0.34 0.11 
COOCH3 0.37 0.45 0.34 0.11 
OH 0.12 -0.37 0.33 -0.70 
OCH3 0.12 -0.27 0.29 -0.56 
OCF3 0.38 0.35 0.39 -0.04 
OPh 0.25 -0.03 0.37 -0.40 
SH 0.25 0.15 0.30 -0.15 
SCH3 0.15 0.00 0.23 -0.23 
SCF3 0.40 0.50 0.36 0.14 
SPh 0.23 0.07 0.30 -0.23 
NH2 -0.16 -0.66 0.08 -0.74 
NHCH3 -0.21 -0.70 0.03 -0.73 
NHPh -0.02 -0.56 0.22 -0.78 
NHCOCH3 0.21 0.00 0.31 -0.31 
N(CH3)2 -0.16 -0.83 0.15 -0.98 
N(Ph)2 0.00 -0.22 0.12 -0.34 
NO2 0.71 0.78 0.65 0.13 
F 0.34 0.06 0.45 -0.39 
Cl 0.37 0.23 0.42 -0.29 
Br 0.39 0.23 0.45 -0.22 
I 0.35 0.18 0.42 -0.24 
CF3 0.43 0.54 0.38 0.16 
All values are from a single source.127 
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